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Abstract

As computing systems continue to increase in performance and decrease in price, and as we
witness the emergence o f yet m ore powerful personal computers, it becomes even m ore
im portant to provide high performance communications systems to interconnect these
resources. The work reported here represents an investigation into the emerging technology of
local computer networks

--

in general, these are communications systems designed to tie

together some num ber o f computers and terminals within a distance o f roughly one kilometer,
with a data rate on the order o f 106 bits p er second.

Local networks are typically used to

support a wide range o f applications, including terminal access, file transfer, and more general
forms o f multi-machine processing.
This investigation has been broken down into two m ajor components:

a comparison of

alternative architectures for local networks, and a systematic effort to measure the performance
characteristics o f one such network.
The discussion o f local networks begins with the identification o f four major dimensions to the
design space:

the nature o f the underlying physical media, physical connectivity, logical

connectivity, and control disciplines used for accessing shared resources. Using that taxonomy,
and a set o f criteria for evaluating specific local networks, we examine several dozen alternative
designs. Within the whole range o f the design space, however, m ost networks fall into one of
five major families:
—Partially connected systems using store-and-forward techniques.
—Star networks o r hierarchical configurations.
—Rings and loops.
-R ad io -b a sed approaches using packet broadcasting.
—Multiaccess bus structures.
From that evaluation and analysis, one o f the m ost attractive designs is the use o f a shared
passive bus, run with a distributed control procedure such as carrier sense multiple access with
collision detection (CSM A/CD).
This approach first emerged in the design o f the Ethernet communications network
("Ethernet"); the second h alf o f the investigation consists o f a systematic effort to assess the
performance o f an Ethernet local network. T he subject o f these experiments was one o f the
largest local nets in use, supporting over 120 computers, or hosts.

This system was first

measured under normal load, examining various performance characteristics:
iv

error rates,

reliability, traffic volume, utilization, packet lengths, traffic patterns, inter-packet arrival times,
overhead, and more.

Performance was then m easured under conditions o f high load and

overload, using a special set o f tests programs to generate artificially high levels o f traffic,
while controlling as many as 90 hosts at one time.
From these experiments we have been able to conclude that this approach to local networking
performs quite well. U nder normal load there are very few errors, low delay, and the network
easily supports the offered traffic.

U nder extremely high load we find that the network

utilization remains high (over 97%) and the system does not become unstable.
Based upon these results, the final portion o f the work examines some future opportunities for
using Ethem et-style local networks:

carrying packet voice traffic, and providing access to

Ethernet systems from standardized interfaces (such as the CCITT recommendation X.25).

v
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Part I: Design of local networks

Chapter 1
Introduction

W e are interested in exploring the design and performance o f communications systems which
have become known as local computer networks. The phrase easily conjures up an image o f
com puters and terminals communicating with each other within some constrained geographic
area, b u t there is no precise definition that neatly prescribes all o f the characteristics o f a "local
com puter network." After m uch discussion, the IFIP W orking G roup studying this area
outlined the scope o f the subject in rather broad terms [IFIP, 1979]:
Local com puter networks are "local" in that the distances over which communication
takes place are limited, say between 10 meters and 10,000 meters. The "com puters" in
local com puter networks are the devices requiring and providing transmission o f
data.... The "networks” in local com puter networks employ a variety o f media,
including twisted pairs, coaxial cable, fiber optics, local radio, and others....
Thus, in the broad spectrum o f distributed computing the term has evolved to represent a wide
class o f systems positioned somewhere between the notion o f a closely coupled multiprocessor,
at one end, and a traditional, long-distance communications network at the other.
The boundaries are not particularly distinct, bu t it should be evident that proposed techniques
for local networks have drawn heavily upon experiences gained from approaches to processor
interconnection, as well as the long haul communications systems. Conversely, the ideas that
have now proven fruitful for this particular domain are now feeding back in the other
directions, as local network techniques are now influencing proposals for microprocessor
interconnection, as well as longer distance communication.
In addition, local networks often emerge with some distinctive non-technical characteristics. It
is usually the case that the network is used to interconnect computers and terminals that may
be owned or operated by a single organization. Furtherm ore, the network services usually do
not fall within the purview o f any locally franchised communications common carrier - that is,
the phone company does not m aintain a monopoly on these services. These two characteristics
can be important, especially since they increase the opportunities for experimentation and
innovation in the development o f local networks.

(This opportunity to experim ent and

innovate, however, may also lead to some reckless reinvention and duplication o f effort, as
groups succumb to the "N ot Invented Here" syndrome.)

Local networks are generally intended to support many different kinds o f applications running
on the computers (also known as hosts):
—Transfer o f files among hosts.
—Access to shared peripherals and servers.
—Delivery o f electronic messages.
—Specialized multi-machine applications.
—And much more.
These networks are designed to support generalized networking among computers; while they
can certainly provide access to a single com puter from a group o f terminals, the capabilities are
much broader than those associated with a traditional terminal network. We would expect that
host machines would not communicate only with one other host, but would be exchanging
packets with many different resources. Furtherm ore, most local networks tend to support data
rates ranging from at least several kilobits per second (Kbps) up to many megabits per second
(Mbps).
Com puter communications traffic is often described as being bursty, with short periods o f
intense usage followed by lengthy periods with low utilization.
rrhis is one o f the
considerations that tends to focus our attention upon systems that dynamically share
communications resources by using packet switching, rather than the more traditional circuit
switching approach.
The rapid development o f local networks has raised a num ber o f im portant issues:
—W hat are the relative merits o f the different designs?
—Which designs are more efficient or reliable?
—How much total bandw idth is needed?
—How much bandwidth does an individual host need?
—How many hosts can be supported on one network?
—How many different hosts normally communicate?
—W hat are the error characteristics?
—How will the networks behave under extreme load?
This report is an effort to answer some o f those questions -- it is a qualitative and empirical
examination o f local com puter networks. The work begins with a systematic attem pt to outline
the dimensions o f the design space;

from that, we have been able to construct a broad

taxonomy used to categorize several dozen different network proposals.
major

families

arise

from

that

taxonomy:

store-and-forward

A small num ber o f

systems,

simple

star

configurations, rings, and shared multiple access bus systems.
The qualitative evaluation focuses o u r attention upon one o f the most attractive designs:

a

shared multiple access bus with distributed control, as first developed in the Ethernet

communications system ("Ethernet").

Subsequent chapters examine in greater detail the

behavior and performance o f this network. Empirical measurements o f one o f the largest local
networks in existence are used to help assess error characteristics, traffic patterns, load, and
many other variables. To supplem ent these measurements o f behavior under "normal load,"
two separate scries o f experiments have also been undertaken, to gauge the performance o f the
system under other conditions o f very high load.
Using these measurements, we can then look back and compare actual results with original
expectations -- and we find that the Ethernet approach successfully meets many o f these
criteria.

Finally, we conclude by using this evaluation to briefly address several advanced

topics in local networking:

how one might carry voice traffic, the potential for standard

interfaces, and other issues.
At this point it is worth identifying some problems this report does not try to address:
—Any local communications network needs to be augmented with a suitable suite o f
communications protocols to actually provide certain kinds o f function, error control,
flow control, and other services. Full utilization o f the network will be dependent
upon the quality o f those higher level protocols, and their implementation. Any good
system design will encompass those problems, b u t this work is specifically focused
upon the behavior o f the underlying networks, factoring out (to the extent possible)
these higher level protocols.
—A network-specific set o f protocols, however, is no longer sufficient to m eet the
needs o f a wide-ranging group o f users;

internetwork protocols are necessary to tie

together users and resources connected to widely diverse local networks. Again, any
good design must take this into account. W e will take a look at some o f the lowest
level manifestations o f the internetwork protocols -- such as the overhead imposed
upon the local network -- bu t will not address the whole spectrum o f issues associated
with internetworking.
—There are several alternative methodologies one might employ for comparing local
networks, including mathematical modelling and discrete simulations. The availability
o f a working network with sustained regular use has provided an unusual opportunity
to collect measurements that we use to help evaluate o r validate some o f these
models -- particularly to demonstrate that some o f the simplest early models seem
quite appropriate.

Thus, the primary thrust has not been to develop further models

or simulations, since real systems are now at hand.
—It is the applications programs that mediate between an underlying network and the
real users, and it is those programs which will ultimately determ ine the utility o f a
local network.

Much work remains to be done in integrating network services into

user software, and creating whole new applications that can take advantage o f these

resources.
With these caveats in mind, we can press on to examine more closely the alternative designs
for local com puter networks.

Chapter 2
Alternative architectures for local networks

2.1.

Introduction

In the last ten years there have emerged dozens o f proposals for building local networks.
These systems have been intended to serve a wide range o f applications, have reflected widely
varying design decisions, and have incorporated many different overall architectures. Some
proposals have been implemented and are in regular use, while others have only survived as
paper designs.
When examining these many alternatives we find very few common threads woven through
them, but there is one general conclusion which does emerge:
The first law o f local networks:
m atter how baroque -

W ith enough hard effort almost any design -- no

can be made to work.

This law is, however, accompanied by two im portant corollaries:
Corollary 1:

A system which is actually implemented - and which is in regular use

meeting the needs o f its users Corollary 2:

is a workable design.

Just because a system works doesn’t mean it’s a good design.

In this chapter we examine a num ber o f alternative proposals for local networks, trying to
determine which ones actually seem to work well, and which ones might even incorporate
elements o f good design. In the following chapter we will take a closer look at the details o f
many specific network designs.
2.2.

Dimensions of the design space

Development o f a local com puter network is, to a great extent, an exercise in design
tradeoffs -- there are many different technological possibilities and alternative architectures.
In this design space we can identify at least four major dimensions:

point-to-point vs.

broadcast channels, physical connectivity, logical connectivity, and the control procedures used
for sharing communication resources.

2.2.1.

Point-to-point vs. broadcast channels

Various communications media can be used to provide either point-to-point channels (using
twisted pair, coaxial cable, switched telephone links, radio, or fiber optics) or broadcast
channels (using coaxial cable, radio, fiber optics, or diffused infrared radiation).
A point-to-point channel has only a single transmitter and a single receiver.

To connect

multiple hosts, these channels may be cascaded together with the signal being regenerated at
intermediate points (like tandem trunks in the telephone system), or whole packets may be
processed in a store-and-forward m anner through intermediate hosts.
A broadcast channel, in contrast, allows multiple receivers to simultaneously receive the same
signal. The channel may only support a single transm itter and many receivers (like a TV
station), or it may be a multiaccess channel giving different senders the ability to transmit to
many receivers.
Note that a broadcast communication channel provides the opportunity for every receiver to
pick up a signal, but does not guarantee reliable delivery to every destination (i.e., a particular
receiver may not be operating).
2.2.2.

Physical connectivity, or topology

The physical connectivity o f a communications system describes those stations which can
communicate directly with each other, using the underlying media.
If there are separate point-to-point channels between every pair o f stations, this is a fully
connected topology.
many interfaces;

F or n different nodes, this requires n*(n-\)/2 channels, and twice that
but there will be no need to share any o f tliese channels.

In a partially connected topology each node only has a direct channel to a limited num ber o f
other nodes; some form o f switching or store-and-forward mechanism will be needed in order
to reach all o f the other nodes, and to provide full logical connectivity.
Partially connected topologies can be further classified according to the particular topology:
—Arbitrary interconnection, typically with at least two different paths from each node
(sometimes called a mesh network or a distributed network).
—A simple star, in which all o f the nodes are directly connected to one central point.
—A strictly hierarchical configuration, in which the physical connections form a tree
structure.
—A circle, in which every node has two neighbors;
—A one dimensional linear structure.

or,

(These categories are not mutually exclusive, o f course:

a linear configuration can be viewed

as a tree with branching factor o f 1, and all of the last 4 are merely special cases o f arbitrary
interconnection.)
Similarly, if all o f the users o f an underlying broadcast channel are within range o f all other
users, this is also a fully connected topology. But broadcast communications channels do not
automatically provide full connectivity: in a radio system, for example, individual broadcast
units may have overlapping areas o f coverage, bu t still require an interm ediate repeater in
order to reach a distant node.
2.2.3.

Logical connectivity, or addressing

Distinct from the physical connectivity is the logical connectivity, or the set o f nodes which can
be directly addressed from each node. Suitable addressing and routing schemes can be used to
provide the appearance o f full logical connectivity, even if the physical connectivity is less
complete.
Conversely, a system with very rich physical connectivity may have very restricted logical
connectivity, if each node is only allowed to address a limited set o f destination nodes.
2.2.4.

Control procedures fo r sharing resources

If any o f the resources or communications channels are shared am ong different users, there
m ust be some sort o f control procedure used to properly allocate those resources; these are
often referred to as multiplexing or multiple access techniques.
In the simplest case, there is a static preallocation of resources to the various users. I f the
needs o f users can be predicted in advance, and do not fluctuate, this can be a reasonable
approach. But if individual demands vary in an unpredictable m anner, preallocation leaves
resources unused much o f the time, and thus can be very inefficient. Dynamic control
procedures attem pt to rapidly apportion a shared resource in response to changing demands.
One o f the major distinguishing characteristics o f a particular dynamic control mechanism is
the extent to which it depends upon centralized or distributed procedures.
Some o f the traditional mechanisms for sharing a channel include:
—Frequency division multiplexing (FD M ) or frequency division multiple access
(FDMA).
—Time division multiplexing (TDM ) or multiple access (TD M A ), also now called
synchronous time division multiplexing (STDM).
—Asynchronous time division multiplexing (ATDM), sometimes also referred to as
statistical time division multiplexing (STDM, a duplication o f initials that often causes
confusion).

—Polling, or roll call polling, from a central point.
—H ub polling, with the poll being passed along either in-band or out-of-band.
—Contention systems, in which a central arbiter resolves asynchronous requests for
service.
These techniques have now been

supplemented with dynamic

random access control

procedures (some o f which will be discussed at greater length later in this chapter):
—Pure Aloha.
—Slotted Aloha, requiring a central time base.
—Reservation Aloha.
—Carrier sense multiple access (CSMA).
—Carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSM A/CD).
—Many new access schemes proposed for satellite systems.
2.3.

Some examples from the design space

These four dimensions provide a very rich design space from which one can construct a local
network. Some o f the combinations would certainly not be very productive, but we can draw
examples from many existing systems:
—A small num ber o f hosts connected to each other with point-to-point lines has full
physical and logical connectivity, with no need to control the allocation o f shared
communications resources.
—The Arpanet uses point-to-point lines and has only partial physical connectivity, but
the distributed store-and-forward packet switching algorithms provide full logical
connectivity.
—A multidrop line for connecting terminals to a host uses a broadcast medium and
has full physical connectivity.

But the use o f a centralized control procedure, such as

polling, gives it a very restricted logical connectivity, in tire shape o f a star.
—T he in-bound part o f the original Aloha radio system also used a broadcast medium,
controlled with a decentralized random access procedure [Abramson, 1970].

But the

M enchune (at the host) was the only receiver for all o f this traffic, and the system had
the logical connectivity o f a star.
—Fiber optics are often thought o f as a point-to-point medium, but when configured
in the form o f a star with a m ixer or a coupler at the center, it becomes a broadcast
m edium with full logical connectivity [Rawson & Metcalfe, 1978].

2.4.

Some criteria for evaluating local network designs

Given this very rich design space, how does one evaluate the relative merits o f a particular
proposal? There arc no simple metrics, but rather a whole set o f different considerations; the
particular application environm ent will help to determine which o f these criteria m ight be
given the greatest weight:
—Proper functionality.
—Efficient utilization, particularly o f shared resources.
—Overall system reliability and error characteristics.
—Dependence upon any single point o f centralized control.
—Overhead or processing load imposed upon the hosts.
—Impact on existing hosts (both hardweare and software).
—Compatibility with other systems, and ease o f interconnection.
—Incremental growth.
—Ease o f installation, maintenance, and reconfiguration.
—Compliance with appropriate regulations (such as the FCC regulations, building
codes, electrical and fire codes, etc.).
—Overall cost.
2.5.

A taxonomy of the major designs for local networks

The four-dimensional design space described above certainly does not capture all o f the
possible considerations in constructing a com puter network, but - as the examples suggest -- it
is a useful starting point in cataloging a particular system. There have been several attem pts to
develop a simplified tree shaped taxonomy for the many alternative
architectures, but the result is usually neither satisfactory nor complete.

local network

Instead, we can identify several major families that have emerged in the construction o f local
networks, each occupying a different region in the design space.

A decision along one

dimension may be the m ost distinctive attribute, and may then influence alternatives available
in the other dimensions;

thus, each family usually represents a set o f design decisions which,

when taken together, seem to produce a reasonable design.
In the sections which follow, we outline five broad categories useful in describing local
com puter networks:

store-and-forward systems, star configurations, rings and loops, radio

networks, and multiaccess bus structures.

Chapter 3 contains a more detailed discussion o f

specific networks, organized to match these five groups.
2.5.1.

Partially connected, store-and-forward

This approach to local networking typically represents a scaled-down version o f the Aipanet:
point-to-point channels with a partially connected physical topology.

To provide full logical

connectivity individual packets arc switched through the intermediate nodes until they reach
the appropriate destination. This routing is performed on a distributed basis, with no central
control; to take advantage o f alternate routes, such a system should preferably use some form
o f adaptive or dynamic routing procedure that will respond to changes in connectivity.
There are two variations on this theme, distinguished by the place in which the packet
switching software is run:

store-and-forward via Imps or store-and-forward via hosts.

The Arpanet uses a separate packet switching node (an Interface Message Processor, or Imp)
connected to each host, and the Imp does most o f the packet processing and handles all o f the
routing procedures; the name Im p is often used gcncrically to describe a separate packet
switching node. This approach has the attractive feature that the network continues to
function even if individual hosts are unavailable. For connecting small machines in a local
network, however, the cost o f a packet switching node may be roughly equal to the cost o f the
host itself, and this may be economically unattractive.
The Arpanet itself functions as a local network at some institutions, where a group o f hosts
may be connected to one or two Imps at the site. In addition, several independent systems
have been derived from the Arpanet, essentially using Arpanet Imps to connect hosts in a local
area (sec section 3.1.1). In general, however, this scaled-down Arpanet approach to local
networking has not gained widespread popularity, and few major results have been reported.
The second variation on store-and-forward processing does away with the separate Imp, and
moves the packet switching function directly into the host. W ithout an independent switch,
though, it is necessary for the host itself to be functioning in order to forward packets through
the net.
This approach obviates the need to acquire different hardware to perform the switching
function, but will require that network software run in the hosts which make up the network,
consuming resources in those machines. In general, one would configure such systems as
distributed networks - arbitrary interconnection with several alternate paths between nodes.
Alternatively, the same basic store-and-forward mechanism would work if the hosts were
configured in more restricted topologies, such as a ring, a line, or a star.
N ot surprisingly, some mini-com puter manufacturers have strongly endorsed this approach
towards networking. While often originally viewed as a technique to provide long-distance
interconnection, the same approach has been advocated for local networking. Specific designs
in this family include Hewlett-Packard’s Distributed Systems Network (DSN), DEC’S Decnet,
and others (see section 3.1.2).

2.5.2.

Star networks, and strictly hierarchical configurations

Star shaped networks take advantage o f one o f the simplest topologies: a collection o f pointto-point lines hom ed in on a single resource. These systems generally trace their history back
to terminal systems which provided m ultiple access to shared hosts; tiiis architecture may be a
reasonable approach if the actual traffic patterns correspond to this star shaped physical
topology. In a one layer star the communications channels are not shared and require only a
simple line control discipline;

the services at the center o f the star may need to be shared,

however, and this central point is often used to enforce some form o f polling.

As a star

system grows, individual stars can be cascaded to form a hierarchically connected set of
resources.
Star shaped proposals have emerged in three different forms.
Some star networks arc
modelled on terminal systems, providing communication between a set o f hosts and a single
group o f shared peripherals or other centralized resources (i.e., both the physical and logical
connectivity arc in the form o f a star).
F or providing m ore general inter-machine
communication, however, the center o f the star may serve primarily as a switch directing traffic
among the various hosts -- but not itself providing centralized services (i.e., physically a star,
but with full logical connectivity).
Finally, some star configurations implement circuit
switching, to provide

high capacity dedicated links among hosts.

Any star topology immediately raises some issues o f reliability and performance. Proper
functioning o f the central switch is essential to the operation o f the network, and a single point
failure here brings down the whole system. Thus, it may be necessary to replicate the switch,
and include fairly complex mechanisms for cutting in die backup switch. This in turn
contributes to the complexity o f the switch, and tends to increase the already large initial cost.
It’s usually hard to design a star that can very cheaply support a small installation, but still
scale up graceftilly as more equipment is added. (For examples o f many star shaped systems,
see section 3.2.)
2.5.3.

Circular topologies:

rings and loops

One o f the recurring physical topologies in the developm ent of local communications systems
is a circular structure, in which each node is connected to exactly two neighbors.

3 he

attractiveness has much to do widi the conceptual elegance o f the circle: easy to structure and
lay out, and widi a

very simple, degenerate form o f routing.

In m ost such proposals individual nodes are connected with point-to-point unidirectional links,
allowing a signal to be regenerated and passed along at each node.
includes some form o f active repeater;

Thus each node usually

there is often only a m odest am ount o f buffering in

each node as the signal moves around the circle, and there m ust be some coordinated
procedure to determine when to transmit. (Note that diis brief buffering and regeneration of
die signal as it passes around the system is very different from a packet switching store-and-

forward network which happens to be configured in a circle.) This circular physical topology
can, in principle, support a fully connected logical topology in which any node can
communicate with any other - matching our assumption that each host in a local network
would communicate with many other hosts.

In practice, however, some o f the circular

structures were developed to support terminal access to a single host or controller, thus
limiting the logical topology.
All o f these rings and loops make use o f some form of active repeater or ring interface that
receives the signal and regenerates it for the next host.

Reliability o f these components then

becomes an im portant aspect o f overall system reliability. If a ring interface is powered from
its host, for example, a local power failure there will bring down the whole net. Alternatively,
if one interface fails in such a way that it is corrupting many o f the passing bits, that will also
affect all o f the hosts. Various schemes have been proposed to deal with these problems:

a

relay which will switch the interface out o f the system if the host fails, powering the interfaces
from die line (which then requires one or more separate power sources), alternate paths to
allow reconfiguration, and other approaches -- all intended to protect the integrity o f the ring
or loop.
Given this shared channel, one o f the most important aspects o f a circular design is the control
procedure used to allocate access. Although not yet widely adopted, the terms ring and loop
are slowly evolving as a means to distinguish between distributed or centralized control:
—A ring network usually incorporates some form o f distributed control discipline,
eliminating the need for a special machine to serve as a controller.
—A loop network usually incorporates some form o f centralized control in a
distinguished node, acdng as a loop controller to parcel out system resources. Thus,
one has an image o f a loop which starts from one particular point and returns. (This
use o f the term loop when describing local networks is very different from the local
loop in a telephone system -- the connection between an individual telephone and the
central office.)
In part, the choice o f one control structure or another often reflects the anticipated pattern of
use. If one wants to connect a large num ber o f hosts with equal logical stature, or support a
rich pattern o f connectivity, a general ring structure may be appropriate, especially if it can be
run without any central control. If, however, the circular structure is meant to connect a group
o f terminals to a single host or to a shared cluster controller, it may be perfectly reasonable to
provide a loop controller for running the system;

this would then be a circular physical

topology combined with centralized control, supporting star shaped logical connectivity.
The distinction is not always an easy one to make. It may not be evident when a distributed
control discipline has actually eliminated the last vestiges o f central control. Some ring systems
may genuinely use a distributed decision process to control access to the channel, bu t they may
still depend upon a specialized node to provide various m anagement functions, such as timing,

synchronization, initialization, or error recovery.

Alternatively, some centralized terminal

systems are very strongly influenced by the presence o f a single host, yet may utilize a control
technique very similar to some o f the distributed procedures.
The conceptual model one often has o f a ring or loop system shows a whole scries o f packets
circulating around the circle, like freight cars in a train, or platters on a lazy-susan -- this
image is often reinforced by the illustrations which accompany articles on such systems. In
practice, however, most circular structures only carry a single packet or block at a time, in part
to simplify the problem o f taking tiiis packet o ff of the ring, often at the host where it is being
inserted.

In a few cases there may be enough buffering in the ring to

support 2 or 3 packets

around the circumference, but rarely more.
In the last 10 years there have been well over 20 different proposals for particular ring or loop
structures. Front those examples have emerged several major alternatives for controlling a
circular structure:
—Traditional polling. Roll call polling usually involves a designated loop controller
which explicitly polls each node on the loop, giving it permission to transmit to the
controller [Schwartz, 1977].

In a slight variation, known as hub polling, the loop

controller initiates a scan o f the loop by giving control to the first node; when done,
that node passes along control to the next node in the loop, not dependent upon a
subsequent probe from the controller. The scan terminates when the final node hands
control back to the "hub." Early terminal systems using hub polling sometimes
included a completely separate channel for passing control (somewhat similar to a
daisy chain signal).
—Token passing techniques.

One might view this approach as a form of distributed

hub polling: individual nodes pass control around the ring, but there is no loop
controller which initiates each scan. Control is frequently passed with the use of a
logical "control token," usually represented as some form o f out-of-band signal. Such
rings often require special procedures to first generate the control token, and need
recovery procedures should the token get lost or destroyed. Token passing docs allow
each station to send variable length blocks, only using the channel for as long as
actually needed. (Major examples o f this approach include the Newhall ring and the
DCS ring;

sec section 3.3.1.)

This notion o f controlling access to a resource by passing a token around a
circle is not unique to com puter communications.

A similar decentralized

technique was used in a recent Blackjack tournam ent to ensure that each
player was given a turn to deal: "...a rotating marker is used to determine the
betting and dealing order, thereby giving each player an equal opportunity at
‘third base.’"

—Empty slot techniques.

Instead o f attempting to circulate a token, a ring can be

built that will continually circulate one or more empty slots o f fixed length. In order
to use the ring, a station waits for an empty slot to pass by, marks it as not empty, and
inserts a block to be transm itted.

There may be some delay in each node to allow

each station to change the indication on the block; in addition, there m ust be enough
delay in the whole ring to contain the one or more fixed length slots which are
circulating. Thus, while control o f access to the loop is distributed ainong the nodes,
some central control may be needed to generate and maintain the empty slots, or to
provide sufficient buffering for the slots. (M ajor examples o f this approach include
the original proposal by Pierce, and the Cambridge Ring;
see section 3.3.2.)
—Buffer insertion. This technique is, in some sense, a hybrid o f the previous two.
W hen idle, control is being circulated around the ring. When a station has a block to
send, it is formed in an auxiliary shift register. The station waits for the beginning o f
a block to appear, and then creates a new slot by switching in the buffer holding its
new block; tiiis has the effect o f instantaneously increasing the num ber o f blocks
circulating on the loop. A t some later time this new block is removed from die ring,
typically by switching out the same block when it returns to the sender’s auxiliary shift
register.

(M ajor examples o f this approach include the work o f Hafner, and the

Distributed Loop Control Network;

see section 3.3.3.)

'Hie attem pt to categorize ring an d loop systems is not m eant to define strict boundaries, but
rather to provide a bit o f structure that will help to highlight some o f the im portant
characteristics - particularly in term s o f control strategies. For general purpose local networks,
the distributed approaches are usually most attractive.
Yet loops with some form o f
centralized control are still in widespread use, especially in terminal systems or specialized
loops for I/O communication;
see sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.
2.5.4.

Radio-based approaches

All o f the foregoing architectures for local networks have used point-to-point physical media,
configured in different topologies with varying control strategies.

These same approaches

could be implemented using point-to-point radio links (e.g., narrow beam microwave systems),
b u t the radio communications m edium provides an opportunity for broadcast transmission, in
which many different receivers can simultaneously listen to the same transmitter. The use o f
radio potentially offers several im portant advantages: longer distance, substantial bandwidth,
easy reconfiguration, mobile operation, and simpler installation in harsh terrain.
But now the radio channel itself becomes a shared resource used by many different hosts, and
one must provide some form o f control procedure to allocate that resource. A straightforward
centralized approach might use som e form o f explicit polling to communicate from one point
to all other stations;

this would then be a system incorporating a broadcast medium, full

physical connectivity, and a centralized control discipline to yield a star shaped logical

connectivity.

Alternatively, some sort o f static allocation such as frequency division

multiplexing (FD M ) or time division multiplexing (TDM) might be used -- both o f these take
the existing bandwidth and subdivide it into some num ber o f subchannels which can then be
allocated to individual transmitters.
None o f these control procedures, however, are particularly attractive for use with bursty
com puter traffic. Against this background o f radio communication, though, has emerged a set
o f distributed random access procedures for packet broadcasting - using a shared channel
without depending upon a single control point. T his work first saw realization in the Aloha
System at the University of Hawaii, and has led to numerous alternative designs.
The Aloha system used a shared, multiaccess radio channel to connect a set o f terminals to a
single host. The major issue is how to manage this channel without depending upon any
central control or prcallocation, but still ensuring that independent transmissions from different
terminals will not collide and obliterate the signal. The solution is surprisingly simple: when a
terminal has a packet ready to send, it just transmits the packet, hoping that it doesn’t collide
with any other transmission. At some point a collision may take place and a damaged packet
will not arrive properly at its destination; thus, the terminal waits for an acknowledgement to
arrive, and if it is not received promptly then the terminal just retransmits the original packet.
To avoid repeatedly colliding with the subsequent retransmissions o f an interfering host, it’s
im portant to introduce some degree o f randomization into the selection o f individual
retransmission intervals. This is the technique which has become known as pure Aloha.
But can such an undisciplined approach work? Rem em ber that terminal traffic is quite bursty,
and has very low average utilization, so many users can be combined into a single channel.
Initial belief in such an approach, though, did require a fair am ount o f confidence in die
statistical properties o f computer communications!
Analytical work on die pure Aloha model indicates that a channel shared with this control
discipline will have a maximum utilization o f about 18.4% [Abramson, 1970, 1977]. This result
seems quite low, bu t since average utilization in a dedicated terminal line is much less this
remains a very attractive approach for this kind o f traffic. Yet pure Aloha does have one very
unfortunate characteristic: as the load increases there arc more collisions, dius requiring more
retransmissions. These retransmissions begin to collide with new packets entering the system,
and as total offered traffic goes up the actual channel throughput begins to go down abruptly.
Such a channel is described as being unstable, or reaching saturation.
The Aloha net, and its 18% potential utilization, served as die impetus for a great deal more
work in examining random access protocols for broadcast channels. These efforts focus upon
two major aspects o f the system: improving the maximum utilization and trying to prevent the
channel from going into saturation.

One o f the first o f these was a proposal for a slotted Aloha procedure [Roberts, 1972]. Again
the idea is remarkably simple and elegant. If we assume fixed length packets, then in the pure
Aloha system our packet is vulnerable to a collision with any other transmission which starts in
die packet interval while we transmit, or any packet which already started transmitting in the
prior interval (and whose tail end will overlap with our beginning).
twice the packet time.

So the total exposure is

If, however, we could ensure that all stations which come ready only

transmit at the start o f a packet or slot, then we reduce the period o f vulnerability to only one
packet time.

Analytical examination confirms this result, showing a maximum utilization for

slotted Aloha o f about 37%.
But this improvement docs not come for free: slotted Aloha only works if there is some way
o f synchronizing the various transmitters, perhaps with a clock signal distributed to all hosts.
That’s a suitable alternative in die Aloha terminal system, but in a general purpose local
network it would be much less attractive to depend on a single centralized clock for
synchronization. In a broadcast satellite channel, however, it might be perfectly reasonable to
have the satellite providing slot synchronization for ground stations.
Both pure Aloha and slotted Aloha have characteristic utilization curves: they increase towards
some maximum and then decrease again with greater load. The precise location o f the
maximum, however, is determ ined in part by the mean o f the retransmission interval: if every
station is randomizing over a longer interval before retransmitting tiien the maximum
utilization will occur at a higher offered load, thus stretching out the time until the system
saturates. So there is really a family o f curves representing the behavior o f tiiese systems. If
die retransmission intervals can be dynamically adjusted in the proper manner, the system
behavior would follow a contour which is the envelope o f this family o f curves, maintaining
good total utilization and avoiding channel instability. This is known as a controlled random
access procedure [Metcalfe, 1973a, 1973b]; to work effectively it will be important for each
host to have a good estimate o f the total offered load, in order to choose an appropriate
retransmission interval.
An alternative variation on pure Aloha tries to reduce collisions widi a different approach: if
a terminal has a packet to transmit, it first listens to the channel in an attem pt to sense its
state.

If the channel is free, then the host can begin transmitting, otherwise it defers to die

passing packet. This technique is known as carrier sense Aloha, or carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA) [Klcinrock & Tobagi, 1974, 1975; Abramson, 1977]. This notion o f deferring to
existing transmissions is not a new one, as Abramson has observed:
"...anyone who has sat in a taxi listening to the staccato voice bursts o f a radio
dispatcher and a set o f taxi drivers sharing a single voice channel will recognize the
operation o f a voice packet broadcasting channel using a carrier sense protocol."
W hen the carrier sense procedure finds the channel occupied a host may follow one o f several
policies.

A host can continue m onitoring the channel -- persisting until die packet passes --

and then transmits its packet (known as persistent C SM A). Alternatively, when the channel is
found busy the host may choose not to be persistent, and may immediately schedule another
transmission attem pt at some later time (known as non-persistent CSM A).
CSMA can significantly reduce the num ber o f collisions and -- unlike slotted Aloha -- does not
require any central control. This CSMA access procedure, like pure Aloha and slotted Aloha,
can become unstable and go into saturation;

but performance can also be improved by

dynamically controlling the retransmission intervals.
There is yet another embellishment: in addition to listening to the channel before transmitting
it may be possible to m onitor the channel during transmission, in an attem pt to detect
collisions. Thus, if two stations begin to transmit at about the same time they may collide with
each other, but will recognize it quickly and be able to shut down, freeing up the channel for
other users or for a retransmission. This is known by the rather lengthy name o f carrier sense
multiple access with collision detection (C SM A /CD ) or (as we shall see later) Ethcrnet-stylc. In
the use o f radio channels, unfortunately, it is usually not possible to listen with the receiver
while transmitting on that same channel, and C SM A /C D can be difficult to implement.
Indeed, few o f these alternative random access schemes have seen actual implementation; but
many o f them have been subjected to extensive analytical evaluation, as outlined in the
bibliography section on radio techniques. There has also been extensive work evaluating
additional methods for using satellite channels; they differ from ground radio mainly in the
presence o f lengthy delays, thus increasing the importance o f possible dynamic reservation
schemes to improve channel allocation.
It can be argued, however, that most o f the radio networks described here are not really local
networks, since they are often designed to span as much as a hundred miles, often using rather
expensive equipment. Yet the radio work is im portant for two reasons. First, many o f the
ideas proposed here have proven to be very useful in the development o f other local network
technologies (such as the cable based broadcast networks treated in the next section).
Secondly, the declining size and cost o f both radio units and digital components hold out the
promise o f much more widely available radio systems that one might consider developing for
use on a local scale, within a building or campus area.
There is one other issue which may dom inate future developments:
spectrum space.

the availability o f radio

This is an extremely scarce resource, and subject to a great deal o f

government regulation - both national and international. The first two experimental systems
(the Aloha Network and the Packet R adio Network described in section 3.4) have been able to
obtain frequency allocations from the portion o f the spectrum reserved for the US Departm ent
o f Defense, but one would not expect this to be available for civilian development. T he land
mobile radio frequencies are already badly oversubscribed for voice traffic (which has
stimulated the pursuit o f new techniques for voice) and there have been proposals for
reallocating spectrum space specifically for local radio distribution o f digital data. But the long

term future o f this work will be very dependent upon spectrum management issues.
2.5.5.

Multiaccess bus structures

The preceding section on radio techniques has identified some o f the control procedures one
can use on a broadcast radio channel. This notion o f packet broadcasting can be extended to
other media that support broadcast channel, and which might be suitable for constructing a
local network.
Traditional multidrop lines have used a wire as a broadcast channel, but it has usually been
combined with a centralized control discipline, such as polling, to lay a star shaped logical
connectivity on top of the full physical connectivity provided by the broadcast channel. CATV
systems also provide a wire-based broadcast channel, frequently managed by a controller at the
CATV head end.
For general puipose local networks, however, we are again interested in full logical
connectivity among all hosts; use o f a distributed control procedure also helps to eliminate
any dependence upon die proper functioning o f a single controller. This approach has led to
the. development o f a whole family o f multiaccess bus structures with distributed control, of
which the pioneering example is the Edicrnet communications system, known for short as die
Ethernet.
The name "Ethernet" is derived from the luminiferous ether through which it was once
believed electro-magnetic waves propagated; it is used to represent two related entities: a
general technique for packet broadcasting, and a specific implementation o f an experimental
Ethernet system at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center [Metcalfe & Boggs, 1976; Metcalfe, el
al., 1977; Boggs & Metcalfe, 1978; Shoch & Hupp, 1979].
Starting from the Aloha work, the enhanced Ethernet random access strategy includes several
different elements:
—The combination of carrier sense multiple access and collision detection, as
described above, are used to control access to the channel.

This is a combination

which is generally not feasible with radio, but very workable with other broadcast
channels.
—After a collision a collision consensus enforcement procedure ensures that all parties
to the collision have properly detected this event.
—To assure stability, the retransmission algorithm
mechanism for dynamically backing o ff the load.

must provide some control
In effect this is a distributed

computation which attem pts to estimate the num ber o f users trying to access the
channel. A binary exponential backoff turns out to provide a very reasonable estimate.

rrhis general Ethernet scheme could be used on various media which provide broadcast
channels (twisted pair, fiber optics, power line carrier, etc.), but the most important application
has m ade use o f coaxial cable.

This architecture has several im portant features. The shared

com ponent o f the system is a passive coaxial cable, and there are no repeaters or active
elements in die line, and no delay for buffering or signal regeneration.

There is no central

controller, no store-and-forward processing, and no dependence upon software running in
other machines.
Since the Ethernet was first described there have been about a dozen proposals for networks
designed along these lines.

Section 3.5 reviews these alternatives, and also describes other

techniques for using a shared multiaccess bus.
2.6.

A comparison of local network architectures

Having examined many different proposals for local networks and grouped them into these
five families in the design space, what conclusions can we draw? Clearly each approach may
have some strengths and some weaknesses, and one needs to evaluate them in terms o f some
o f the criteria developed earlier. Here we briefly compare the five fundamental alternatives
which have emerged from our taxonomy. In all cases, we are interested in supporting general
host-to-host traffic, allowing direct communication among all hosts.
—Partially connected systems do provide the potential for alternate paths between
hosts, but also yield increased complexity: one m ust develop the packet switching
programs, procedures for dynamic routing, and techniques for maintaining and
updating the routing tables. The store-and-forward techniques also impose additional
store-and-forward delays as packets move through the system.
If the switching is done through a front-end o r Imp, this com ponent m ust be
reasonably sophisticated, and may approach the cost o f the hosts one is trying to
connect. Use o f the Imps does m ean that intermediate hosts need not be up in order
for the net to function.
Alternatively, if the store-and-forward system switches packets through the hosts it
means that those hosts m ust be operational in order for the network to function. Thus
resources in the users’ machines now m ust be devoted to network communication on
behalf o f other hosts.
—A simple star often represents a convenient architecture, but is dependent upon the
behavior o f the switching node at the center. Any failures there will bring down the
entire net, and the switch may become a performance bottleneck since all traffic must
pass through it.

To provide adequate reliability and performance it may be necessary to replicate the
switch and provide quite large capacity; but those actions make it difficult to establish
a small system without a large start up cost.

Thus, the star configuration may not

scale gracefully as a system grows.
—Loop systems with a centralized controller manifest problems similar to the star reliability and performance at this key location.
Ring systems with distributed control try to eliminate the vulnerability to a single
point failure in a system controller.

As we have seen, however, many ring systems

(especially those employing the empty slot procedure) are dependent upon some form
o f centralized clocking or error recovery.
W ithout any alternate paths, rings and loops arc vulnerable to a failure in the line.
Furthermore, all o f the rings require use o f an active repeater at each node. This can
introduce further delay in the channel, and also compromise reliability.
—In the future radio may become a very attractive alternative. At the moment,
however, spectrum allocation difficulties and potential propagation problems within
some structures do not make it a desirable approach for local networks.
—Like circular structures, a single bus is vulnerable to any major failure which cuts
the bus.
But the bus structures with distributed control reduce to an absolute
minimum the am ount o f shared resources, helping to improve the overall reliability.
With a suitable design they can provide for smooth incremental growth, and very easy
installation and reconfiguration. In addition, the broadcast channel docs not introduce
any store-and-forward delay, and there arc no active repeaters to introduce any delay.
The next chapter provides a much more detailed look at many o f these systems. At this point,
however, we should again note that the First Law o f Local Networks tells us that any of these
designs can be made to work, and many o f them arc in actual use, filling the needs o f their
users. But this initial review does indicate that -- in terms o f overall design -- the bus
structures with distributed control stand out as probably the most favorable approach.
Verifying that conclusion will require the careful examination o f a real system in operation; in
Part II we shall undertake a systematic effort to measure the behavior o f one such network -the Ethernet -

to see if it fulfills this expectation.

Chapter 3
A catalog of local computer networks

The preceding chapter has described a framework for classifying local networks, and from that
we have identified five major varieties. In this chapter we use that framework to structure a
closer look at many o f these designs, and fill out some o f the details needed to evaluate the
alternatives. The same organization has been used to construct the list in Figure 3.1 (at the
end o f this chapter), which can be used as a roadm ap through this discussion.
3.1.

Partially connected, store-and-forward

The first major family consisted o f the store-and-forward systems:
using point-to-point
channels and partial physical connectivity, providing full logical connectivity with appropriate
routing algorithms. 'Hie packet switching function takes place either in a separate switch (an
Imp), or in the host itself. •
3.1.1.

Partially connected, store-and-forward via Imps

There have been various detailed proposals and implementations o f local networks similar to
the Arpanet; some have actually used Arpanet hardware, while others have only been
m odelled upon that design.
a.

The Arpanet itself

In some locations the Arpanet functions as a local network, tying together a set o f machines
within one organization or on one campus. The USC Information Sciences Institute (ISI), for
example, uses two Imps to support about half-a-dozen PDP-lO’s, as well as several P D P -ll’s.
The net is used to support terminal access and file transfer among the hosts, and can also be
used to down-line load the smaller l l ’s. One of the l l ’s is attached to a graphics printer, and
runs as a server accessible to the net. O ther ierti ations with m ultiple hosts connected to the
Arpanet include Stanford University, SRI international, MIT, and I3BN.
This kind of traffic between local hosts contributes to the generation o f what is called
incestuous traffic on the Arpanet [Kleinrock & Naylor, 1974, p. 771]:

"Observe that a surprisingly large fraction (22 percent) o f the traffic travels a distance
o f zero hops and is due to (incestuous) traffic between two hosts connected to the
same Imp; after all, the Imp is a very convenient interface between local machines as
well."
b.

I3ircct descendants of the Arpanet

Several self-contained local networks have been constructed directly from Arpanet equipment,
or have evolved directly from earlier Arpanet designs. A version of the Arpanet hardware and
software has been used at B11N to serve as a local network; known as the Research Com puter
Center Network (the RCC Net), it connects an assortment o f hosts within the facility. Several
Arpanet descendants have been installed for the US government, including the Prototype
WWMCCS Intercomputer Network (PWIN), the EDN system, and others. In addition,
Citibank in New York rcimplcmcntcd the Arpanet design with the assistance o f BBN, to tie
together several locations in New York City [McKenzie, 1979].
c.

Argonnc National Laboratory

At the Argonne National Laboratory, the Intra-Laboratory Network (ILN ) is designed to
interconnect over 150 hosts o f all sizes, ranging from small instrumentation hosts up to a large
scale Central Computing Facility (CCF). The system uses point-to-point twisted pair (or
similar channels) and, like the Arpanet, the data rate is 50 Kbps; each host will connect to an
Imp-like Interface Processing Units (IPU) which includes a dual microprocessor architecture
[Lidinsky, 1976; Amiot, 1976; Fortune, el a l, 1977],
While the system will provide full logical connectivity and requires no central control, it only
utilizes distributed static routing - there is no dynamic nor adaptive procedure to route around
failed links or IPUs. This decision was made to reduce the overall complexity of the network.
Initial efforts have been directed toward the construction o f a 2-node prototype, known as
SWIFTE.
d.

The "micro-fmp" proposal

In 1972, Lampson and Simonyi outlined the design o f a very high performance store-andforward local network.

It was to use 50 Mbps lines ( 103 times faster than the Arpanet!), a

custom built ECL processor as a "m icro-im p" for local use, and Arpanet-style routing
[Lampson & Simonyi, 1979].
e.

This design was never implemented.

O ther store-and-forward via Imp

There have been several other designs along these lines:

—A proposal from the University o f Minnesota described use o f separate "exchange
nodes" connected to the hosts [Difflcy, 1973].
—A small system at die Rochester Institute o f Technology uses a commercial
microprocessor to perform the function o f the Imp [Lin, 1978].
—A store-and-forward system known as M ininet was designed to support real time
and process control applications at the Polytechnic of Central Londo [Cain & Moiling,
1978; Morling, et al., 1978].
3.1.2.

Partially connected, store-and-forward via hosts

To eliminate a front-end switch, the store-and-forward activity can be moved to the regular
hosts. This now requires that network software run in the same machine with user programs.
a.

H P’s DS/1000

Hewlett-Packard’s overall architecture for Distributed Systems Networks (DSN) is designed to
provide a framework for communications among machines in several different H P product
lines. The general facilities can be used for long-distance communication between two hosts,
and also for communications am ong hosts in a local environment [Dickey, 1974; HewlettPackard, 1977a, 1977b, 1978a, 1978b; Shatzcr, 1978a, 1978b],
In the HP 1000 line o f computers these software facilities are known as Distributed
Systems/1000; DS/1000 provides full logical connectivity using point-to-point lines and a
partially connected physical topology arranged in an arbitrary fashion (or, alternatively, in a
more restricted star or a simple ring).

The DS/1000 description includes a straightforward

presentation of a design using store-and-forward techniques through individual hosts [HewlettPackard, 1978a, p. 2]:
"DS/1000 ... eliminates all fixed master-slave or central-satellite relationships and
supports full communication between all systems, regardless o f network configuration."
"...a program or operator can access any remote system by simply referencing its node
number."
"...you can arrange your system in ’stars,’ ’rings,’ ’strings’ or combinations o f all three.
Messages from one system to another pass through any intervening network nodes on
an automatic, ’store-and-forward’ basis.”
DS/1000 software shares each node with any applications programs:

"...a portion o f each user

node in the network becomes part o f a communications subnetwork and provides for the
routing and forwarding o f datagrams as required" [Shatzer, 1978b, p. 132]. Thus, any packet
being sent through the network may encounter processing and store-and-forward delays at the
intermediate nodes.

At the time a system is configured each node is given a 16-bit address, and the entire physical
topology is defined in a Network Description Table (NDT).

From this structure individual

routing tables arc extracted for each node (the Network Routing Vector, or NRV), and
distributed to the nodes. There are no procedures for automatically or dynamically updating
these routing tables.

It is possible to have an alternate set o f routing tables prepared in

advance to reflect possible failures; switching over, however, requires re-booting each machine
[Hewlett-Packard, 1978b, p. 1-5].
The effort to provide uniform local networking across product lines appears not to have been
completely successful, however. A DS/1000 installation can provide limited communication to
a single, directly connected IIP/3000, but that machine does not have a regular node address,
and "...store-and-forward to or through an HP 3000 system is not supported" [Hewlett-Packard,
1977, p. 3],
One o f the H P papers also includes something which is all too rare in this area -- a report of
some actual performance results [Shat/.cr, 1978b].

There are several striking conclusions;

—Using a 1 Mbps point-to-point coax cable between two adjacent machines (1 hop),
proccss-to-process throughput was just under 160 Kbps. (This result is produced when
sending very large packets o f 3500 words, the most favorable part o f the curve.)
—If the same traffic is run through just one intermediate node (2 hops), overall
throughput is reduced to about 80 Kbps, or about 50% o f the 1-hop rate. Additional
intermediate hops introduce further degradation;
# o f hops

throughput

% o f 1-hop throughput

1

160 Kbps

2

80 Kbps

100%
50%

3
4

53 Kbps
40 Kbps

25%

33%

From these num bers it is clear that the throughput is inversely proportional to the num ber o f
hops, although the precise cause has not been described.

The very nature o f a store-and-

forward system can introduce serious delays in a local network, and the paper attributes these
results to the store-and-forward delays. This should only affect delay and not total throughput,
however, since a more sophisticated protocol with multiple outstanding packets can help to
keep the data rate high.

Thus, these results may be due -- in part -- to the quality o f the

protocol design and the software implementation (i.e., the system appears to use an end-to-end
acknowledgement for every packet, with no pipelining).
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b. DEC’s Decnet
At first blush, Digital Equipment Corporation’s approach to networking seems quite similar: a
set o f machines arbitrarily interconnected with point-to-point lines. The full Digital Network
Architecture (DNA) is embodied in a set o f software products known collectively as Decnet
[Weckcr, 1974, 1975; Teichholtz, 1975; Wecker, 1976a, 1976b; Conant & Wecker, 1976;
Passafiumc & Wecker, 1977; Wecker, 1978; DEC, 1978; Loveland & Stein, 1979; Loveland,
1979].
Decnet is aimed at tying together machines from several different families. Unfortunately, the
original Decnet system does not yet provide any routing through intermediate hosts -- the
logical connectivity corresponds only to the physical connectivity, and any machines which
wish to communicate m ust be directly connected. Thus, Decnet to date may be viewed more
properly as an effort to implement compatible protocols so that different machines may
communicate, but it will not serve as a local network. The physical topology is often a simple
star, only supporting communication to the central node; while a substantial num ber of
machines actually use Decnet, a "typical" configuration is reported to consist of about 2-5
nodes.
Decnet Phase II was a new software release meant to correct some deficiencies; it is not
compatible with the original release, however, and still docs not support routing. It is
reported, though, that a later release of Decent will eventually support routing through
intermediate hosts, requiring additional software running in the users’ hosts.
c.

RPCNET in Pisa

In a joint effort, the Italian National Research Council, IBM’s Scientific Center in Pisa, and
several other organizations have undertaken the development o f a store-and-forward network
known as RPCNET, intended to connect various 360’s and 370’s at these institutions [Franchi,
1975, 1976; Lenzini & Sommi, 1976, 1977; Springer, el al., 1978].
The original design includes the flexibility to perform the packet switching function in the host
itself, or in an attached front-end processor; many o f the implementations for the 370’s are
done in the hosts. The low level operation o f the net is reminiscent o f the Arpanet, although
most o f the high level terminology is patterned after IBM’s System Network Architecture
(SNA), but without a unique system services control point (the SSCP),
One unusual aspect o f the design is the proposed use o f flooding as a means to provide
dynamic updates to individual routing tables [Dalai, 1977].

3.2.

Star networks, and strictly hierarchical configurations

The second major family o f local networks also has only partial physical connectivity, bu t these
are configured as a simple star, or tied together in a simple hierarchical fashion. Some star
designs arc m eant to provide access to shared resources at the center, while some provide more
general switching through the center.

This family also includes the circuit switched systems,

which make use o f a centralized switching center.
3.2.1.

Providing access to centralized resources

The basic star topology evolved from terminal systems intended to provide access to a single
centralized server. Many star systems arc not intended to switch traffic among user hosts, but
rather have been devised to provide access to some centralized resources associated with the
switch.

Some typical examples, in roughly chronological order, include:
—The Octopus Network at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory provides communications
for a large centralized computer installation, including six high performance "worker
computers" (four CDC 7600’s and two CDC Stars) [Mendicino, 1970; Pehrson, 1973;
Mcndicino & Sutherland, 1973; Fletcher, 1973a, 1973b; Owens, 1973; Fletcher, 1975;
Sloan, 1976; Watson, 1978], Originally configured as a single star, Octopus has
evolved over many years to include several different functionally specialized networks
supporting access to the worker hosts -- a terminal subnetwork, a video display
subnetwork, a file transfer subnetwork, and others. The different subnetworks are
generally not compatible, and the interconnection is not very graceful. A recent paper
provides an excellent discussion o f this evolution [Watson, 1978], and suggests that the
many different services could be improved by integrating them into a single high
speed bus network.
—At Purdue University a star shaped system was used to connect terminals and small
hosts to a large central processor [Rosen & Steele, 1973].
—Laboratory minicomputers at Northwestern University use point-to-point links to
gain access to a small PDP-8, serving as a front-end for a centralized machine
[Lennon, el al., 1973; Tsuchiya, el al., 1974; Lennon, 1974, 1975].
—In a similar architecture developed at Bell Labs-Napcrville, a set o f small Local
Processors (LP) could access the peripherals attached to a medium-sized Central
Processor (CP) [Barkauskas, el al., 1973].
—At Liverpool University, a single Support Com puter maintained individual links to
all o f the Departmental Com puters [Innes & Alty, 1975].

M uch o f the traffic was

between the Departmental Com puters and the file store on the Support machine.

— At the University o f Chicago, the M inicomputer Interfacing Support System (MISS)
provided operational support to a group o f small machines, using a two stage
hierarchy in which a dedicated mini (Mom) provided some services, and also provided
access to a larger, shared server (Dad) [Ashenhurst & Vondcrohe, 1975; Ashcnhurst,
1975],
—The Laboratory Applications Based System (LABS/7) at IBM ties a set o f System/7
computers to a 360 or 370 mainframe [Raimondi, ei a l, 1976]. Originally intended for
use in laboratory automation, the smaller machines can appear as R JE stations to the
central host, using it for program development, data analysis, and other tasks.
—IBM’s Systems Network Architecture (SNA) is a hierarchical design meant to
connect users’ terminals to a central host, possibly using specialized communications
controllers as switches in the hierarchy [Gray & Blair, 1975; McFadyen, 1976; Cullum,
1976; Ilobgood, 1976; M oulton & Sander, 1977; Gray, 1977; Cypscr, 1978], Recent
upgrades allow the inclusion o f multiple hosts at the top o f the hierarchy and provide
some alternate routing, but most typical major applications use SNA to support
traditional terminal access to mainframes [Yasaki, 1978].
Many aspects o f the
addressing, routing, control, and applications are all intimately tied to this hierarchical
structure, and SNA is usually not viewed as a general purpose architecture for local
networking.
—A collection o f minicomputers at the University o f Nijmegen are tied to a dedicated
machine, which in turn provides access to a large IBM host [Van den Bos, 1977].
Services include file storage, RJE, and access to the printers and card punches.
—AT&T’s Transaction Network Service (TNS) can service user terminals with a set o f
concentrators and a message switch, providing access to a centralized data base;

the

message switch polls individual concentrators or tcnninals to solicit input requests
[Fitzwilliam & Wagner, 1978; Hcffron & Snow, 1978].
3.2.2.

Single-node store-and-forward systems

The basic star shaped physical topology can be augmented, however, to support switching at
the center point.
Following the original discussion o f distributed communications networks [Baran, 1964], one o f
the more interesting proposals for a packet switched system emerged from the National
Physical Laboratory in England, beginning in 1967 and evolving in parallel with the Arpanet
activity over the next 6 years [Davies, el a l, 1967; Davies, 1968a, 1968b; Wilkinson &
Scantlebury, 1968; Bartlett, 1968; Scantlcbury, et a l, 1968, Scantlebury, 1969; Wilkinson, 1969;
Davies, 1971; Scantlcbury & Wilkinson, 1971; Barber, 1973; Davies & Barber, 1973;
Scantlcbury & Wilkinson, 1974],

The original proposal envisioned a "high level network" to carry backbone traffic, discussing
many o f the ideas which actually saw realization in the Arpanet:

separate communications

processors (a la the Imps), multiple paths, dynamic routing, flow and congestion control, and
much more.

But in this design end-hosts were not necessarily connected to the high level

network, but were serviced by a separate local network.

The particular local network design

used a single "interface computer" in each local region to provide access to the backbone
network [Davies, et a l, 1967, pp. 8-9]:
"The interface is a single point through which all local traffic must pass and so is a
potential bottleneck and source o f unreliability. ..."
"The requirem ent for equipm ent simplicity necessitates there being only one point in
the network with the intelligence for message assembly and manipulation - the
interface computer. All subscribing terminals are connected to this point through
concentrators."
Thus, the local network was to be a configured as a star, with a single processor switching
packets among local terminals, or onto the high level network.
This proposal for a full scale store-and-forward network never reached fruition and was never
implemented, but efforts did proceed to build the local network component. By 1974, the
N PL Network served as a "common carrier" within the NPL site, supporting 12 hosts and
about 75 terminals [Scantlebury & Wilkinson, 1974]. Host machines connect directly to the
single packet switch;

terminals connect to a Terminal Processor much like an Arpanet TIP --

logically a host in its own right, but implemented as part o f the switch. Note that the switch -at the center o f the star - buffers packets and then forwards them on to their destination, but
is not itself the destination, and is not intended to provide any additional end-user services.
Services accessible through the switch include tcnninal access to an information retrieval
system and a text editor, as well as a "file store" available to other hosts. The hardware design
generally supports transfer o f 8-bit bytes, grouped into relatively small packets (up to 255 bytes
o f data). One-address packets are used, since there is only one level o f routing, and the switch
can pick out the destination address in each packet and replace it with the address o f the port
on which it arrived.
The Terminal Processor supports simple byte-oriented devices which would not generate
regular packets;

lines are actually fed into the Terminal Processor through a hierarchical

collection o f concentrators:

each concentrator can branch out to 8 devices, adding 3 bits of

address at each stage.
This use o f a single packet switching node in a star shaped local network has been explored in
other projects:

—A proposal from the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) described use o f a
large CDC 6600 as a F ront End Machine (FREM ); it would tic together 4 large hosts,
terminals, peripherals, and high capacity data base devices [Christman, 1973].
the devices except the terminals were within the computer center;

All o f

dependence upon

this star configuration meant, however, that "A failure in the FREM will remove all
network control until the back-up can be switched in."

—O n a smaller scale, an Altair 8800A was designed to serve as a switch at George
Washington University, interconnecting several small minicomputers and some
specialized I/O devices [Rock, 1977].

The system uses centralized polling, and fairly

modest data rates (up to 2400 bps).

—An "in-house” network at Kyoto University called Kuipnet (Kyoto University
Information Processing Network) [Kitazawa, 1976; Sakai, el al., 1977; Kitazawa &
Sakai, 1978]. The system uses 1.6 M bps serial lines between the single "Imp" and 6
specialized hosts. The paper by Kitazawa and Sakai is unusual in that it does report
actual performance data; there is no discussion, however, o f ways in which the Imp
might be expanded to serve as a generalized local network.

—Also at Kyoto University, the Labolink network is another star configuration, using
a PDP-11 as the central switch [Yajima, et al., 1977a, 1977b; Iwama, el al., 1978].
Instead of cable, however, Labolink uses several point-to-point fiber optic links.

—A modest packet switched system has been developed at Philips Research, using a
single packet switch to interconnect a small num ber o f hosts [Burnett & Sethi, 1977].

—Recent work at Bell Labs has produced a star shaped design called Datakit, in which
up to 511 "modules" plug into each switching "node” [Fraser, 1979; Chesson, 1979].
A single "common control" owns the switch, and is responsible for setting up
connections and tearing them down;

thus, Datakit might be viewed as a circuit

switching system, setting up what are called virtual circuits rather than physical paths.
(W ithin the node itself, actual switching takes place as modules use a random access
control procedure to share a very short bus.)
3.2.3.

Circuit switched systems

Most o f the preceding discussion has been focused upon packet switched systems, rather than
the use o f dedicated circuits. In some applications, though, circuit switched connections among
resources may be established by placing a high performance circuit switch at the center o f a
star. (Note that the organization o f this time- or space-division "switch" is very different from
the "switch" at the center o f a star shaped store-and-forward system.)

In a four story US Navy test facility, a Sperry-Univac switch has been designed to provide
high speed transparent links among 23 computers and over 250 peripherals [Moran &
Starkson, 1975; Sperry-Univac, 1977]. An operator using the switch can establish various
configurations o f hosts and peripherals; connections are made to the regular parallel I/O ports
on the devices and converted to 25 Mbps serial data for transmission through the switch.
Designated as the AN/USQ-67, the switch is constructed out o f high speed ECL, can support
640 devices, and imposes a delay o f about 90 ns. It is estimated that the elimination o f many
parallel cables - replaced by the 640 wire coax star - has reduced the total cable weight from
121 tons to 2.5 tons, a factor o f almost 50.
Another design, developed by RCA, represents a peculiar hybrid [Springer, 1978]. At its core
the system is a fast circuit switch, connecting as many as 255 hosts to the switch with 3 Mbps
lines;

hosts may be up to 1000 feet from the switch.

Using the ADCCP line control

discipline, the switch extracts the destination address from an ADCCP Request to Send (RTS)
message, sets up a circuit, then accepts the following message, and finally tears down the
circuit. Up to 24 circuits can be functioning at one time, providing a total switch throughput
o f over 70 Mbps.
But the design also incorporates a combined interface and front-end processor (FF.P) to be
located at each host. This processor buffers messages between the host and the switch, and
implements the ADCCP protocol needed to communicate between the host and the switch.
This approach means that the front-end may allow a simpler means o f interfacing to the host,
perhaps looking like one o f the host’s existing I/O devices.
Presence o f these interface
buffers really introduces two store-and-forward delays between any pair o f hosts, as well as the
transmission time through the switch. Thus, if the boundary around the "communications
network" is drawn to include the set o f FBP’s at each host then the system begins to resemble
one o f the star shaped block switching systems above.
One o f the most important examples using a star configuration and circuit switching to carry
local data traffic is just beginning to emerge - using PBX telephone systems to directly carry
digital data.

It has always been possible to m odulate a data signal through a modem to

provide low speed transmission via a PBX, but the new generation o f com puter controlled
electronic switches now digitizes voice and uses digital switching techniques internally. If these
digital services can be brought out to the user, it will be possible to directly interconnect
terminals and com puter equipment, always remaining in the digital domain.
PBX systems offering such capabilities have been described by various manufacturers,
including Northern Telecom (SL-1), Rolm (CBX), and Danray. In m ost o f these designs, the
regular switching mechanism is used to establish a circuit to a desired destination;

the

telephone instalm ent is augmented with a digital interface, however, that is used to directly
connect a terminal or host.

The description from the Danray literature is typical:

The basic Danray family of switches will accommodate full-duplex analog modulated
data at up to 9600 bps. The optional Auxiliary Data Exchange (ADX) eliminates the
requirement for modems by offering a full-duplex digital data distribution capability
(at up to 9600 bps) via the standard 3-pair wiring without disabling the tclsets
(simultaneous voice transmission is offered).

A common "pool" o f modems can be

shared for external distribution.
Unfortunately, the PBX systems are primarily designed to carry voice traffic, and the data
handling capability must be grafted on to this design. Terminal connections through the
telephone link m ust remain compatible with the regular telephone interface, the various
systems incorporate different schemes to introduce data, and it seems unlikely that the system
could handle data rates in excess o f the digitized voice rate used in the switch (typically 64
Kbps). If viewed primarily as a local network, such a PBX involves a very substantial initial
investment. Finally, dedicating an entire circuit path is probably not the most appropriate way
to deal with bursty computer traffic, nor with traffic patterns involving communication with
many different destinations.

3.3.

Circular topologies:

rings and loops

The third family o f local networks uses point-to-point lines connected in a circular topology.
Individual designs arc distinguished by the particular control strategy: rings have a distributed
control procedure, while loops depend upon a centralized loop controller. For local networks
the ring architecture is generally more attractive, and we shall examine the three principle ring
techniques. Also o f interest, however, arc some loop systems which provide full logical
connectivity (by switching through the loop controller), as well as some specialized loops
primarily meant to support terminals.
3.3.1.

Rings using control passing, or "token passing" techniques

In a control passing scheme each host has access to the ring only when it possesses the
"token"; control is then passed around the ring to other hosts.
This token is usually
represented as some special bit pattern, or out-of-band signal.
a.

Newhall

In one o f the earliest proposals for a ring system, Farm er and Newhall described the use o f a
distributed mechanism to pass control among the connected machines [Farmer & Newhall,
1969; Newhall and Venetsanopoulos, 1971], This early token passing system was particularly
intended to handle aperiodic, irregular computer traffic without any common control, with the
further hope that, "Such a system can be built starting with two terminals and allowed to grow
gracefully" [Yuen, et al., 1972, p. 30].
In a prototype system built at Bell Labs, a 3.1 M bps ring was used to connect several devices.
Signalling was done with a modified form of bipolar coding, and several illegal codes (often
called coding violations o r bipolar violations) were used as out-of-band control functions including a means to explicitly pass control to the next station. Individual blocks on the ring
were preceded by a special start o f message violation (SOM) and followed by an end of
message violation (EOM).

A single bit after the EOM indicated if control was now being

passed; if so, a station could pass on the EOM and complement the control bit, send its own
frame ending with an EOM, and then pass control downriver or downstream. Thus, one bit of
delay was needed in each station to allow m anipulation o f this control bit.
The blocks could be o f variable length, but generally included two 6-bit address fields and a
small am ount o f data (perhaps 1 or 2 bytes).
No common control was necessary to establish contact between two stations, nor to actually
send blocks.

But a "loop supervisor" was necessary for successful operation o f the ring:

it

provided a system wide clock, and would seize control o f the ring in case o f a failure --if the
supervisor did not see control come back during a specified timeout. (The original paper also
described a centralized "scan for service" used to enable devices on the ring, and intended to

help avoid overloading;

but that function o f the supervisor was not invoked during regular

operation.)
While these data rates were similar to the standard T2 system, the use o f a bipolar violation as
a means to pass control would have made it impossible to take advantage o f existing AT&T
digital facilities.
Newhall subsequently moved to the University o f Toronto, where he continued to advocate the
use o f control passing loops [Manning, 1972]. His most recent proposal utilizes the new Highlevel Data Link Control protocols (HDI.C), manipulating the 8-bit "Flag" pattern in order to
pass control [Anderson, et al., 1978].
b.

Distributed Computing System (DCS) at UC Irvine

Following the publication o f the Farm er and Newhall paper in 1969, there was further
consideration o f ring systems. In one early paper, Farber compared the relative merits o f the
control passing and empty slot techniques [Farber, 1970]; he initially endorsed the empty slot
technique, and went on to plan the development o f the Distributed Computing System at
Irvine. For the first several years the design was still based on empty slots passing by each
node [Farber & Larson, 1972a, 1972b; Farber & Heinrich, 1972]; only later did the detailed
design return to the control passing strategy, reminiscent o f the Newhall and F'armer work
[Loomis, 1973].
Instead o f using a bipolar violation to indicate passing o f control, the DCS system eventually
used a bit pattern to distinguish a special control token that could be passed among machines.
A station with a packet to send would wait for the token to arrive, change 1 bit making it a
connector instead o f a token, then transmit its packet and regenerate the token. With one bit
o f storage in each node, the packet was -- in effect - pulled off the ring at the source ring
interface (RI) as it was being sent.
Instead o f depending on a centralized loop supervisor to detect a lost token, however, DCS
proposed a distributed m ethod in which any machine might time out and try to recreate the
token, and send a packet with it around the net. If two machines simultaneously tried to
create a token and start sending, they would both be taking off each others packets;

further

timeouts might take place, but the system would eventually stabilize. This application has led
to a more formal treatment o f the problem, cast in terms o f mutual exclusion and access to a
resource: given a set o f machines configured in a circular topology, what form o f distributed
algorithm can they use to mutually agree that one and only one machine should be given
access to the resource (i.e., that either the highest or lowest num bered host should regenerate
the token) [Le Lann, 1977, esp. section 4; Chang & Roberts, 1979].
The DCS design also included at the hardware level the use o f 16-bit process addresses, rather
than specific host addresses; the intention was to allow position independent addressing, and

even let processes migrate from host to host.

Addresses were to be recognized by an

associative name table in the ring interface at the destination host.
The reality o f this system was a bit

less than its

image.

DCS really only

supported three

directly connected hosts, although various papers had illustrations showing many more
[Mockapctris & Farber, 1977].
anodier.

Furtherm ore, no process ever migrated from

one machine to

The 16-bit address was not treated as a flat process name space, bu t was

hierarchically split to include a 4-bit host field, com bined with a process ID. It was possible to
start two equivalent processes on two machines, give them the same process num ber in their
respective hosts, and then address a packet to both o f them by using a "wild card"
specification in the host portion o f the address. But those processes were never able to move
to a different machine.
c.

LN I and the LCS N et

The original DCS ring interface ran at 2.2 Mbps,
later proposal suggested development o f a revised

and consisted o f about 140TTL chips.A
Local Network Interface (LNI) that might

eventually be realized as a single LSI chip [Mockapctris, el al., 1977]. Design o f the LNI
commenced at UC Irvine, with m uch o f the subsequent work being done at MIT’s Laboratory
for Com puter Science. This new LN I for a PDP-11 -- 360 chips -- is intended to serve as the
basis for experiments with a ring network at M IT (the LCS N et) and at UCLA [Pogran &
Reed, 1978;
d.

Clark, et al., 1978],

Com puter Cells

A ring system to connect "com puter cells" has been developed by Prime Com puter [Nelson &
Gordon, 1978; G ordon & Nelson, 1979]. The ring uses a token passing control procedure, and
is intended to handle up to 247 hosts, with intermachine spacing o f up to several hundred
meters.
e.

Sperry-Univac’s Memory M ultiplexer

Data Link (M M DL)

Another alternative for passing around ring control emerged in a design for a multi-processor
system [Anderson, 1975; Moran, 1975]. The EPIC-DPS, built by Sperry-Univac, includes 4
processors; each processor has its own local memory, but is also allowed to access die memory
o f other processors. The Memory Multiplexer Data Link (M M DL) is a full duplex serial ring
used to provide inter-machine memory access.
support two different channels,

W ith a full duplex link, the system can then

flowing in opposite directions.

At any one time, only one processor has control o f the ring, using one o f the two channels to
carry out memory operations on other hosts.
processor.

But instead o f passing

which processor needs the ring;

W hen done, the host passes control to another

control in sequence, the node tries to find out in advance
when done, control o f the ring is passed directly to the

requesting node.

To accomplish this, the second channel on the ring is used to negotiate a

transfer o f control, and this operation can be overlapped with regular data access on the first
channel.
The negotiation process uses a form o f "distributed polling":

the node currently possessing

control (and using the data channel on the ring) explicitly polls other processors on die control
channel, trying to find one who wants control next. When the system is first powered up, a
specially designated processor is given control, and it immediately tries to find someone who
might need the ring.
The ring runs at 20 Mbps;
f.

the M M DL network station consists o f 26 small PC boards,

O ther control passing rings

There have been several other designs for rings which pass control around the system:
—A fiber optic ring nam ed Halo has been proposed at Xerox Parc, modelled after the
DCS token passing ring, but using point-to-point fiber optics instead o f twisted pair
[Rawson & Metcalfe, 1978].
—The Star-Ring at the University o f Toronto was really a parallel circular processor
bus used to attach peripherals [Potvin, et al., 1971].

Only one unit has control at a

time, and passes control to its neighbor with a separate control line, much like a daisy
chain. T he system was not very general, however, and is only m eant to support up to
8 nodes. While one unit has control, it specifies the destination o f each block by
explicitly signalling on one o f 8 address lines.
—A system using modified flags from IBM’s Synchronous D ata Link Control (SDLC)
to provide a "rotating master loop" has been proposed at Sycor [Lewis, 1977].

At

system start up, special procedures are used to initially give control to the node with
the highest address.
3.3.2.

Rings using "empty slot" techniques

The second major alternative for controlling access to a ring has become known as the "empty
slot" technique: individual frames o f fixed length are kept circulating around the ring, marked
cither fu ll or empty.

A station wanting to transm it waits until a free slot comes by, marks it

full, and begins to transmit; the block may be removed at its destination and m arked empty,
or it may be allowed to circulate back to the sender for removal.

As described above, most

such rings really only support a very small num ber o f slots circulating simultaneously (1 or 2,
maybe 3).

The empty slot technique does have certain inherent problem s which a designer must confront:
—If a distinguished address is used to indicate a free frame (typically address 0), then
each node must have enough buffering to store and then modify this field;

these

delays will be cumulative around the ring, and can be substantial.
—If one depends on the destination station to remove a frame, and that station
happens to be busy, then the frame will continue to circulate around the loop, leaving
the frame m arked full. A typical solution is to dedicate a special monitoring station
that will remove any packets which keep circulating. If a reserved bit in the frame is
always cleared both when the frame is inserted and when removed, the monitor station
can set this bit on all packets that come by, and mark as free any which come by a
second time.

This monitoring function is a good example o f the manner in which a

distributed access control procedure may still retain some vestiges of centralized
monitoring or error handling.
—This same problem can emerge if the address in a block is corrupted in such a
manner that no host claims the block.
—If a single station can insert a frame, remove it, and immediately re-use that same
frame, this one station can monopolize all o f the system resources - a condition
sometimes called hogging. Alternatively, certain patterns o f use among hosts can tie
up frames in such a way that other nodes are frozen out. Some procedures are usually
required to enforce more civilized behavior.
—There must be enough storage provided in the ring path to hold the desired num ber
o f frames. Thus, there is a certain tension associated with selecting the size o f a frame,
and the num ber o f frames around the ring. Excessive storage in the ring requires
more buffering, and will increase delay around the ring. Short packets tend to reduce
latency, but may also reduce efficiency.
Many o f the ideas associated with the empty slot strategy are traced back to Pierce’s work at
Bell Labs around 1970 - a system which he called a loop, but which we would label as a ring.
The most successful empty slot ring now running is probably the Cam bridge Ring, in England.
a.

Pierce’s Block Switched Loop

The "loop" implemented by Pierce, Coker and Kropfl included two kinds o f ring interfaces: a
single "A box" for controlling the ring, and a "B box" used to interface individual hosts. The
"A box" was responsible for providing synchronization and generating empty frames on the
ring. At the "B box" a user machine could inspect each frame and, when it found one m arked
"empty" could change that indication and insert a destination address and a block o f data to
be sent. At the destination, the receiving "B box" marks the frame em pty again. (The original

design also included a "C box" to be used for internet switching -- really two "B boxes" back
to back -- but it was never implemented.)
In addition to synchronization and slot generation, the "A box" also provides enough buffering
to ensure that one full block will exist in the ring. Furtherm ore, if a destination is not
available (or should the destination address become corrupted) a block might circulate around
the ring forever.

To prevent that, each packet is "marked" as it comes by the "A box."

Should it come by again, the destination and source will be interchanged in an effort to send
die packet back to its originator, indicating that the destination is not available. But if this
block still circulates around the ring one more time, then the source is no longer available to
remove the block, and the "A box" steps in and sets the packet to be empty.
This network is vulnerable to hogging o f the channel if certain traffic patterns emerge such
that some hosts never get to sec an empty block. To prevent this, a "hog control prevention
procedure" is used to stop a sender from transmitting again until all other stations have had an
opportunity. Implementing the hog control procedure requires a "hog control field" in the
packet header, and some rules for manipulating these bits in users’ "B boxes" and in the ring
control "A box."
The implementation made use o f standard Bell System T1 carrier equipment, running at 1.544
Mbps. This compatibility with rI l is distinguished from Farm er’s token passing system, which
depended on a bipolar violation for signalling diat would have been illegal on T l. One "A
box" controller and two "B box" stations were constructed. The fixed sized packets were 522
bits long, with 10 bits o f storage provided in a "B box" and up to 512 bits in the "loop closing
buffer" in the "A box."
Note:

The development o f this particular loop network raised the prospect o f

switching traffic among machines connected to a collection o f loop systems, dubbed
"loop switching."
One approach to implementing this switching combined the
addressing and routing in an imaginative way: all o f the hosts are given addresses
such that die Hamming distance between any two addresses represents die num ber o f
intermediate hops. At a switch point one can compute which next path goes to a node
closer to the destination specified in a block (i.e., it reduces the Hamming distance)
[Graham & Poliak, 1971; Brandenburg, el al., 1972; Brandenburg & Gopinath, 1972;
Yao, 1978].
This operation has been labeled the loop switching addressing problem, although that is
a bit o f a misnomer

--

it is not specific to loops, and the Hamming distance

addressing/routing procedure could be used in any network.

The approach is

attractive since it does not require any form o f routing table at a node. Unfortunately,
introduction o f new nodes to a system may require complete renumbering o f all the
nodes, in order to properly re-establish the Hamming distances.

It has been

conjectured that for any configuration o f n nodes the length o f the addresses need be

only O(n); Yao has demonstrated that it can be done with an address of length less
than 0 (n lg n), but the conjecture remains open [Yao, 1978].
b.

The Cambridge Ring

Many o f the ideas demonstrated in the Pierce empty slot ring found subsequent realization in
the Cambridge Ring [Wilkes, 1975; Wilkes & Wheeler, 1976; Hopper, 1978a, 1978b; Hopper &
Wheeler. 1979; Wilkes & Wheeler, 1979]. In the very earliest proposal, however, it was argued
that the empty slot approach was vulnerable to hogging, and the register insertion control
technique would be preferred [Wilkes, 1975]. That decision was m odified when it was realized
that two small rules would eliminate hogging on an empty slot ring: have the source host
remove its transmissions, and forbid a host from sending two consecutive packets, thus
ensuring that another host downstream would be permitted to access the ring [Wilkes &
Wheeler, 1976].
The ring which has been implemented runs at 10 M bps and uses rather small packets
containing only two bytes o f data.

Like the Pierce ring, the Cambridge design does have a

distributed procedure for controlling access to the ring, but is dependent upon a specialized
monitor station. The m onitor station is used to control the num ber o f slots circulating around
the ring, typically 2 or 3; this unit is needed to provide clocking, to initially generate the
empty slots, and to ensure that there is sufficient buffering to hold the circulating slots. As in
die Pierce system, any packet which passes the monitor twice is presumed to be circulating,
and is marked empty.

Furtherm ore, reliability considerations lead the designers to power

individual ring repeaters from the ring itself, rather than depending upon their hosts for
power. Thus, special connections to the ring are needed to inject power for use by the ring
interfaces. At one point a fiber optic link was used to carry data signals between two ring
interfaces; unfortunately, the need to also transmit power between the nodes necessitated the
use o f a wire cable running in parallel with the fiber link.
One o f the major characteristics o f the Cambridge Ring is its successful operation, providing
services to a wide range o f hosts: the Cambridge CAP, two P D P -lT s, a PDP-7, and several
other machines. Efforts are now proceeding to design a two-chip LSI unit to serve as a ring
interface.
c.

Other "empty slot" rings

There have been num erous other proposals for empty slot rings:
—In 1973, Hassing et al. at the National Security Agency proposed building a small
ring network, using what we have described as the empty slot technique.

A single

node would be manually set to serve as the clock source and to generate empty
packets.

—A design from Iowa State University (the ISUnct) described use o f T1 equipment
running at 1.544 Mbps;

it would circulate 32 time slots, each containing a source,

destination, control information, and up to 10 bytes o f data [Lee & Pohm, 1978].
All o f the rings described above have used a circulating empty slot to provide a form
o f dem and multiplexing o f the ring -- a host only inserts an addressed block o f data
when it actually needs the channel. This is significantly different from other designs
which also circulate a slot (or frame), but which utilize some form o f synchronous time
division multiplexing (TDM) to allocate use o f the bits in the frame:
—A working TDM ring network was constructed at RCA, connecting 6 hosts [White
& Maxcmchuk, 1974],
It circulated an 80-bit frame, from which 32 individual
channels were derived each with a maximum bandwidth o f 9600 bps. In effect, these
32 channels were bit-interleaved onto the ring.
—Two parallel fiber optic links have been used as the communications medium in the
Ring Century Bus at Toshiba; one carries timing information and the other data, at a
rate o f 100 Mbps [Okuda, et al., 1978]. A single frame is circulated around the ring,
with a control station providing timing and buffering; the frame is broken down into
8 subframes or channels, each containing up to 20 bytes o f data. In order to transmit
a host will first identify and seize an "empty channel", if one is free; from then on all
transmission to this destination will take place only on this channel, never using more
than 1/8 o f the circulating frame.
—At the Institute for Defense Analysis the IDANET proposed use o f a 24-wire
parallel ring, circulating 16 groups o f 24 bits through a shift register (16 data and 8
control in each group) [Bliss, et al., 1976]. The system was to be synchronized so that
all stations simultaneously read out their 24 bits -- this read would take place on
every 16th clock tick. To send a message, a host would insert the data into the
appropriate destination’s group as it came by during the preceding 15 clock ticks.
3.3.3.

Rings using "buffer insertion" techniques

The final major choice for ring control is the "buffer insertion" strategy, in which a node
prepares an outgoing packet in a shift register and then -- at an opportune mom ent -- switches
this register in as part o f the loop.
a.

H afner’s SILK system

First proposed by Hafner in 1973, this approach uses a ring structure, but does not try to keep
empty slots circulating [Hafner, et al., 1973; Hafner, 1974a, 1974b];
dubbed SILK, for System fu r Integrierte Lokale Kommunikation.

the implementation was

Each interface is equipped

with a shift register large enough to hold a single frame which can be switched into series with

the ring itself. Instead o f waiting for an unoccupied slot to pass by, a ring interface can -- in
effect -- create an empty frame by switching in its buffer.
In practice, an interface was constructed with two buffers, one used to hold the outgoing
packet, and a second one to temporarily buffer any incoming data. Thus, in order to send a
packet, an interface loads the packet into its output buffer, waits until the start o f a new frame
comes along, sidetracks the incoming bits into the input buffer, and simultaneously sends out
its waiting packet.
After completion o f the transmission, the input buffer which had
accumulated any arriving bits is switched back into the ring, and gets passed along towards its
destination.
In effect, the size o f the ring can grow instantaneously as a station inserts its delay buffer.
Furtherm ore, new packets arc inserted in front o f ones already circulating. After launching a
single packet a transm itter is committed to keeping its second buffer switched into the ring.
W hen the original packet returns to the sender, however, the buffer can be switched out, and
the ring returns to its original size. Note that a single station can only send one packet at a
time, and must retrieve it before the next can be sent.
Such an approach does have one difficult failure mode: if the address in a packet header is
corrupted, the sending station will not be able to recognize it when it returns. The packet will
circulate forever, and the station will not be able to send its next packet. To detect such
circulating packets, Hafner is forced to suggest the use o f a centralized monitoring station to
properly manage the ring [Hafner, et a l, 1973]:
"In addition to checking single blocks, this station also supervises the entire loop
operation and provides clocking and synchronization o f the whole system.

This

monitoring station is a departure from the idea o f completely distributed control...."
"The monitoring station has the following functions. It generates the clock signals (bit
and block synch) for the whole loop, supervises the system by means o f pilot signals,
it

"The disadvantage o f a simple loop system is its vulnerability.

M alfunction o f a single

station can disrupt all traffic in the loop."
A nodier unusual aspect o f the system was the use o f separate data and clock wires;

the

monitoring station thus provided the clock signals for all data stations.
In their experimental system, the basic block size was 25 bits including 10 bits o f address, 5
bits

o f control, and 10 bits o f data, typically used for a single

PCM voice sample.
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b.

DLCN

This same basic idea o f register insertion in a ring was subsequently used in the design o f the
Distributed Loop Com puter Network at Ohio State University [Reamcs & Liu, 1975, 1977; Liu
& Reames, 1975, 1976; Liu, et al., 1977; Oh & Liu, 1977; Babic, et al., 1977; Pardo, et al.,
1977; Liu, 1978].

A large num ber o f papers have been produced, but the only m odest

addition to the work of Hafner is the use o f variable sized packets, com bined with a variable
length shift register in each interface.
Many issues remain unanswered in this particular work:
—It is frequently asserted that register insertion will provide shorter delays.

But if

there is another packet on the ring a register insertion system m ust still wait for the
end of the current message to pass by before seizing control.
—Control passing systems introduce delay as a station m ust wait for upstream stations
to transmit their packets. A register insertion scheme can get the packet moving very
promptly, but if there is other traffic then the ring has been "expanded” as other
buffers are inserted, thus introducing similar total delay around the system.
— It is repeatedly suggested that packets may be removed from the loop at the
destination. Unlike H afner’s approach, this now makes it very difficult to remove the
buffer which the sender inserted, since it can’t just remove its own packet -- the sender
is stuck with a shift register inserted in the ring that will be carrying packets from
other sources. In general, this approach only works if two nodes are exchanging
packets o f the same size -- not a very general solution.
—There has been little attention paid to the problem o f removing packets whose
addresses may be damaged, and which may be circulating.
—The one sketch o f a ring interface would have introduced significant delay at every
node. In addition, the shift register approach makes all o f these active components in
die interface a critical part o f the ring, thus dramatically increasing the vulnerability to
failure.
We have found no reports o f any attem pt to actually implement and measure the work
described in these many papers.
3.3.4.
The

Loops with centralized control or switching
three preceding sections have described the major alternatives for building ring

networks -- circular structures with some form o f distributed control.

Alternatively, a loop

network uses a circular physical topology, com bined with some form o f centralized control

procedure.
a.

Spider

One o f the m ajor examples o f a loop is the Spider network built at Bell Laboratories [Hayes,
1973, 1974; Fraser, 1974a, 1974b, 1974c, 1974d, 1975]. The system used a unidirectional ring
utilizing T1 technology (1.544 Mbps), controlled from a m inicomputer serving as a "central
switch." Frames contain a total o f 386 bits, including 336 usable bits plus an additional 50 bits
required for T1 framing and clock recovery.

Connections to the loop at a host are made

through a Terminal Interface U nit (TIU) equipped with a microprocessor known as the "Fly."
At the lowest level Spider shows some similarity to the empty slot rings, supporting a form of
dem and multiplexing. The switch circulates a scries o f slots, and a TIU can recognize a slot
which is free by a distinguished value in the first byte. The TIU can then seize a free slot by
overwriting that value and inserting a packet;
this approach docs introduce 8 bits o f delay
into the loop for each interface.

But here the similarity ends, since packets arc not sent

directly between hosts connected to the loop.
Instead, Spider uses a virtual circuit model in which two hosts m ust first negotiate with the
central switch to establish a connection, and all packets are then routed through the switch.
Each TIU can be engaged in up to 64 "calls" at one time, but m ust go through a "call setup"
procedure that sets the proper routing information in the switch.

After a call is setup hosts

communicate by sending one-address packets: a sender puts a source address in a packet and
sends it to the switch, the switch consults its routing table, puts the destination address into the
packet, and then sends it out around the loop again.

Hence, a packet inbound towards the

switch may go right by its intended receiver; every packet thus encounters a store-and-forward
delay and, in the worst case, a packet may have to make almost two complete trips around the
loop.
But the system is even m ore complicated, and the design includes some unusual restrictions:
while a host may be participating in up to 64 connections it can only communicate on one o f
these channels at a time. In addition to setting up each call through the switch, every scries of
packets to a different host (i.e., on a different channel) m ust be preceded by another
negotiation in which the particular channel is selected in the switch [Fraser, 1974b, pp. 14, 24,
and 47]:
"Channel blockage can arise when one terminal handles several simultaneous
conversations in this way. F or example, while one channel is being served, traffic on
the others must come to a halt. ..."
"W hen one terminal is about to start sending or receiving data from another it ’selects’
the appropriate channel by transmitting the channel num ber and appropriate status
over the channel select path.

Subsequent read and write operations relate to data

transmitted over the selected channel."

"Data transfer cannot take place until both source and destination terminals have
selected the same virtual channel.

To cause that to happen the network tells one

terminal when the other is attempting to communicate with it. ..."
"Although the central switch remembers the routes for all virtual channels, only one
for each terminals is effective at any one time. T hat one is the currently selected
virtual channel. W hen a terminal issues a channel select the TIU sends a signaling
packet to the common control which in turn changes the table entry used by the
switch to route data packets from that TIU.

..."

"W hen a channel is selected seven signal packets typically are transmitted in the
network (SEL, SACK, REQ, RACK, DSF.L, and two ACK signals). That represents a
substantial overhead in cases where the data message is short enough to fit in one
packet."
Thus, each inbound packet only contains a source ID.

That is used by the switch to find

which channel is currently selected by this sender, and that channel ID is used to select the
destination. In part because o f the need to carry so much control information, each frame on
the loop is actually split into two packets:

a small signal packet for communicating with the

switch (32 bits) and a larger data packet (304 bits).
The need for both terminals to agree on the same single virtual channel for the next
transmission can lead to a deadlock, particularly if two hosts are each attempting to send to the
other on different channels.

There is no mechanism to prevent these deadlocks;

they were

usually broken by eventually timing out the attem pt to select a channel.
Like the ring designs, the Spider loop uses active repeaters in each station, which can raise
serious reliability problems. To protect the ring itself, the lowest level hardware in the TIU is
powered from the line, and is equipped with a relay to disconnect the interface if certain error
conditions are detected. The TIU can continue to m onitor the incoming signal, attempting to
regain synchronization and come back into the loop.

Unfortunately, when the relay closes to

take a node out o f the circuit, the eight bits buffered there are suddenly removed from the bit
stream.

Because o f this loss, hosts further downstream may lose synchronization as well, and

also disconnect from the loop.
Unlike the rings with distributed control, however, the central switch in the Spider loop adds
another potential source o f errors -

a problem fundamental to these centralized loop

architectures. This switch "...has no particularly special provisions to deal with its own failures
and Spider is therefore vulnerable to hardware and software troubles at the switching center."
[Fraser, 1974a, p. 21F-7]

Spider has been quite distinguished, however, in providing service to a real set o f users.

By

1975 it had been used to interconnect numerous machines in the Bell Labs environment,
including single user minicomputers, laboratory instrumentation machines, and time-sharing
facilities. Services available through the network have included access to a shared network file
system and a printing server.
It has since been reported, however, that some o f the features described in the original design
were not supported in the actual implementation:
—The mechanism for dynamically performing call setup was never fully developed.
Instead, a num ber o f permanent virtual circuits were established in the switch, and not
modified.
—Reliability o f the ring turned out to be a major difficulty. Components and
interfaces failed, and faults were difficult to isolate and correct.
To simplify
maintenance the ring was actually configured much like a star, with a "hom e run"
looping back to a central point between each node. At this hub it then became
possible to "cut out" individual pieces o f the loop until the ring worked again. These
reliability and maintenance problems have been dubbed the "requiem for a ring."
b.

Oregon State

A very different approach to centralized switching on a loop has been outlined in the
"modular loop architecture" proposed at Oregon State University [Jafari, et a l, 1978a, 1978b].
This is a two-loop configuration in which one o f the loops is used for exchanging control
messages between host machines and a single loop controller, while a second loop is used to
carry data.
But these data messages on the second loop are not m eant to pass through the controller.
Instead, each host is equipped with a switch to control access to die data loop, and the
controller uses the control loop to instruct the stations to set the switches to the appropriate
positions. To send a packet, a host first communicates with the loop controller on the control
loop. The controller then uses the control loop to notify the intended receiver and to set all o f
the switches at intermediate nodes, and then gives the sender permission to transmit on the
data loop.
This does involve a fair am ount o f overhead, bu t with fortuitous patterns o f traffic requests it
may be possible to support multiple simultaneous transfers on the loop (e.g., 1 to 2 and 3 to
4). Unfortunately, this feature does not generalize very well, if source and destination pairs are
interleaved (e.g., 1 to 3 and 2 to 4). It is also suggested that the loop could be full duplex, so
if a path is blocked in one direction it may be open in the other.

This proposed loop has been the subject o f simulation and analytical studies, but no
implementation has been attempted.
3.3.5.

Specialized loops fo r terminal systems or C P U -I/O busses

The foregoing discussion o f rings and loops has concentrated upon those designs intended to
serve as general purpose local networks, supporting traffic flow among any o f the connected
hosts. Historically, however, most o f the early circular communication structures were meant
to support terminal access to a single host or cluster controller, or they served as a circular
form o f I/O bus connecting a set o f peripherals to a CPU. Since the traffic is always sent to
and from a central point, such approaches usually use only a single address in a message or
block.
These more specialized loops are less attractive today as a local network architecture; bu t they
do include some interesting ideas, and are important in understanding the evolution o f
subsequent loop and ring systems.
a.

IBM 2790

One o f the first loop systems for connecting terminals to a cluster controller was the IBM 2790
terminal system [Seward, 1970; Hippert, 1970a, 1970b],

Using a single System Controller, a

loop could include up to. about 100 Area Stations supporting terminals.

This controller

includes both a processor and memory for running the loop, and is also connected to the host
CPU.
Time division multiplexing is used to divide the link into some num ber o f channels;
are n channels all together, every nth frame is logically part o f that channel.

if there

Each frame

contains only one address, identifying the station allocated to use this channel when
communicating with the controller. At any given time one channel is only used for carrying
data between the controller and one area station; the controller continues to circulate unused
frames for any unused channel.
These channels may be allocated on a long term basis, or dynamically. If the controller wants
to initiate communication, it may select an unoccupied frame and use it to address a particular
station.

If an idle station has data to send, it will wait for an empty frame to come by, and

use it to send a message to the controller, which then establishes the appropriate connection,
and reserves this channel.
To provide synchronization, frames are separated with 25 synch characters. In addition, there
are 9 bits o f delay in each station, needed to allow a station to overwrite the address in an
unused frame.

The actual connection to the loop is m ade through a repeater attached to each station. Each
repeater is powered from its station, but also transfers some o f this power to the line.

If a

station fails, its repeater can draw power from the incoming line, continuing to function until
the station comes back up.

The system is designed to remain operational if two adjacent

repeaters lose power, o r if alternating repeaters lose power.
For reliability, it was possible to configure the loop as four subloops (or "segments") each
radiating out from the System Controller;

in case o f a failure, the System Controller could

reconfigure the four segments in any o f 16 ways, leaving out any that were not operational.
By leaving out all o f the external loops, the controller could check its own operation.
b. SDLC
The newer generation o f bit-oriented line control protocols -- particularly IBM’s Synchronous
Data Link Control (SDLC) -- includes provisions for controlling a set o f terminals in a loop
configuration [Donnan & Kersey, 1974; IBM, 1975; Beaston, 1978]. SDLC-style frames are
used, with an 8-bit flag, one address, and zero-bit insertion; but a particular host is designated
as the loop controller, or primary, and all o f the terminals become the secondaries. Outbound
traffic from the controller is handled with regular SDLC frames addressed to the appropriate
terminal.
W hen idle, the loop controller generates frame characters to help maintain
synchronization in the secondaries; each active secondary buffers one bit o f the bit stream.
*

The controller can then use one o f two control disciplines to handle inbound traffic from the
secondary stations. Explicit polling can be used to address individual stations, or a special hub
polling procedure can be used. In the latter case, the general poll message to the first node is
followed by a special End-of-Poll (EOP) bit pattern o f seven ones (01111111), not otherwise
legal on an SDLC line. A node with traffic to send may use its one bit o f delay to modify the
EOP, changing the last 1 into a 0 and transforming the EOP into a regular SDLC flag
character. That terminal now sends its own message, and then passes on the poll request by
generating a .new EOP.
Although not named as the SDLC procedure, this basic kind o f approach was used in some o f
the newer IBM terminal systems designed for point-of-sale applications, such as the 3660
Supermarket System and the Retail Store System [McEnroe, el al., 1975; Skatrud & Metz,
1976]. The system typically includes a set o f terminals and a cluster controller in each store;
it utilizes 2400 bps lines, uses the broadcast poll procedure, and includes the one bit o f delay
at each station.

It is reported that the overhead for one polling cycle on such a loop is

"generally on the order o f 20 ms. plus 1/2 ms. per terminal" -- about 23 ms. for a 6 terminal
system.
To help provide improved error detection, all o f die loop units m onitor the string o f framing
characters passing by.

In case o f a failure in a loop unit which breaks the ring, individual

terminals will time out and send a "beacon" message indicating there is trouble somewhere

upstream. Only messages from below the break will get through, thus indicating the probable
location o f the malfunction.

Operator intervention is required to reconfigure the loop,

bridging out any broken units.
In a later system, the IBM 8100, SDLC is used to control a peripheral loop, connecting the
host to a wide variety o f I/O equipm ent:
1978a, 1978b, 1978c].

terminals, printers, scanners, and keyboards [IBM,

The loop can be run at 9.6 Kbps or 38.4 Kbps.

Offered as a

commercial product, the literature on this loop provides some interesting insights into the
problems and details associated with installing a loop communications system. For example:
individual hosts connect to the loop through a special fixture m ounted in a regular junction
box;

should a device fail, a special key can be used to mechanically reconfigure the loop at

the junction box, switching the device out o f the channel.
Systems based upon this SDLC loop mode o f operation can now take advantage o f the
emerging single-chip LSI devices capable o f handling this class o f line control protocols,
including devices such as the Intel 8273 [Beaston, 1978] or the Signetics 2652 [Signetics, 1978].
Note that the systems described above generally use a loop with centralized control (and oneaddress packets) to provide communications between a single host and a set o f terminals or
devices. If one is willing to provide a switching function in the controller, however, this loop
architecture could be enhanced to provide full logical connectivity among the terminals.
c.

Weller’s I/O loop

Some early work at Bell Labs used a centrally controlled loop for connecting terminals and
I/O devices to a central host [Weller, 1971].

This system also used 1-addrcss frames, which

were very short: 35 bits total, with 16 bits o f data. Power for each loop interface was
provided by a separate twisted pair strung in parallel with the coax used for data.
O utbound traffic from the CPU could be simply addressed to the destination device, but a
space o f several bits was left between each frame. A device wanting to send inbound traffic
would, if effect, generate an interrupt by sending a one during this inter-frame gap. Upon
detecting this request for service the CPU would launch a polling message around the loop,
allowing each device with an interrupt pending to set an appropriate bit within the poll packet
Finally, the CPU could explicitly poll the device to complete the I/O operation.
d.

Collins C-System

’Ih e Collins C-System also used a loop for interconnecting peripherals, but with a traditional
TOM approach including a loop controller to provide timing and synchronization. Processors
and high performance peripherals were interconnected with a 32 M bps "time division
exchange" (TDX) providing 16 different bit-interleaved channels each able to run at 2 Mbps
[Newhall & Venetsanopoulos, 1971; Sharma, et al., 1974].

Each o f the processors also had its own "time division multiplex" (TDM ) ring used for
attaching slower speed peripherals. Also using coaxial cable, it ran at 1.2 Mbps, providing 256
word-interleaved channels, each running at 4.8 Kbps.
e.

Fram e addressing

Another proposal for a centralized loop system has emerged in the context o f distributing voice
traffic [Saito, 1978], The environment assumes the use o f a digital transmission ring carrying
encoded voice for a group o f telephones, connected to a control unit at a central switching
office.

All traffic goes to or from the central office.

T hat control unit circulates fixed length frames around the loop, containing a bit vector at the
front and a set o f data fields in the body; there is one bit in the header for each station on
the shared loop. For outbound traffic, the control unit turns on bits in the header indicating
those stations for whom there is a data block in the body o f the frame; those data blocks are
packed towards the rear o f the frame. F or inbound traffic, a station turns on its bit in the
header indicating that it will insert a data block in the body of the frame; those data blocks
are packed at the front of the frame.
T he system m ust be engineered so that the growing stack of the inbound data only rarely
overwrites the shrinking stack o f the outbound data (which would cause a transmission error).
The traffic pattern and control are both quite centralized in this proposal, and the nice stack
like behavior o f the data blocks would not necessarily occur if it were not for the presence o f a
single controller as the source or destination for each block.

3.4.

Radio-based approaches

The first three families o f local networks used point-to-point channels, while this fourth
category -- radio - takes advantage o f a shared, broadcast channel. In this part o f the design
space one o f the most important aspects o f a system is the particular strategy used for sharing
the radio spectrum. Traditional radio networks depended upon frequency division, but newer
designs have explored the use of random access procedures (such as pure Aloha, slotted Aloha,
or carrier sense multiple access, as described in section 2.5.4).
3.4.1.

The Aloha System

The Aloha project at the University of Hawaii was designed to provide a radio link between
terminals scattered throughout the islands and a host at the University [Abramson, 1970, 1973a
1973b; Kuo & Binder, 1973; Binder, et al., 1975]. As we shall see, this initial application led
to a rather centralized pattern o f use, but aspects o f the design have much wider applicability.
The centralized server was originally an IBM 360/65, later replaced with a 370/158 and
augmented with the BCC 500 machine. The 360 was connected to a minicomputer (the
M enchune) which served as a host front-end and multiplexor; it was also equipped with
suitable radio equipm ent and served as the hub o f the radio network. All o f the traffic was
intended to flow in and out o f the host; thus, this system used a broadcast medium with the
potential for full physical connectivity, bu t the logical connectivity was restricted to a star.
The radio spectrum was actually broken down into two different channels:

an inbound

multiple access channel carrying packets from the terminals to the M enchune, and a different
outbound broadcast channel from the M enehune to the terminals.

Each user terminal was

equipped with a Terminal Control Unit (TCU) which included a transm itter for the inbound
channel and a receiver listening to the outbound channel. Two different 100 Khz channels
were allocated in the U H F band, one at 407.350 Mhz and one at 413.475 Mhz.
Control o f the outbound broadcast channel is straightforward:

the M enehune is the only

transmitter on this frequency, addressing packets to individual TCUs.

As we’ve seen, the

inbound channel was the origin o f the pure Aloha scheme: if a terminal has a packet to send
it just transmits, hoping that there will be no collisions. Should there be a collision the packet
will be lost, no acknowledgement will return from the M enehune, and the terminal can
timeout and retransmit.
The original Aloha network worked well. Since the system supported terminal connections, it
could take advantage o f hum an users as the ultim ate error correction procedure.

If a packet

failed to be acknowledged after three transmissions it was discarded from the terminal’s output
buffer and the user would have to type again. M ore sophisticated procedures were developed
as users began to attach other devices to the terminal ports, including small computer systems.
To expand the range o f the Aloha net, simple packet repeaters were added which could be

placed at an intermediate point and simply repeated packets onward (introducing some delay,
however).

If one wanted to support general host-to-host traffic it would be necessary to

provide switching o f packets within the Menchune.
For a further analytical treatm ent o f the pure Aloha scheme see [Abramson, 1977]. While this
was the first radio network o f its kind, no major performance measurements have been
reported on the Aloha experiment.
3.4.2.

The Packet Radio Network

The most significant on-going experim ent with ground radio is the Packet Radio Network (the
PRNct, or the Radionet) [Kahn, 1975; Burchfiel, et al., 1975; Fralick, et al., 1975; Fralick &
Garrett, 1975; Frank, el al., 1975; Kunzclman, 1978; Kahn, et al., 1978; Shoch & Stewart,
1979a, 1979b]. In many ways this is the direct successor to the original Aloha project, with
several major differences:
—Instead o f two different channels it uses a single shared channel for all traffic.
—The system consists o f a set o f Packet Radio Units (PRUs), which use the CSMA
protocol to control channel access.
—To provide greater range and flexibility the PRUs explicitly store-and-forward
packets among themselves, according to appropriate routing procedures.
—In its early configuration the Radionet depended upon a single control station for
directly routing all traffic.
As it evolves the station is used to assess the current
connectivity in the net and provide routing information to the PRUs, but normal user
traffic need not pass through the station.
—To .provide improved protection against jam m ing or spooffing by other radios, the
system uses spread spectrum radio transmission.
An experimental version o f this design is now installed as the San Francisco Bay Area Packet
Radio Network, spanning from M arin County to Santa Cruz.
The system has been
interconnected with the Arpanet to support terminal access to Arpanet hosts, and
mobile terminals in the Bay Area.

can support

It has also been used as a transit network to carry traffic

between two existing local networks [Shoch & Stewart, 1979a, 1979b].
3.4.3.

Mobile/cellular radio

The radio systems described above have generally been intended to carry data traffic, and have
used random access procedures to share a single multiple access radio channel. An alternative
approach is being developed to provide more efficient handling o f mobile telephone traffic,

which has traditionally used FD M to provide voice circuits.

Current facilities allocate a

limited num ber o f voice channels for use in fairly broad geographic areas, and those channels
are in short supply. All o f the users within that area m ust contend for allocation o f a channel
in order to make a call.
To provide better frequency re-use, newer cellular techniques are being explored [Schiff, 1970;
Cox & Rcudink, 1972; Bell, 1979; Hindin, 1979]. In this approach a region is covered with a
set o f smaller hexagonal cells - a tessellation -- and each cell has a low-power transmitter.
Adjacent cells use different sets o f frequencies, and the smaller cell size allows re-use of
particular frequencies at periodic intervals within the cell pattern. A mobile telephone in one
cell may start out on a particular frequency, and as it moves towards a cell boundary there will
be an automatic hand-off to a different frequency in the next cell; all of this remains invisible
to the participants in the conversation. Thus, this system uses a broadcast radio medium, run
with FDM and a centrally controlled allocation procedure, to provide circuit switched service.
This approach may support more efficient frequency use over these geographic areas.
Two experimental facilities arc now undergoing test, one developed by the Bell system in
Chicago (the Advanced Mobile Phone Service, or AMPS), and another independent effort in
the Washington/Baltimore area.
3.5.

M ultiaccess bus structures

The final major family o f local networks is generally based upon shared, multiaccess bus
structures. While the earliest systems had centralized control, a broadcast bus can also be run
with some o f the random access schemes developed for use in radio systems. As described in
section 2.5.5, the major example o f a shared bus with distributed control is the Ethernet.
3.5.1.

The Ethernet

The fundamental Ethernet-style approach uses a broadcast channel and an access procedure
diat includes carrier sense multiple access, collision detection, collision consensus enforcement,
and a dynamic backoff algorithm. Implementation o f this basic strategy involves several design
decisions, including selection o f the particular kind o f broadcast media (such as wire pairs,
coaxial cable, power line carrier systems, or fiber optics), setting the data rate, the choice o f
coding technique, addressing, packet formats, and more.
After the basic network characteristics have been determined there are still many additional
design issues associated with the constmction o f any particular interface: allocation o f function
among hardware/microcodc/softwarc, address recognition, proper signal isolation, a watchdog
timer to prevent runaway transmitters, implementing the backoff algorithm, and others.
One fundamental aspect o f an interface design is the choice between integrating the interface
with the host (i.e., using a DMA), or building a more sophisticated external device to serve as

the network controller for this host. On the one hand, this front-end approach can reduce the
num ber o f host-specific interfaces which have to be built, and also makes it possible to run the
network at speeds which might exceed the capability o f some hosts. O n the other hand, use o f
an outboard packet buffer introduces two additional store-and-forward delays into die path
between any two nodes (once when copied from the source host to its buffer, the regular
transmission to the destination buffer, and another copy into the destination host).

Limited

buffering may also make it difficult to provide good performance through these interfaces. It
has also been suggested that the separate controllers (sometimes called adapters) can be used to
implement some o f the communications protocols. Such an approach m ust be examined with
great care, since it is still necessary to provide error control (and other protocols) on the link
between the controller and the host (a lesson learned in part from the Arpanet experience,
where one h ad to to handle errors introduced as packets moved across the Im p/host interface
[Crowthcr, et al., pp. 166 and 173-174; McQuillan & Walden, 1977, sections 3.3.2 and 5.2.2]).
There has been very little careful work done on this problem.
The Ethernet approach was first implemented in the experimental Ethernet system, now
commonly referred to just as the Ethernet.
Using coaxial cable and CATV connector
hardware, a typical Ethernet spans up to a kilometer in distance, connects up to 256 hosts, and
runs at 2.94 Mbps.
In general, interfaces have been built which provide direct DMA
connections into a host, rather than using an out-board controller.

(M ore details on the

Ethernet im plementation can be found in C hapter 4.)
The only shared com ponent in an Ethernet is the coaxial cable.

There are no repeaters, no

buffering in the interfaces, and no power on the line. Furtherm ore, there is no central
controller, no source o f clocking nor synchronization, and no m onitoring station needed.
More than 20 Ethernets are now in use, some for many years, serving a community o f about
1000 hosts.
3.5.2.

Ethernet-like systems

The Ethernet design now serves as the canonical example o f such cable-based multiaccess bus
networks, bu t there have been many other variations on this theme. In the sections which
follow we try to highlight some o f the distinguishing characteristics and different design
decisions which have been proposed.
ENET and CN ET (Queen Mary College. London). Two different Ethernet-style systems have
been described at Queen Mary College [West, 1977, 1978; West & Davison, 1978; Davison,
1978], The ENET design, developed in conjunction with the Rutherford Laboratory, was very
similar to the Ethernet

--

intended to run at about 3 M bps over a range o f 2 Km.

The

C NET represented an attem pt to build a low cost version along similar lines, also spanning
about 2 Km, but running at 76.8 Kbps. Hosts could connect to the C N ET through a simple
C NET controller;

the controller itself included a low cost microprocessor system, using a

simple serial I/O chip to drive the shared wire.

The controller, however, would take

responsibility for generating a low level acknowledgement.
Cybernct/LN A (Ford M otor Co.). The need for data acquisition and process control in a
manufacturing environm ent shaped the design o f a local network at Ford [Sherman & Gable,
1977, Sherman, et al., 1978a, 1978b; Gable, 1978]. Originally called Cybernet (not related to
the CDC system o f the same name), and now included within a broader Local Network
Architecture (LNA), the system is designed to run at 1 Mbps. For accessing the cable it also
makes use o f an external adapter, presenting a simplified interface back to the host which
looks like an RS-232C or an 8-bit parallel data path. The adapter incorporates the transceiver,
as well as storage and a microprocessor to control retransmission, error control, sequencing,
and other services. Hosts on the network have included a PDP-10, a dynam om eter test stand,
and other equipment.
Fordnet (Ford Aerospace). The transceiver designed at Ford M otor Company has also been
used as one com ponent in a different, network, the Fordnet done at Ford Aerospace in Palo
Alto [Biba & Yeh, 1979], This approach also incorporates a separate network front-end, off
loading some o f the protocol implementation from die host into a Local Network Adapter
(LNA, not to be confused with the Ford M otor Co. Local Network Architecture!). In this case
the hosts are P D P -ll’s, and the front-end is a Unibus device equipped with a Zilog Z80
microprocessor (the UMC-Z80 from ACC), 't his approach uses a Zilog SIO chip to drive the
channel, running at 880 Kbps. The LNA includes packet buffering, implements the Ethernetstyle protocol, and also provides protocols for reliable datagram transmission.
Tliere is one small variation at the lowest level:

when a host has a packet to send it first

transmits a series o f l ’s as a lengthy preamble -- at least as long as a round-trip time. The
intention here is to ensure that any collisions which occur take place before the actual packet is
transmitted. This seems to offer no substantive advantages over just sending the actual data:
a collisions can still be detected, and if there is no collision then useful bits have been sent,
rather than the preamble.
Ariel (Zilog). The Zilog SIO chip is also used at the heart o f Ariel, an Ethernet-style system
now being developed at Zilog [Hunt, 1978];

in this case, the SIO is attached to the bus in a

Z80 development system, moving packets directly into main memory. The SIO chip generates
HDLC-style frames, sent to the transceiver and emerging on the cable as TTL levels. Speed o f
the network is determ ined by the speed o f the SIO -- 880 Kbps.
Batnet (Battelle-Northwest). A design similar to the Ethernet is being pursued at the BattelleNorthwest Laboratories in Richland, Washington [Gerhardstein, et al., 1978].

Known as the

Batnet, the system runs at 3 M bps and has direct DM A interfaces, initially for a set o f PDPl l ’s. But the system does not have any hardware or microcode to perform address recognition
as a packet first arrives;

instead, every packet is copied off the wire completely, and then an

interrupt routine is invoked to examine the destination address.

This approach eliminates

some hardware in the interface, but consumes memory bandwidth and processing cycles for
packets destined for other hosts. The system also uses the non-persistent form o f CSM A /CD.
Furthermore, retransmission intervals are not dynamically controlled;

they are draw n at

random from a fixed range, in steps o f 5.3 microseconds (1 word time).
Chaosnet (M IT Al Lab).

An 8 Mbps system has been developed at the MIT Artificial

Intelligence laboratory, to connect a set o f PDP-10's, P D P -ll’s, and Lisp Machines
[Grcenblatt, 1979]. Because this data rate exceeds the DMA capacity o f some o f the machines
(particularly the l l ’s), it has been necessary to include packet buffers as part o f the interface.
Thus, packets can arrive at 8 Mbps to the board, but then are moved m ore slowly into the
host; this introduces two store-and-forward delays for every packet. In addition, running at 8
M bps with about 1 Km o f cable can necessitate careful adjustment o f transceivers when a new
host is added.
While using carrier sense and collision detection, the Chaosnet has adopted a different strategy
for avoiding or resolving collisions. A pseudo-TDM approach is used, in which each host is
allocated its "turn" to transmit; but there is no centralized clock, and each host independently
counts up through the host numbers to decide when its turn has arrived (this is dubbed the
"turn counter"). These counters, however, are held up when a packet is actually being sent,
and all the counters are re-synchronized to the host num ber found in each packet which is
successfully transmitted (thus assuming that he at least really knew whose turn it was!). When
two hosts are out o f synchronization a collision may take place;
i f so, one quick
retransmission may be attempted, but there is no systematic back-off or retransmission.
Instead, the packet is merely discarded, an error is reported, and it is presumed that someone
will eventually get a packet sent properly, thus resynchronizing everyone. To minimize the
time between turns (i.e., the time allowed between ticks o f the turn counter), hosts with
adjacent host numbers should be adjacent to each other on the cable; thus, hosts num bers arc
sequentially allocated along the Chaosnet.
Although these design choices suggest some interesting problems, it is worth noting that the
Chaosnet does function properly, and is in regular use at MIT.
NBS. At the National Bureau o f Standards an F.thernet-style system is being proposed as a
means to support host connections as well as a large num ber o f "dum b" terminals, all using
regular RS-232 interfaces [NBS, 1977; Carpenter & Rosenthal, 1978; NBS, 1978b; Carpenter,
el al., 1978; C arpenter & Sokol, 1979]. To accomplish this, up to 8 low speed ports connect to
a special controller (the Terminal Interface Equipm ent, or TIE); this controller then interfaces
to the 1 M bps multiaccess bus. The TIE includes packet buffers and a "network board”, as
well as individual "user boards" for each terminal.
NAVCOSSECT.

Another variant on the Ethernet has been considered by personnel in the

Navy, and reported second hand in [Agrawala, el al., 1977].

This design incorporated a

separate communications processor as a front-end, equipped with only a single input buffer

and single output buffer. The system also required a quiet period at the end o f each packet,
and supported generation o f a low level acknowledgement to be exchanged between the frontends. This particular approach was the subject o f the so-called "Ethernet" simulation studies
done by Agrawala.
PERQ (Three Rivers). A high speed multiaccess bus system has also been proposed as the
communications channel used to interconnect personal computers being developed by Three
Rivers Com puter Corporation (the PERQ

machine).

Mbps, connecting up to 64 hosts to a

The proposed system would run at 10

2000 foot cable [Three Rivers. 1979(?)].

Acknowledging Ethernet (Kcio University). This is a proposal to modify slightly the carrier
sense procedure in order to enforce a silent period at the end o f every data packet, in which
the recipient could immediately launch an acknowledgement back to the source [Tokoro &
Tam ara, 1977]. Any transmitter which came ready to send would be required to wait for this
silent period to elapse before it could transmit, since it may have been awakened in the middle
o f a period reserved for the response. This would have to be a low level acknowledgement
from the I/O controller, however, and not a response from a higher level protocol module.
The analytical work in support o f this proposal assumes a zero turnaround time between
arrival o f a data packet and generation o f the acknowledgement.
Priority Ethernet (University o f Tokyo).

An additional technique has been proposed for

providing priority access to an Ethernet [Onoe, el al., 1978]. The scheme uses transmission o f
a dummy "priority preamble" to effectively reserve the shared channel:

a station with high

priority sends a preamble which will collide with an attem pt by another station to transmit.
The other station will detect the collision and stop, but the priority station ignores collisions
during its preamble, acquires the channel, and proceeds to transmit.M ultiple priority levels
can be supported by allowing priority preambles o f different lengths, increasing in increments
at least as long as a packet round-trip time.

The particular proposal suggested five levels of

priority, with preambles increasing in steps o f 8 bits. Note, however, that the highest priority
traffic m ust always send the longest preamble, even if there is no other traffic.

These 11 different design efforts clearly suggest that the notion o f a shared multiaccess bus
with distributed control has some appeal. Some o f these designs exist only as proposals; o f
those which have been implemented, none have reported any systematic performance
measurements.
3.5.3.

Using C A T V fo r sending data

Many o f the Ethernet-like bus systems make use o f CATV equipm ent (cable, connectors, and
taps), b ut are not meant to coexist with a traditional TV system. A regular CATV installation
reflects the original intention to support TV distribution, and differs in several important ways

from the simple Ethernet use o f this equipm ent [Switzer, 1972; Lancaster & Garodnick, 1973;
Smith, 1975; Frisch, 1977]:
—CATV has much greater bandwidth requirements, allocating 6 Mhz per TV channel.
— Instead o f baseband signalling it uses a modulated carrier (rf), from about 50 Mhz
to 270 M hz (VH F channel 2, for example, starts at 54 Mhz). FDM is used to split up
the available bandwidth.
—To properly carry these signals over reasonable distances requires the use o f active
line repeaters, amplifying and regenerating die analog transmission.
—Power is often supplied to these repeaters through the line itself.
—The system usually has the topology o f a uni-directional tree, with a one-way flow o f
signals out from a single source at the head end.
This last characteristic is a perfectly reasonable approach to the distribution o f TV, but makes
it difficult to support general data traffic. There are two techniques for providing two-way
transmission on a CATV network. In one, the the regular forward or downstream channel is
supplemented with a reverse or upstream channel spanning 5 Mhz to 30 Mhz. This 25 M hz of
bandwidth available towards the head end is about l/1 0 th o f the downstream capacity, and
located below it in the frequency space. With this frequency division it becomes possible to
build two-way amplifiers which - equipped with suitable high pass/low pass filters -- can
simultaneously amplify in both directions. Alternatively, two-way communications can be
provided by installing a dual-cable system, using one tree for outbound signals and another for
inbound;

in effect, the latter tree has its repeaters turned around.

In either case the CATV system really provides two channels: a multiple access inbound link
and a broadcast channel coming back out (reminiscent o f the Aloha network). To send
information between two different points on the system, the head end will need to do the
appropriate frequency shift and retransmit.
Thus, a CATV bus system can serve as a broadcast communications channel in a local
network; as a shared resource, there is now a need to provide some means to allocate use of
that channel.
3.5.4.

CATV-based local networks

During the last decade one o f the strongest and most consistent advocates o f the use o f CATV
for carrying data has been a group at the Mitre Corporation. Their work has explored the
integration o f this data service with regular TV, and several successive designs have
incorporated different control strategies.
Mitrix. The first was done in the early 1970’s, known as Mitrix, and was a bus structure with
central control [I^ibonte, 1973; Willard, 1973, 1974].

It used a 2-cable CATV system at the

M itre site, allocating one 1 Mhz channel in each direction with a data rate o f 819.2 Kbps.

Access to the channel was allocated with a straightforward TDM A procedure, run from a
Network Control C enter equipped with a PDP-15. Channel allocation for a particular device
was established at the time the device logged in;

resources remained allocated to that device

for die rest o f the session, even when the device was idle. Use o f a single time slot produced
a minimum allocation o f 75 bps;

a device could request multiple slots (in powers o f 2) in

order to get greater throughput. Terminals and other devices were connected to the system
through a Bus Interface U nit (BIU), equipped with packet buffering and other logic.
Promis. A related system was installed as part o f the Promis medical information system at
the University o f Vermont [Wanner, 1978; Hcrtzberg, et al., 1979].

The original prototype

modems were supplied by Mitre, although this design used a 2-way CAT V system instead o f a
dual bus, and the channel was controlled with centralized polling o f terminals.
Dual-mode (Mitrix II). A desire to provide more efficient support for bursty computer traffic
led to a "dual-mode" CATV system (also called Mitrix II) which was developed for the CIA
[Meisner, et al., 1977a, 1977b]. Like its namesake, this design provided centrally controlled
TDMA, but also allocated some num ber o f slots for use by all terminals, using slotted Aloha
access. Slotted Aloha depends upon the availability o f a synchronizing clock signal; this net
ran at about 7 Mbps, with timing supplied from the head end. Thus, this system used a
broadcast medium, depended upon a centralized clock, but (in the slotted Aloha portion) had
a distributed access procedure.
CSM A /LW T.

The next step in this evolution was the development o f an unslotted

CSM A /CD system, dubbed "listen while talk" (LWT) [Meisner, et al., 1977b; Hanks, 1978;
Hopkins 1979].
Similar in spirit to the Ethernet, this design used frequency division
multiplexing to allocate a portion o f the CATV bandwidth for use as a shared multiaccess
channel. With a dual-cable configuration, however, the carrier sense and collision detection
operations do not take place at just one point on one cable. Instead, a device first listens for
carrier on the outbound cable and -- when it’s free -- transmits on the inbound cable.

The

device cannot read back any collisions directly from the transmitter, bu t monitors possible
collisions on the outbound channel, when its own signal appears. Thus, the collision detection
m ust be done by comparing the current input and the output sent some period before.
While the Ethernet has a maximum collision window equal to twice the propagation time
down the length o f the cable, this dual-cable approach increases the maximum window to 4
times the propagation time from the furthest device at one end to the distant head end.
Furthermore, the system did collision detection only on the first 16 bits o f a packet, and did
not use collision detection to m onitor the packet during transmission. Retransmission periods
were chosen from a fixed interval, and no dynamic control o f retransmission intervals was
provided.

Again, devices connected to the system through a BIU which included packet

buffers and a microprocessor.
Mbps);

Prototypes were developed at several speeds (307.2 Kbps, 1.2

installation sites included the M itrenet at M itre/Bedford, Nasa/JSC, W alter Reed

Hospital in Washington, the US House o f Representatives, and the Cablenet system to be used
for internetwork experiments at M itre/W ashington.

In addition to all o f this work at Mitre, other local networks have been developed which make
use o f broadband CATV. At General Motors 12 o f the 20 assembly plants are equipped with
CATV-based data networks [Smith, 1979].

They now make use o f bi-directional CATV

equipment, generally with some sort o f central control o r polling.

3M Corp. has also

developed a broadband Communications System (CS2) to carry CATV and local telephone
distribution, with the potential to integrate data terminals; this combined TV/telcphone
system is now intended to provide communications in rural areas, but has also been proposed
for use witiiin a single building or campus.
As CATV systems continue to grow, and as their operators seek out new markets and service
offerings, we can probably expect an expansion in the use o f CATV for carrying data.
3.5.5.

Decentralized switching fo r telephony

An architecture similar to that used for dual-cable CATV has been proposed as a means to
carry integrated data and telephone signals [Schcnkel, 1974; Ohnsorge & Schcnkcl, 1974]. In
this scheme, two parallel branching bus structures are connected to each telephone or host, one
used to transmit and one used to receive. The two trees are tied together at a head end, with
all inbound transmissions being rebroadcast on the outbound bus. Primarily intended to
accommodate voice, this design depended upon a centralized clock generator to establish TDM
slots for use by all hosts. A small 3-telcphone prototype was constructed, and it was argued
that such an architecture would be well suited for implementation with fiber optics.
3.5.6.

Hyperchannel

One o f the few cable-based local networks available as a commercial product is the
Hyperchannel, from Network Systems Corporation (NSC) [Thornton, et al., 1975; Thornton,
1979]. In general, this system is targeted for use within large com puter centers, as a means to
tie together very high performance machines and their peripherals -- early efforts were aimed
at CD C 6600’s and 7600’s.
Mbps.

The design uses a single coaxial cable, with a data rate o f 50

It was first prototyped several years after the Ethernet, and the approach differs in

several im portant ways.
First, the Hyperchannel is based upon the use o f a specialized network adapter at each host.
This device allows the network itself to look like the appropriate end o f a channel interface to
either large mainframes or peripherals.
buffers;

The adapter includes a microprocessor and packet

data packets are copied back and forth between the host and the adapter at a rate

which may be different than the 50 M bps cable rate.

This adapter is also responsible for

implementing a specialized adaptcr-to-adapter protocol, which includes provisions for reserving
the destination adapter prior to sending a regular data packet, and requires return o f a low
level acknowledgement for every regular packet sent to the destination adapater.

Second, the low level channel access protocol uses a prioritized variation o f carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA), but does not provide any form o f collision detection. If the channel
has been idle for a lengthy period o f time, two hosts may both transmit and collide, but the
packets m ust both run to completion, and the error will be detected by lack o f a return
acknowledgement. Instead o f a dynamic backoff, a timer-based mechanism is used to resolve
collisions and allocate the channel, triggered by the passing o f every packet:
—Immediately after a packet passes there is a fix e d delay in which the destination
adapter may generate the appropriate acknowledgement, and during which no other
host will transmit. This is similar to the Acknowledging Ethernet proposal discussed
above.
—The time after that is slotted into a scries o f short intervals in which specific hosts
are assigned successive slots, in priority order: the highest priority one goes in the
first slot after the fixed delay, the second priority host gets to go next if the channel is
still free, and so on through the hosts. F or any given adapter, this interval is known
as the n-delay.
—Appropriate timers are m aintained in each adapter, and resynchronized at the tail
end o f each packet. If after a packet all o f the priority slots pass with no new
transmissions, then the channel is again free, or in contention mode.
This approach can provide for priority use o f the channel by particular hosts. The price paid
for this is that lower priority hosts m ust always wait for access to the channel, even if no
higher priority hosts arc transmitting.
No systematic performance results for the Hyperchannel have ever been reported. Extensive
simulations, however, have been done to analyze the performance o f the two protocols used to
send packets through the system

— the low level channel access mechanism and the next

level adapter-to-adapter protocol.

T he results indicate several very severe potential problems

[Donnelley & Yeh, 1978a]:
"For heavy loads, about two-thirds o f the trunk frames appeared to be lost to
collisions, suggesting that the trunk operated in contention mode under heavy loads.
...

A detailed analysis revealed that this difficulty was due to the inability o f the

microprocessor to initiate retransmission o f lost frames before it received its n-delay
signal. ...if the retransmission intervals o f two colliding frames are equal, subsequent
retransmissions will continue to collide until a third frame is transmitted during the
retransmission interval. ..."
"In analyzing the level-2 protocol, we observed the existence o f a kind o f adapter
reservation deadlock.

T hat is, a collection o f adapters could end up waiting

indefinitely, each adapter holding its own reservation and waiting for another adapter

to be released in order to proceed with message transmission.

...

The current

approach o f N SC to the two-way deadlock problem will not correct the cyclical
deadlock situation. An adapter lias no way o f knowing that a cyclical deadlock exists."
"Among the m ost interesting performance anomalies that we observed in the protocol
interaction was the priority reversal....

Note that the current level-2 protocol defeats

die intent o f the adapter priorities by effectively allocating trunk usage to the low
priority adapters under heavy load conditions."
Numerous hardware and software changes have been suggested to correct these flaws, but no
new results have been reported.
3.5.7.

Fibernet
•X

All o f the multiaccess bus systems described so far have made use o f coaxial cable as the
transmission medium. Use o f optical fibers as a medium in a bus system has great potential
for high bandwidth and low weight. Unfortunately, the current technology does not provide
any simple way to construct a passive fiber optic tap, which would be needed to support an
Ethernet-style cable. T he Ethernet approach could be employed if fiber optics were used to
connect active repeaters at each host, but that then introduces a num ber o f active elements into
die shared portion o f the system.
Yet fiber optics can be used to form a broadcast medium by running individual fibers from
each host to a central point, and rebroadcasting the signal from there. The center o f this star
may be an active star repealer or a passive coupler. A coupler might be a reflective star coupler
or a transmissive star coupler -

this latter configuration is embodied in the design o f Fibernet

[Rawson & Metcalfe, 1978; Rawson & Nafarrate, 1978; Rawson, et al., 1978; Rawson, 1979a,
1978b].
Thus, Fibernet has a physical topology which is a star, used to provide full connectivity
through a shared broadcast channel, or bus.

Access to this channel can then be controlled

widi a distributed procedure like the Ethernet. In an experimental configuration, 1/2 Km o f
fiber running through a 19-port transmissive star coupler carried 150 M bps o f data with zero
errors in a test sequence o f 2*1011 bits. W ith the length increased to 1.1 Km and the data rate
reduced to 100 Mbps, the link produced a bit error rate o f 1 in 1.1*109.
3.5.8.

Broadcast infrared channels

Another alternative communications medium is the use o f diffused infrared radiation within a
single room [Gfeller, el al., 1978],

Infrared LEDs and photo-diodes can be used as sources

and detectors, and a special "satellite" m ounted on the ceiling can serve as a repeater, thus
producing a shared broadcast channel.

The original work cited above proposed use o f a

centralized polling technique for allocating this channel, but one could equally well consider

use o f a distributed Ethernct-style access procedure.
Like radio, this technology is particularly responsive to the need to move equipm ent around a
room, and reconfigure an installation -- this can all be done w ithout moving any cables.
Unlike radio, there is no need to worry about frequency allocation or radio interference
problems, although suitable coding schemes would probably be needed to detect various forms
o f optical interference.
3.5.9.

Honeywell multiprocessor bus systems

Several multiprocessor projects undertaken at Honeywell have m ade use o f shared bus
structures for communications. The Honeywell Experimental Distributed Processor (HXDP)
was m eant to provide inter-processor communication over distances o f about 1 Km [Jensen,
1978]. A passive serial bus was used, running at 1.25 Mbps. It was controlled with a
distinctive form o f roll call polling known as Vector-Driven Proportional Access (VDPA):
instead o f having a centralized controller with a polling list, each processor has a special list
showing the order in which processors will be given access to the bus. Each processor has a
pointer moving through its list, showing who has control; following each transmission a
special bus allocation signal is propagated to all processors, indicating that they should advance
their counter and see if it is their turn to use the bus. The vector in each machine serves as
the polling list, and individual processors may be allocated larger fractions o f the channel by
increasing the frequency with which they appear in the vector.
In practice, however, "...each bus interface unit contains an order o f magnitude more logic
than the minicomputer which it supports."
A similar conclusion was reached in the
development o f an earlier multiprocessor design, the M odular C om puter System, which used
this same technique for a small set o f processors with much closer physical integration, and a
parallel bus [Jensen, 1975].
3.5.10.

Other bus systems

O ur discussion o f bus systems has primarily focused upon the broad family o f Ethernet-style
systems, and varying schemes with distributed control.

Several other specific proposals for

bus-based local networks have been put forward:
—The Spcrry-Univac Shinpads system uses a serial bus running at 10 Mbps,
supporting up to 256 hosts [Spcrry-Univac, 1978(7); K uhns & Shoquist, 1979].
Partially sponsored by the Canadian Navy for use as an on-board communications
system, the passive bus was chosen over a ring to avoid reliability problems with active
repeaters, and to eliminate any propagation delay which m ight be introduced in each
interface.

The system uses

triaxial cable, however, with one channel for data

(baseband Manchester encoded) and the other for control.

Instead o f using any form

of distributed control, then, this system uses a centralized controller and the control

channel to individually poll selected hosts.
—Another bus system with centralized control was proposed at the University o f
Delaware [Szurkowski, 1978].

It was a multi-wire bus modelled after the PDP-11

Unibus, bu t with a specialized device for allocating control:
"Control o f the bus is granted for the duration o f one cycle, and a round
robin mechanism is provided by a separate unit attached to the bus, for
equitably granting this mastership to the various ports. While this central
arbitration represents an acknowledged weakness in an otherwise distributed
communication system, the simplicity o f the resulting circuitry permits the
design

to

provide

excellent reliability

through

redundancy

with

small

incremental cost."
—A separate arbitration unit was also used to allocate a parallel bus in a small system
at George Washington University Medical Center [Orthner & McKeown, 1975]. In
this case, individual hosts were serviced by a m icro-imp front-end device, which
contained a microprocessor and provided two packet buffers.

Figure 3.1: A catalog of local networks
(including real systems and paper designs)
1. Partially connected, storc-and-forward
Point-to-point channels, arbitrary physical connectivity, full logical connectivity, usually with distributed
control.

1.1.

Partially connected, store-and-forward via Imps
The Arpanet itself
Arpanet derivatives
RCC N et at BBN
PWIN
EDN
Citibank
Argonne’s Intra-Laboratory Network (ILN)
micro-imp proposal at Xerox Parc
U. o f Minnesota
Rochester Institute o f Technology
Mininet, at the Polytechnic o f Central London

1.2.

Partially connected, store-and-forward via hosts
Hewlett-Packard’s DS/1000
Decnet
RPCNET in Pisa (IBM, et al.)

2. S tar networks, and strictly hierarchical configurations
Point-to-point channels, star physical connectivity, logical connectivity may be star-shaped or full, usually
with centralized control.

2.1.

Providing access to centralized resources
Octopus Network at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL)
Purdue
Northwestern
Bell Labs (Naperville)
Liverpool University
Minicomputer Interfacing Support System (MISS) at the U. o f Chicago
LABS/7 at IBM
IBM’s Systems Network Architecture (SNA)
U. o f Nijmegen
AT&T’s Transaction Network Service (TNS)

2.2.

Single-node store-and-forward systems
National Physical Laboratory (NPL)
Los Alamos
George Washington University
Kuipnet at Kyoto University
Labolink at Kyoto University
Phillips Research
Datakit at Bell Labs

2.3.

- •

Circuit switched systems
Spcrry-Univac switch (AN/USQ-67)
RCA fast circuit switch
PBX telephone systems (Northern Telecom, Rolm, Danray, etc.)

3. Circular topologies:

rings and loops

Point-to-point channels, circular topology, logical connectivity may be star shaped or full, distributed
control ("rings") or centralized control ("loops").

3.1.

Rings using control passing, or "token passing" techniques

65

Newhall and Farm er at Bell Labs
DCS at Irvine
LN l at Irvine, and the LCS N et at M IT
Com puter Cells at Prime
Memory Multiplexer Data Link from Sperry-Univac
Halo (fiber optics) at Xerox Parc
Star-Ring at the U. o f Toronto
SDLC "rotating master" from Sycor
3.2. Rings using "empty slot" techniques
Pierce’s Block Switched Loop at Bell Labs
The Cambridge Ring
Hassing at NSA
ISUnct at Iowa Sate University
TDM ring at RCA
Ring Century Bus (fiber optics) at Toshiba
IDANET at the Institute for Defense Analysis
3.3. Rings using "buffer insertion" techniques
H apner’s SILK System, at Haslcr
DLCN at Ohio State University
3.4. Loops with centralized control or switching
Spider at Bell Labs
The "modular loop" from Oregon State
3.5. Specialized loops fo r terminal systems or C P U -I/O busses
IBM 2790 terminal system
SDLC in loop-mode
IBM Superm arket/Retail System (3660)
IBM 8100 I/O loop
Weller I/O loop at Bell Labs
Collins C-System
Saito’s "frame addressing" proposal for voice
4. Radio-based approaches
Broadcast channel, potential for full physical connectivity, logical connectivity may be star-shaped or full,
preferably with distributed control.

4.1. The Aloha System at the U. o f Hawaii
4.2. The Packet Radio Network (A rpa/SR I/B B N /C ollins)
4.3. Mobile/cellular radio
5. M ultiaccess bus structures
Broadcast channel, full physical connectivity, logical connectivity may be star-shaped or full, preferably
with distributed control.

5.1. The Ethernet at Xerox Parc
5.2. Ethernet-like systems
ENET and CN ET at Queen Mary College
Cybernet/LN A at Ford M otor Co.
Fordnet at Ford Aerospace
Ariel at Zilog
Batnet at Battelle-Northwest
Chaosnet at MIT AI Lab
NBS

NAVCOSSECT
PERQ at Three Rivers
Acknowledging Ethernet from Keio University
Priority Ethernet from U. of Tokyo
5.3. Using C A T V fo r sending Data
5.4. CATV-based local networks
Mitrix from M itre
Promis from M itre
Dual Mode (Mitrix If) from Mitre
CSM A /LW T from M itre
General Motors Assembly Division (GM AD)
CS2 from 3M
5.5. Decentralized telephone switching
5.6. Hyperchannel from N S C
5.7. Fibernel at Xerox Parc
5.8. Broadcast infrared at IB M /Zurich
5.9. Honeywell multiprocessor bus systems
5.10. Other bus systems
Shinpads at Spcrry-Univac
U. o f Delaware
George W ashington University Medical Center

Part II: Performance of an Ethernet local network

Chapter 4
A closer look at the Ethernet, and the test environment

4.1.

Introduction

The foregoing discussion suggests that one o f the more attractive architectures for a local
com puter network is the shared bus with distributed control, as typified by the design o f the
Ethernet system. These basic principles underlying the Ethernet can be applied to any
broadcast channel, including radio, fiber optics, or even power line carrier systems; bu t the
original "experimental Ethernet" was based upon the use o f coaxial cable. This design has
evolved to the point where it may represent the most widely used local network now in
existence, with many different installations, some providing communication services to over 100
hosts.
Based both upon the attractiveness o f the design and its actual use, it is this local network
which we have chosen to examine in detail.

By undertaking a series o f performance

measurements we hope to validate some o f the design criteria, gauge the effectiveness o f the
network, and provide a standard for use in assessing other alternatives.
In the sections which follow, we delve a bit deeper into the Ethernet control mechanism
(carrier sense multiple access with collision detection), look at the particular implementation o f
the Xerox Ethernet, and then examine the environment in which the m easurement studies
were undertaken.
4.2.

Distributed control of an Ethernet, and how to handle collisions

The key to understanding the working o f an Ethernet is the distributed control procedure and
the methods for dealing with collisions.

This section covers some o f the material from our

earlier description, extending it to examine several more subtle aspects o f the mechanism.
With a shared multiaccess cable, one still needs a control discipline by which stations get
access to the channel.

To further enhance reliability, it is preferable to avoid any kind o f

centralized control, instead depending upon a distributed access mechanism.

As we’ve seen,

the Ethernet approach traces its roots back to the radio-based Aloha system, incorporating a
random access procedure. Unlike the pure Aloha scheme, when an Ethernet station wishes to
send a packet a carrier sense m echanism is first used, forcing the station to defer if any
transmission is in progress.

I f no other station is transmitting, the sender can begin

immediately, with zero latency; otherwise, the sender waits until the packet has passed before
transmitting.
Figure 4.1 shows the tim e-dependent behavior o f two hosts using an Ethernet (with time
running down the page).

Host a at one end first transmits a packet;

the initial part o f this

packet arrives at b after the propagation delay between a and b. Host b comes ready to send a
packet while a s transmission is passing by, and b defers. At the end o f a's packet there is a
brief period when no carrier is detected, b recognizes that the cable is free, and then sends its
packet back in the other direction.
It is possible that two or more stations will sense that the channel is idle and begin
transmissions simultaneously, producing a collision. Each sender, however, continues to
m onitor the cable during transmission, and can provide collision detection when the signal on
the cable does not match its own output.

In that case, each station stops transmitting. With

various timing considerations, however, collision detection techniques which compare input and
output are not infallible, and some time may elapse before a host properly recognizes that a
collision has taken place.
If two hosts start at different moments they may detect their collision at different times.
U nder some circumstances one o f the two hosts may start to transmit, detect the collision, and
stop - leaving a short transmission on the wire. Depending upon the particular collision
detection technique used, the second host may fail to notice the collision and keep
transmitting -- even though the destination host will eventually find the packet to be smashed
by the short collision. To prevent this, after a collision is detected each host uses a collision
consensus enforcement procedure to ensure that all other colliding stations have seen the
collision, and then it stops. This collision enforcement procedure is actually quite simple:
after detecting a collision a transm itter briefly jam s the cable in a m anner guaranteed to make
the other colliding host detect the collision.
Figure 4.2 is a time line showing hosts a and b starting to transmit at the same time.

Their

signals cross, and after a propagation time they both detect the collision; each host then jams
the cable momentarily. After one m ore propagation time the respective jams reach the other
end, and after a. jam time both hosts detect that the cable is free. N ote that in this case the
collision is delected by both a and b after one a-io-b propagation time, and the entire collision
is resolved after two propagation times plus a jam time. In practice, the actual time it takes a
host to detect a collision and initiate a jam will depend on the particular mechanism used for
carrier detection, and the responsiveness o f the interface.
This combination o f carrier sense and coltision detection should ensure that any collisions will
only take place during a short collision interval (or collision window) at the beginning o f a
packet transmission.

In the worst case scenario (sec Figure 4.3) a station at one end o f the

cable may begin transmitting, and this signal will reach the other extreme end after an end-toend propagation time.

I f a station at that distant end should sense the cable just before the

arrival o f this signal, the cable may look idle;

when this second station transmits, a collision

will take place, which can be detected by the original sender after the signal propagates back
to the other end. Thus, the time for a to detect the collision -- the duration o f the collision
window -- is two end-to-end propagation times, or one round-trip time. As before, the time to
resolve the collision and free up the cable is still a round-trip time plus a jam dme.
Note that this is the worst case collision interval, for two hosts at the extreme ends o f the
cable, with the most unfortunate timing interaction. The collision interval for any particular
pair o f hosts is just the round-trip time between their positions on the cable. In Figure 4.4, for
example, we have two adjacent hosts at the left edge, both o f which transmit, collide, and jam
almost simultaneously.

Since twice the round-trip time between these adjacent hosts is

virtually 0, the collision window is 0, and the time to resolve the collision is just 0 + a jam
time.
In general, if more than two hosts collide, the time to detect the collision is less than or equal
to twice the propagation time between the most distant o f the colliding hosts, and the time to
resolve the collision is always equal to twice the propagation time plus the jam time.
If there is substantial load on the network the most common collisions will occur just after the
tail end o f a passing packet. W hen one host acquires the channel and begins transmitting,
other hosts may subsequently come ready and defer to this passing packet. At the end of the
packet there will be a b rief period with no carrier, when multiple hosts may decide that the
channel is now free and can then start transmitting. This behavior is shown in Figure 4.5, in
which host a is transmitting and hosts b and c are waiting to jum p on. As the tail o f a’s
packet comes by, first c and then b start transmitting. After a c-to-b propagation time b starts
to transmit, collides, and jams. After a b-to-c propagation time c detects the collision and also
jams. N ote that b detects a collision after an effective interval o f 0, while c detects it after a cto-b round-trip time. For both o f them, however, the time to resolve the collision is twice the
round-trip time plus a jam time.
Note that collisions such as these often produce very short packet fragments, whose length may
be on the order o f the resolution interval (a round-trip time). Furtherm ore, this collision
resolution interval may represent a period o f wasted capacity on the channel;

to provide

reasonable efficiency, packet sizes should be large with respect to the worst case collision
interval, perhaps on the order o f 10:1 or 100:1.
After a collision is detected, a retransmission is then scheduled for some later time. To avoid
repeated collisions, each station waits for a random period o f time before retransmitting. To
avoid overloading the channel, thus making it unstable, the m ean o f this retransmission
interval is increased during times o f heavy load. T he backoff procedure is meant to help every
station lengthen its retransmission intervals as the load goes up.

O ne useful approach is to

simply double the mean o f the retransmission interval until the packet gets out - this is known
as the binary exponential backoff algorithm.

(For further details on the Ethernet design, see

[Metcalfe & Boggs, 1976; Metcalfe, el al., 1977].)
4.3.

Implementation of the Ethernet

With this background, we can look at the actual implementation o f the Ethernet. The shared
com ponent o f an Ethernet system consists o f a single coaxial cable, typically strung in a
m eandering fashion through a building, perhaps in the ceiling or under a raised floor.

As

shown in Figure 4.6, individual computers, or stations, connect to the cable with the use o f a
CATV style pressure tap\ a small transceiver is connected at the tap (Figure 4.7), with a cable
running down to the interface which m ight be located in the station.

The use of a passive

medium, and the lack o f any active elements in the shared portion, combine to help provide a
very reliable and flexible system. This approach also provides for easy reconfiguration o f
stations: machines can be moved -- disconnected from one point and reattached at another -without any need to take down the network.
Implementing an Ethernet involves many interesting design trade-offs, including the selection
o f the basic data rate. At the lowest level a coaxial cable communication channel can trade off
bandwidth against distance -- in crude terms, any particular cable can be represented by a
product o f bandwidth and length. In a multiaccess channel, however, the num ber o f taps
inserted will affect signal quality, and the design space evolves into a product o f bandwidth,
length, and the num ber o f taps.
T he Ethernet developed at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center has been engineered to run at
2.94 Mbps, can easily span 1-2 kilometers, and will support hundreds o f taps.

(There is an

interesting historical note here: the system could .have been engineered to run anywhere from
perhaps 1 M bps to 5 Mbps, but the unusual value o f 2.94 Mbps corresponded to a convenient
clock period available in one o f the first hosts to be interfaced -- 170 ns.) This data rate o f
2.94 M bps works out to 340 n s/b it or 5.44 us/w ord. If we assume a propagation time through
coaxial cable o f about 5 ns/m eter, then we arrive at these typical worst case collision intervals:

Cable length

10 m.
100 m.
1000 m.

End-to-end
prop, time

Round-trip
prop, time

50 ns.

100 ns.

500 ns.

1000 ns.

5000 ns.

10000 ns.

Worst case
collision interval
.29 bits
2.9
29.

bits
bits

The system uses base band signalling, and data bits are sent through the cable using
M anchester encoding -- each bit cell is split into two parts, the first containing the complement
o f the bit value and the second part containing the bit value itself (see Figure 4.8).

This

guarantees that there will be a transition approximately in the middle o f every bit cell, thus
allowing automatic clock recovery from the one signal.

The presence o f these periodic

transitions is also used to indicate the "carrier" on the Ethernet: if there are no transitions in

an interval o f about 1 1/2 bit times it is assumed that the channel is free.
In addition, this encoding ensures that during at least one-half o f each bit time a transmitter
will not be injecting any signal, and the collision detector will have an opportunity to recognize
an interfering transmission from another host. This is done by simply XOR’ing the outgoing
data and the state detected on the bus, with a suitable filter to eliminate any glitches (see
Figure 4.9). This approach works very well in detecting collisions, although it is certainly not
guaranteed to be 100% foolproof -- in very unusual circumstances, two phase encoded
waveforms could pass by each other at one particular point on the cable without ever
manifesting a collision.
Collision consensus enforcement is done very easily with this encoding: the channel can be
jam m ed by briefly sending a high signal with no transitions. Any transmitter should detect
this as a collision during the low half o f any bit cell.
The lowest level packet format used in the Ethernet is quite simple, as shown in Figure 4.10.
Every packet is preceded by a single synchronization bit - a 1 which is never visible to the
host, but which is used to establish bit synchronization at die receiver. To a user, a packet
then begins with 8 bits o f destination address and 8 bits o f source address, followed by some
num ber o f 16-bit data words. Finally, a 16-bit cyclic redundancy checksum (using the CRC-16
polynomial) is appended at the end; the packet merely ends after the last bit o f the CRC,
when there are no further transitions. The CRC is checked by the destination interface as the
packet is arriving.
In principle, the minimum legal Ethernet packet would consist o f 33 bits on the cable: 1 bit
o f synchronization, 16 address bits, and 16 bits o f CRC. By convention, however, the first
data word o f the packet is viewed as part o f the Ethernet encapsulation, containing a packet
type that can be used to interpret the rest o f the packet. Thus, the minimum size packet
would usually be described as having 49 bits: the
synchronization bit, one word o f addresses,
one word o f type, and the CRC

word.

The eight destination address bits provide 256 distinct addresses.
the Ethernet these are viewed as physical host addresses;

In this implementation o f

it would certainly be feasible to

build an Ethernet that chose to use its address field to reference logical addresses, or to do
process addressing at this low level. One o f these addresses, zero, is a distinguished broadcast
address, indicating that a packet is addressed to all hosts

on the Ethernet; in general, it would

not be meaningful to send a packet with source

zero.Normally a host interface would be

designed to receive packets explicitly addressed to the host, o r broadcast packets. F or special
debugging purposes a receiver might be designed to support a promiscuous mode, in which it
would accept all packets on the Ethernet.
It is im portant to note that the Ethernet is a broadcast communications media which also
supports broadcast addressing, also called one-to-all addressing [Dalai, 1977; Dalai & Metcalfe,

1978].

But this mechanism does not provide a reliable broadcast, since there is no way to

know which hosts may have received a particular broadcast packet.

(Note that we speak o f

"broadcasting a packet" onto the cable, which is different from a "broadcast packet" addressed
to all hosts.)
Furtherm ore, the Ethernet does not by itself provide a generalized mechanism for sending a
single packet from one host to a group o f destinations; this one-to-many addressing is known
as multicast or group addressing.

If suitable conventions are adopted, however, the existing

Ethernet can support a limited form o f pseudo-multicast: individual host addresses can be set
aside for use as group addresses for particular applications. The current implementation can
also be used to support a different form o f multicast, in which all members o f the group set
their receivers to be promiscuous, and then examine every packet to find those intended for
the multicast group.
Alternative Ethernet implementations might incorporate genuine multicast addresses at the
lowest levels, but this requires some fairly sophisticated procedures for allocating group
addresses, and also requires a mechanism for adding and deleting members from specific
groups. Another approach might make use o f a different addressing mechanism: have each
packet contain a bit vector with one bit for each possible destination host.

An explicitly

addressed packet would have only one bit on, a multicast packet would have a set o f bits on,
and a broadcast would have them all turned on. In a network with 256 hosts, however, this
would introduce

16 words o f overhead into every packet.

4.4.

to the Ethernet

Interfacing

The preceding section described the basic design elements of the experimental Ethernet -characteristics which apply to all machines which would connect to the network.
In
constructing an interface for a particular type o f host, however, there are other design issues.
Interfaces have been built for several different machines;

at these high data rates they have

usually been constructed as DM A devices. The precise design o f the interface and its
controller, though, will reflect the architecture o f the machine being attached. In a computer
with user-programmable microcode, for example, the am ount o f actual hardware may be
reduced, allowing certain operations to take place in the microcode. If there is no support at
this level, it may be necessary to construct a more complex piece o f hardware.
The most prevalent host in use is a flexible single-user com puter known as the Alto [Thacker,
et al., 1979];

it

is this machine which

has served as the basic engine

m easurement and analysis programs which follow.

for

running the

The Alto is a microprogrammable

processor, and this has influenced the design o f its Ethernet interface and controller,
combining a m odest am ount o f hardware with a small piece o f microcode.

The interface

consists o f about 75 chips (including a one-chip CRC generator/checker) and is controlled with
about 100 microinstructions. In effect, the interface runs like a DM A device: a user program
can issue a start command, and the device will generate an interrupt upon completion o f the

appropriate action;

there is no chaining o f I/O commands. W hen transferring a packet, the

Ethernet consumes about 16% o f the m achine’s microinstruction cycles.
Several important functions are perform ed by the microcode:
—Basic address recognition, accepting packets explicitly addressed to this host, or
packets containing the special "broadcast" address. In addition, the host can be set in
the "promiscuous" mode so that the microcode will accept every packet which passes
by; this feature is useful for debugging purposes and for carrying out measurements.
—If a packet is too short to ever be a legal Ethernet packet (less than 2 words) it will
be filtered out by the hardware and microcode; such "runt packets" are never
returned back to the user program. R unt packets arc frequently left over as the result
o f a collision.
—If a collision takes place, the microcode implements the binary exponential backoff
algorithm and initiates retransmission. The m ethod is quite simple:

the range o f the

random retransmission interval is controlled by ANDing an 8-bit random num ber
(from a fast running clock) with a special mask. This mask is initially set to 0; upon
a collision, a 1 bit is shifted in from the right to produce the next mask, thus doubling
the possible range o f retransmission intervals. This implementation in the Alto is a
slight variation o f the binary exponential algorithm: the mean is doubled for the first
8 attem pts to transmit a packet. The microcode will then attem pt to retransmit 8 more
times using this same range, and if that fails it will finally report a failure.
The Alto hardware and microcode can also work together to automatically boot the machine
through the network. One o f the host num bers has been set aside as a pseudo-multicast
group, identifying the group o f "all Altos trying to re-start through the Ethernet." W hen the
"boot from the network" button is pressed, the microcode will automatically set the host to be
a m em ber o f this group, and will await the arrival o f a single Ethernet packet which contains
the network boot loader itself -- the "Breath o f Life" packet.

T hat boot loader then starts

running and negotiates with a boot file server to obtain the proper program, carries out the file
transfer from the boot server, and starts the new program.

F or this two-stage process to

function properly there m ust be 1) a host which at regular intervals sends a boot loader to this
multicast group, and 2) a host with which the machine can then negotiate to obtain the proper
file.
4.5.

The test environment

The measurements reported here were conducted on one o f the oldest Ethernets in use:

it

spans about 550 meters (1800 feet), connects over 120 machines (mostly Altos), and provides
communications facilities for a community o f several hundred users.

While the focus o f this work is the performance and behavior o f the Ethernet itself, it will be
important to understand the context in which the communications system is used, and some o f
the applications which shape its behavior.
This one Ethernet is actually tied in with a nation-wide collection o f interconnected networks,
including about 20 Ethernets, the Arpanet, the Bay Area Packet Radio Network, and other
systems [Shoch & Stewart, 1979a, 1979b; Boggs, et al., 1979]. Thus, users at this site can access
resources elsewhere and, conversely, the resources on this network are accessible to other users.
An individual internetwork packet is known as a Pup, and this name is now used both to
describe the internetwork packet itself and the whole family o f internetwork protocols which
have been developed [Boggs,

et al., 1979]. Individual Ethernets can, however, carry packets

whichare not internetwork Pups, but which may be used for specialized purposes within that
network.
This internetwork architecture impacts the use o f the Ethernet:
—Most o f the packets on the Ethernet are internet packets (Pups) encapsulated within
an Ethernet packet.

Thus, most of the packets will include internet headers.

—Hosts are expected to know their own identifying host number, bu t may not know
the num ber of the network to which they are attached, and will need to obtain a
routing table indicating the paths to other networks. W hen a machine first comes up
it will often broadcast a request asking for a copy o f an internetwork routing table;
any internetwork gateways connected to this Ethernet may respond.
—The gateways, in addition, periodically broadcast these routing tables on the
network, so that all hosts currently running can update their local copies.
In addition to the large population o f Alto computers, much o f the use o f this Ethernet reflects
use o f several specialized servers:
—The internetwork gateways described above.
—Specific information servers which can provide the time o f day (a lime server) or
map a machine name into the appropriate address (a name server). For convenience,
these information servers are often co-located with the gateways, remaining available
on a fairly constant basis.
— Breath o f Life servers which periodically broadcast low level Ethernet boot loader
packets for Altos attempting to boot from the network. As an Alto then begins to use
this bootstrap loader it can then negotiate with a boot server to obtain the appropriate
program. These two types o f servers are also frequently located in a gateway machine.

—Two machines providing traditional time-sharing services, running the Tenex
operating system. They support terminal access and file storage, serve as gateways to
other networks (such as the Arpanet), and also support some o f the information
servers.
—A num ber o f shared, high speed xerographic printing servers, which accept files to
be printed from various hosts.
—Specialized file servers, providing long term storage.
—O ther network files systems providing "page-level" access to individual parts o f a
file.
—A terminal concentrator, allowing access to network resources from individual
terminals or from the switched telephone network.
—And much more.
These servers may, o f course, be accessed by users connected to other networks, with traffic
passing through the internetwork gateways. Similarly, users on this network may utilize other
servers which happen to be residing at other locations.

.

This set o f protocols and servers supports a wide range o f applications:
—Distribution o f electronic messages.
—File transfer and storage.
—Access to specialized data bases.
—Text editing and document transmission.
—Software distribution.
—Specialized multi-machine programs.
—Remote diagnostics and debugging.
—Cooperative multi-user graphics programs.
-D o w n -lin e loading o f programs, and
—Packet voice.
It was against this background o f facilities and applications that the measurement activity was
undertaken;

actual experimentation was carried out in late 1978 and early 1979.

But before we proceed there is one im portant question to consider: What exactly is it we will
be measuring?

It is evident that the results will give us useful insights into the state o f the

network in this configuration, running these protocols, supporting those applications which
people have seen fit to construct. But one needs to exercise a bit o f caution in interpreting the
results;

it is equally clear that new applications will be emerging in the future that may

choose to use the network facilities in a vastly different manner, placing different demands on
the system, and potentially producing different results. F or example, if this network were used
to carry a much larger volume o f packet voice, that would increase the total am ount o f traffic
carried, and might also change the distribution o f packet lengths and inter-arrival times.
Building new, innovative applications which use the network is a bit o f a chicken-and-egg
problem : people are naturally reluctant to start a major effort without some assurance that the
network will perform well enough for their needs, but it’s dificult to assess that performance
without having a working system to measure.
On the other hand, the current collection o f applications in use -- particularly file transfer and
terminal traffic -- does fairly reflect the kind o f use proposed for many local networks.
4.6.

Methodology

A series o f specialized test and m onitoring programs has been built to assess the behavior o f
the network. The broadcast nature o f an Ethernet system makes it particularly well suited for
the passive collection o f measurements: an individual station can sense the state o f the cable
and -- by operating its interface in a "prom iscuous” m ode - can receive all o f the packets
passing by. (We thus avoid the Heisenberg problem: no processing is done at the source or
destination to collect statistics, and no communications bandwidth is used to report them.)
Alternatively, some aspects o f the network can only be assessed with active programs which are
generating certain kinds o f test traffic, used to identify or characterize particular aspects o f
network performance.

In addition, active test programs can be used to generate artificially

high traffic loads, to assess network behavior for new applications which m ight emerge. Some
o f the behavior o f an active test program may not be visible to a promiscuous listener on the
network (e.g., current queue length), so these programs may have to accumulate statistics about
their own performance.
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Chapter 5
Reliability and errors in an Ethernet

5.1.

Introduction

One o f the major objectives o f any local network is to provide reliable communications
facilities, reflected both in the continued availability o f the network itself and in the lowest
possible error rates as seen by individual hosts.
The distinction between system-wide reliability and the operational error rates can be rather
fuzzy, because they are both revealed by the same symptom -- inability to deliver a packet
properly. Like all low level communications channels, an Ethernet system cannot guarantee
100% error free communications, and we find that tire regular higher level error handling
procedures may hide a short term, interm ittent reliability problem.
In general terms, however, we can describe potential failure modes which may affect the
overall system integrity (and deny service to all hosts), as distinguished from error
characteristics that affect individual hosts.
Operational experience with the Ethernet has generally suggested that the system is quite
reliable, and errors are infrequent; the work which follows is intended to provide a more
concrete basis for this judgement. Furthermore, it will be important to recognize that some
failure modes, may be endemic to a particular network architecture, while other failures only
occur in a specific implementation, and do not reflect structural defects in the original design.
5.2.

System-wide reliability

Overall reliability was one o f the m ost im portant considerations in the development o f the
Ethernet.

Many different hosts would be sharing some portion o f the communications

subsystem, and it was that shared portion which was o f particular importance.
Thus emerged the notion o f a shared, passive bus -- there can hardly be anything more
reliable than a single piece o f coax. The shared portion o f an Ethernet has no electronics, no
active components, no switches, no power being supplied through the line, and no power
supplies. Thus one can eliminate a whole panoply o f potential failure points often associated
with local networks:

there arc no line repeaters, no ring interfaces, no shift registers, no

microprocessors, and no memory.

W ith the procedures for distributed control there is no

central controller or distinguished node required for operation, and no routing software.
While the vast majority o f potential failures have been eliminated there is, nonetheless, a piece
o f cable with several very low probability failure modes, com m on to almost all wire-based
systems.

The network will not function if:
—The cable is cut or disconnected at any point.
—The term inator at the end o f the cable is removed.
—The two wires in the cable are shorted together.

It is true that a bus system has a simple linear topology, and does not have any alternate paths
between hosts. A more richly connected store-and-forward system with dynamic routing
procedures should be able to route around a single line failure, although such a system
introduces potentially serious failure modes associated with the switches and the routing
software.
In practice, these kinds o f failures have been extremely rare events, usually caused by human
error:
—Mistaking the Ethernet for another piece o f cable and removing the terminator.
—Improperly installing a tap, temporarily shorting the cable.
One o f the features o f die Ethernet is the ease with which the cable itself can be rerouted or
reconfigured, but that may also require briefly disconnecting some portion o f the cable. That
is viewed as a b rief interruption o f service, caught by any o f the regular error handling
procedures, and is not viewed as a system-wide failure.
There is one failure mode peculiar to shared broadcast channels: a stuck transmitter which is
not sending properly encoded data, but which continues to jam the channel - denying access
to all other users. This possibility has motivated the careful design o f the network transceiver,
which includes a special tim er which would automatically stop the transceiver should it attem pt
to transmit a continuous signal with no transitions for an inordinately long period o f time (on
the order o f 10 microseconds, or about 30 bit times). In addition, attempting to debug a new
interface design while attached to a working network can bring that net down - the prudent
course o f action is always to perform this work on a smaller, private system.
Finally, an entire Ethernet system -- like any other communications system -- may be
vulnerable to unexpected or unanticipated events which can only be called acts o f God.

In

one very unusual case, a lightning bolt struck near one end o f a lengthy cable which had been
partially strung underground. T he strike apparently introduced a large transient in the ground
potential which entered the shield o f the coaxial cable, blew out several transceivers, and
shorted the cable.
happening again.

A very small hardware modification should now prevent this from

Very little hard data have been collected on system-wide reliability, since such failures are so
infrequent.

By reducing the shared com ponent o f an Ethernet to the barest minimum, the

likelihood o f system-wide failures has been reduced dramatically, and overall reliability is
extremely good.
5.3.

A general description of lost packets and packet error rates

While a whole Ethernet may function well, this does not necessarily mean that individual hosts
will always experience low error rates.

Assuming that a transm itter properly starts to send a

packet, there are three broad categories o f failures that would prevent the destination from
properly receiving the packet: the packet could be entirely missed by the receiver, the receiver
may have caught it but reported a hardware error, or the packet could have been received
correctly but then discarded.

•

5.3.1. Packets missed by the receiver
Probably the greatest potential reason for losing a packet is failure to turn on the receiver!
The Ethernet is an asynchronous channel into which a transm itter may launch a packet at any
time. If a program fails to start the receiver, or unintentionally leaves it off for lengthy
periods, then packets will, o f course, get lost.

This can be a severe problem with naive

software implementations, bu t reflects a failure in software design, rather than in the network
itself.
More subtle, however, is the general problem o f turnaround times in the network interface.
From the perspective o f a single host, the channel is really half-duplex, since the host may
send a packet or receive one, but not do both at the same time since there will be a collision
(except for the degenerate case in which it is sending to itself).
A regular point-to-point half-duplex phone link is managed with a substantial line turnaround
interval, as much as several hundred milliseconds between send and receive operations. The
multiaccess Ethernet channel works very differently, with two successive packets separated by
as little as 1 1/2 bit times.
At issue in the design o f an interface (and its software) is the interval required to start the
receiver after having run the transmitter (the transmitter-to-receiver turnaround lime) and the
interval needed to restart the receiver after
turnaround time).

a previous reception (the receiver-lo-receiver

These are sometimes called refractory periods or blind spots in which the

receiver will be unresponsive.
If after transmitting a packet there is a substantial interval before the receiver can be restarted,
it is possible that we may not be able to catch the reply coming back - that is, if the receiverto-transmitter turnaround time at the destination is shorter than our transmitter-to-receiver
turnaround, we will never catch the response. (In the Packet Radio system this condition has

been called the black hole phenomenon, causing some radio packets to be missed in the
interval right after a transmission.)
This problem can be solved with the design o f an interface which will automatically start the
receiver after a transmission takes place.

W ithout that capability, the problem can be well

managed by carefully trying to minimize any delays that might take place after a transmission
and before the receiver starts (typically, in an interrupt routine); this is the approach taken in
the Alto Ethernet interface. This may require slightly de-tuning any program whose receiverto-transmitter response time may be too fast.
A similar problem may occur in the reception o f successive packets, if the receiver-to-receiver
turnaround time is non-zero; this is generally described as the need to receive "back-to-back"
packets. Again, this problem can be eliminated if the receiver interface is designed in such a
way that m ultiple input operations may be started, perhaps using chained command blocks that
allow the receiver to finish one input and immediately be enabled for the next.

If chained

input is not available, it is again important to take steps to minimize any software overhead
during the receiver-to-receiver turnaround;
this is also the approach taken in the Alto
Ethernet interface.
In normal operation, when a host is usually only exchanging packets with one other host, this
problem is not at all significant -- a reasonable interrupt routine can get the receiver restarted
well before a single sender can do the processing necessary to generate the next packet. But
there are some circumstances in which packets may be arriving from different hosts, and some
can be lost during the receiver-to-receiver turnaround:
—W hen a single destination is trying to receive packets from different senders, as in
some sort o f network server, or in an internetwork gateway.
—W hen a destination receives and processes a general broadcast packet, and then
misses a packet right behind it which was specifically addressed to this host (a
"bchind-a-broadcast" failure).
N ot surprisingly, these two particular failures may be aggravated by unusually high traffic
patterns, or by an excessive num ber o f broadcast packets.
There is an additional variation on this theme o f receiver-to-receiver turnaround times.

As

we’ve seen, it’s unlikely that a single source m achine will send two successive packets before a
receiver could turn around, but the lowest level o f the Ethernet may also try to retransmit the
same packet very quickly. Consider the situation in which a transmitter starts to send, detects
a collision, quickly randomizes, and then retransmits successfully; in some environments, this
operation takes place very quickly, perhaps implemented in microcode. The receiver may have
started processing the first packet, only to see it come to an abrupt end with the collision. If
the receiver merely reports that a bad packet arrived bu t does not restart, then the proper
retransmission will be lost. W ith chained input, this tiny fragment could be passed along as

the receiver is restarted to catch the retransmission.

Alternatively, these very short "runt

packets" can be filtered at a very low level; any valid packet on the wire m ust at least have a
destination/source word and a CRC, so any packet shorter than 2 words is clearly not valid.
But if there is a "lengthy collision" which gets through the runt packet filter, a receiver may
not be ready to catch the retransmission.
In very unusual circumstances a transmitter may start sending a packet and get well beyond
the collision interval, and then suddenly detect that a collision has just taken place.

This is

sometimes caused by a third machine with a broken carrier sense mechanism which has
violated the carrier sense rules and "stepped on" this packet right in the middle. The
transmitter will abort and retransmit; the packet is usually longer than a "runt" and the
receiver may be forced to process it.
retransmission will be lost.

In the absence o f chained input, the subsequent

This rare occurrence is then manifested as a compound failure;

die initial packet arrives in error, and the retransmission is then lost because it is behind a
"stepped on" packet.
Finally, there is one more mechanism by which a host may completely fail to receive a packet.
The packets themselves contain the destination host address, and if this is corrupted in
transmission then the address recognition process will fail to even recognize the packet as it
passes by.
5.3.2. Packets received with hardware errors
The second broad category o f packet errors includes those packets which actually are received
at a host, bu t with a hardware indication o f an error.

W hen a packet is received at a host

there are two principal error conditions which the hardware can recognize: the CRC was
invalid, or the packet did not properly end on a word boundary (a m ultiple o f 16 bits). In
addition, m ost packets will contain an indication o f their length, which can be used to verify
the input length reported by the hardware. (There are several other

possible error

results,but

they are very uncommon.)
These m ajor error indications may
symptoms o f some underlying error.

emerge in different combinations, representing the
Interpreting those symptoms,
and mapping
them back

onto actual failure modes, may require some detective work.

Some o f the possible failure

modes include:
—A burst o f noise or interference on the line, damaging a packet and producing a
CRC error, and possibly a word boundary error and an inconsistent length indication.
—A lengthy collision takes place, and the colliding parties shut down, leaving a long
packet fragment on the wire. (As described above, the current Alto implementation is
carefully designed to filter out in the hardware any "runt packets" produced by
collisions during the expected collision interval.)
—The transmitter was reset while sending.

(The receiver may also get reset while

receiving, but that will produce one o f the less frequent error indications.)
—The receiver may erroneously decide that the packet has ended, and shut down
prematurely.
—A third host may fail to do the carrier sense

operation properly,

and may start

transmitting in mid-packet, <■causing a collision

(called a "stepped

on" packet).

—The receiver may have a broken transceiver, phase decoder, or interface which
permits some packets to get through, bu t damages many others. There might be a
faulty interface cable, or the CRC checker may erroneously complain about a bad
CRC (false negative). In addition, the receiver may tend to miss packets from certain
specific hosts.
This last potential failure mode is an interesting one, only associated with broadcast multiaccess
channels.

As described earlier, a fully connected network with n hosts may require n2

channels, but there are only two interfaces attached to each channel.

It’s a straightforward

operation to ensure that these two devices remain within specifications, and can continue to
communicate with each other.
A multiaccess bus is really the dual o f the fully connected system:

it has only 1 channel, but

n2 possible combinations o f interfaces communicating through that channel. It is no longer
sufficient to ensure that each interface can communicate with one other device; instead, it
should be able to communicate with n-1 o f them. M ost aspects o f the design specification for
the interface - such as the basic clock width - will allow some tolerance in either direction.
Thus, one interface that is functioning properly may communicate without error with two other
interfaces, each o f which is slightly off.
But if their errors are in opposite direction,
communications between those two stations may show a much different error rate.
This has the potential o f showing a pair-wise degradation in performance, only affecting some
combinations o f hosts. In practice, however, that degradation is usually not noticeable to any
regular applications software. (One test with 95 machines once exercised all 8930 possible one
way links; it found 11 error prone paths, generally caused by three marginal machines.)
Should any o f these failures occur, as indicated by the symptoms described above, the receiver
will just discard the damaged packet (except when collecting examples o f damaged packets, o f
course).
5.3.3. Packets received properly, but subsequently discarded
The Ethernet interface may report that a packet has been received properly, bu t this does not
necessarily indicate that the packet is error free.
The Ethernet does its best to assure that packets are correct, using a standard 16-bit CRC. Yet
the C R C algorithms are never perfect, and very unusual patterns o f erroneous bits may - with
very low probability -- get through undetected. If the error detection capability o f the CRC is

not deemed to be adequate, it can be supplem ented with an end-to-end software checksum.
This checksum also has the ability to catch potential errors that may occur at points not
protected by the CRC:
—A failure that takes place in the source machine after the checksum is generated, but
before the Ethernet CRC is generated.
—A failure in the parallel data paths o f the receiver, after the CRC is checked.
—A memory error in the receiving machine.
—A broken CRC checker (giving a false positive).
These are very unusual events. A much more likely reason to discard a properly received
packet is lack o f adequate buffer or queue space; but that is clearly a failure outside the
domain o f the local network.
5.4.

M easuring lost packets and packet error rates

In a multiaccess channel such as the Ethernet there are two principal approaches for trying to
gauge the incidence o f errors or lost packets: passive techniques in which one merely watches
all packets generated by other hosts, and active techniques in which a test program explicitly
sends packets to a cooperating partner.
There arc virtues to both approaches, since one may reveal symptoms o f a failure mode which
remain obscured by the other. If the address is corrupted on a packet sent by an active test
program it will just never be received by its intended destination; a passive listener may catch
the malformed packet and report a hardware error, providing a clue as to the cause o f the
error.

But if the passive listener is run on a machine with a non-zero receiver-to-receiver

turnaround time, then it will not reveal any packets lost during these refractory periods.
Some care needs to be exercised in interpreting results from these various tests, since they have
the very real property o f measuring different things. (As we shall also see, however, the actual
num ber o f broken or lost packets is quite low, and the impact on user programs is minuscule.)
5.4.1. Passive error measurements o f an Ethernet
The broadcast nature o f an Ethernet system makes it particularly well suited for the passive
collection o f measurements:

the interface in an individual station may be set in promiscuous

mode, so that it will try to receive all o f the packets passing by on the wire.
In most real programs the low level communications software is set up to Filter out packets
which arrive in error, passing on only those which appear to have been received properly. For
these experiments, however, we have inverted that approach, discarding any packets which are
received correctly, and keeping those packets which the interface reports as having arrived in
error - saving them for subsequent analysis.

(The design o f the interface unconditionally

filters out any very short packets left from the expected collisions, and which would then be
automatically retransmitted;

what we will be examining are complete packets which arrive

showing some other form o f error such as a bad CRC.)
As described above, the system we chose to measure is one o f the largest local networks we
know o f anywhere;

it supports over 120 different hosts, including large scale time-sharing

systems, specialized file servers and printers, and a large num ber o f stand-alone personal
computers,

'fh e network is in regular use 24 hours a day.

The experiment evolved into three distinct phases: 1) the initial passive measurements o f the
error characteristics, 2) more specialized tests to help identify the specific causes o f some o f the
errors, and 3) a final phase to verify

die

proposed explanations.

From this endeavor,we have

been able to establish a catalog o f

the

expected failure modes

associated with the network

itself, and the hosts which use i t
Phase 1:

Initial measurements

As suggested above, the first phase o f the measurements used a special measurement program
brought up on a stand-alone host: setting itself promiscuous, it would attem pt to receive every
packet passing by, recording the status o f those received in error.
In the first runs, an available machine would be started up for 24 hours, measuring all o f the
regular traffic which passed by. In comparing results from several different days, those first
tests usually showed very low error rates, but also a great deal of variation, with different days
indicating the incidence o f bad packets being anywhere from 1 in 200 packets to 1 in 20,000
(an average packet is about 1000bits long).
There are many factors which might have contributed to this variance: day o f the week,
nature o f the load, position on the wire, or other considerations. But the error characteristics
are generally insensitive to those factors, and one major conclusion emerged:

the substantial

differences in measured error characteristics were primarily due to differences in these individual
hosts. To help verify this result, five different machines ran the test program for the same 24
hour test periods, listening to the same packets, and producing these results:
host num ber

incidence

of

223

1 in

237

1 in

6,849

320

1 in

324

1 in

4,300
5,501

173

1 in 18,467

4,683

bad packets

The last machine seems to have been an unusually good device (or else its error detection
mechanism was only working 1/3 o f the time!).

F or the first 4 machines, which manifested

reasonably consistent behavior, the average packet loss rate was 1 in 5333 packets, with a
standard deviation o f 1128.
In many cases the multiple listeners agreed on which packets were found in error.

A more

careful examination o f the accum ulated results shows that some limited num ber o f machines
are generating a disproportionate num ber o f the packets which are received in error.
In one unusual test, a smaller network was m onitored for a 10 hour period during the
busy part o f the day, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

During that time, 28 machines actually

sent any traffic, with an overall error rate o f 1 in 2600 packets. But 24 o f those
machines did not generate a single packet which the listener could identify as being in
error, and 2 other machines generated only one bad packet each. Thus, the remaining
2 machines generated all but two o f the bad packets sent in the entire day. These two
machines were in fairly heavy use, generating about 20% o f the total packets, but were
also producing over 96% o f the bad packets!
From this initial set o f observations, we can draw some tentative conclusions:
—As a rule o f thumb, one could expect about 1 in 5000 packets to be received in
error, bu t there can be some wide variance among machines.
—The communications software is built to tolerate damaged or lost packets, and this
error rate is actually quite acceptable! In practice, m ost application software does not
show any serious degradation unless the loss rate reaches something like 1 in 100.
Even if the packet loss rate is worse than that programs will continue to run properly,
but with degraded performance; but such a machine is certainly a candidate for some
maintenance.

(Indeed, the measurement activity identified a num ber o f marginal

machines about which users had never complained.)
— By its nature, communications systems are designed to tolerate occasional failures,
using protocols and other measures to ensure end-to-end reliability. These kinds o f
error rates would never be acceptable in a central processor; building hardware in an
environment that provides other measures to ensure proper operation yields some very
different design tradeoffs.
While this error rate is very satisfactory, it is still far from ideal.

Improving the error

characteristics will probably not produce any dramatic im provem ent for the application
programs, bu t is im portant for understanding the operation o f the network.

Phase 2:

Identifying specific causes o f errors

As described above, the interface to the Ethernet system reports two principal error conditions
on input (CRC error or word boundary error), as well as the length in words o f the packet
received. In addition, most o f the packets sent through the system will contain a length field,
and other protocol-specific information that can be used to help
particular error.

identify the nature o f a

These indications combine to yield several identifiable symptoms for

erroneous packets:
—The C RC is incorrect, but the word length reported by the receiver matches the
length indicated within the packet.
—The CRC is incorrect, but the word length reported by the receiver is less than the
length indicated in the packet and (in many cases) the packet did not end on a word
boundary (that is, the packet seems to have stopped somewhere in the middle).
—The CRC is incorrect, the word count is one less than the expected value, but it did
not end on a word boundary (that is, the packet came up short in the middle o f the
very last word).
—The CRC is incorrect, the word count matches the expected value, bu t the packet
did not end on a word boundary (that is, the packet seems to have some extra bits
appended at the end).
The m easurement program records all o f the erroneous packets, m ost o f which have one o f
these sets o f symptoms. From a careful (and tedious) examination o f these "smashed" packets
we have been able to identify and name four principal failure modes which account for almost
all o f the packet errors:
—"Smashed bits": The packet starts out fine, ends fine, b u t one or more bits are in
error (CRC bad).
—"D ropped bits": The packet starts out fine, but at some point in the middle one or
more bits just disappear, and the packet comes up short at the end (CRC bad and
word boundary error).

There may be multiple occurrences o f "dropped bits" in a

single packet.
—"Slipped bits": The first few bits o f a packet are lost, and all o f the remaining bits
are shifted up in the packet (CRC bad, word length one short, and a word boundary
error).
—"Phantom bits": The packet acquires some leading 1 bits at the front, and the rest
o f the packet is shifted down (CRC bad, word length OK, and a word boundaiy
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error).
The table below shows a few small examples o f these four failures, and the error indications
reported (the first incorrect bit is marked with an arrow):
Dest.

Source

1 data word

Error

8 bits

8 bits

16 bits

Indication

A good packet:

01010000 11110000 0011001100110011

A smashed bit:

01010000 11110000 0011001000110011
t

CRC

A dropped bit:

01010000 11110000 OOllOOlOOllOOllx

CRC & word boundary

t

2 slipped bits:

01000011 11000000 HOOllOOllOOllxx

CRC & word boundary

t

2 phantom bits: 11010100 00111100 000011001100110011

CRC & word boundary

t

The

first two failure modes are quite rare, and probably reflecta burst o f noise, or an error in

a phase decoder. The last two failures -- adding or subtracting bits at the front o f a packet accounted for the vast majority o f the errors, and proved the most puzzling.
Tracking down the cause o f the "slipped bit" errors required a bit o f detective work. Careful
examination o f tire packets with "slipped bits" missing at the front initially suggested that the
occurrence o f this failure was data dependent -- a function o f the bit pattern in the first word,
perhaps indicating that the phase decoder had some difficulty as it initially began receiving
certain bit patterns.

But the first part o f a packet is the destination host address;

since the

distribution o f destination addresses in regular use is not random, the passive listener monitoring regular traffic -- was only seeing a small subset o f the possible initial bit patterns.
An additional test quickly cleared up the situation: using the same passive receiving system, a
different test program generated background packets whose first byte counted up from 1 to
255, and then cycled again from 1.

(This can be a rather anti-social test program, however,

since it periodically forces every host to process an unw anted packet.) The source was sending
packets with a known pattern in the data field, that would aid in the automatic normalization
o f any packets received with leading bits slipped.

Using the bad fragments captured by the

receiver, an analysis program ran through them, attempting to re-shift the packets back to their
original form.

This special traffic generator was run for 24 hours on a weekend;

in addition to the regular

traffic o f about 680,000 packets, it produced about 1.13 million special test packets.

The

listener reported these results:
313

Total packets with hardware errors (about 1/5800)

223

Total packets with hardware errors, generated by the special tester (1/5100)

202
2

"Slipped bit" errors (90%)
"Phantom bit" errors

19

CRC or C R C /w ord boundary (genuine error, "stepped on", etc.)

The particular test conditions produced a very large num ber o f slipped bit failures (202),
accounting for an exceedingly high fraction o f the errors, and examination o f the damaged
packets helped to elucidate the failure mechanism. Rem em ber that each packet begins with a
destination address byte, which has some num ber o f leading zeroes: address "00010000" has 3
leading zeroes, while address "00000001" has 7. Looking at the first dozen bad packets
(starting with address 0 and going up), it was immediately apparent that the num ber o f slipped
bits in each o f the bad packets was simply 1 greater than the num ber o f leading zeroes.
The distribution o f damaged packets indicated that the occurrence o f the slipped bit error is a
random event, liable to hit any packet;

the extent o f the error is, however, data dependent

and related to the position o f the first 1 bit in the packet - any leading zeros were lost at the
front, slipping the packet over just beyond the first 1 in the first word.
Aim ed with this evidence and an oscilloscope, the lengthy chase yielded a very simple
explanation:
a race condition in the specific interface design.
There is an extra
synchronization bit at the front o f every packet to indicate the leading edge; if the receiver is
turned on just as that one bit arrives it may get missed by the receiver.

Subsequent 0’s are

read by the interface, but ignored until the first 1 in the data comes along; it is interpreted as
the dummy leading bit, and the packet is started at that point. A packet beginning with
destination address "00100000" m ight then shift over 3 bits, corrupting the address and
producing a CRC error and a length error.
In fact, the failure mechanism is a b it m ore subtle. The packet is meant to start right after an
idle sequence followed by the synch bit, or effectively a 0 followed by the 1; if that 1 bit is
missed, other leading 1 bits are also stripped off until the first 0 is found. Thus, it is the first
1 after the first 0 which is mistakenly recognized as the synch bit. A packet with destination
address "10100000" might slip three bits;

a destination o f "10000000" or "11100000" would

slip more than 8 bits, right into the source address!
So one major failure mode in the interface was identified; these "slipped bit" failures account
for anywhere from 40-90% o f the errors reported.

But this would clearly not account for the other failures when phantom bits were inserted at
the front o f a packet.

Further examination finally revealed that these extra bits were

accumulated when a brief collision took place on the wire, followed by the arrival o f a regular
packet.

The first collision is filtered by the hardware as the two colliding transmitters

momentarily "jam" the channel, and the receiver keeps listening for a good packet.

In very

rare circumstances the particular interface design would occasionally accumulate a few extra
bits at the time o f the jam , failing to flush them from a shift register. Thus, they would sit
there until the next valid packet came in, and would materialize as extra bits on the front end.
One additional failure mode did not show any incorrect bits, but ju st that the packet
terminated prematurely, perhaps after 50 or 100 words. In some cases the receiver might have
erroneously believed that carrier had gone away and so ju st shut down. Alternatively, the
transmitter may have shut down before the end o f the packet had been sent; experiments
with multiple listeners suggested that this latter explanation was m ost likely. This premature
shutdown is caused by the collision detector in the transmitter suddenly realizing that another
station is attempting to transmit. This behavior would be expected during the collision interval
at the beginning o f a packet, when two stations are contending for the channel; but the
carrier sense mechanism is meant to prevent a station from transmitting after another host has
acquired the Ethernet. This apparent violation o f the deference rule is clearly due to a
malfunctioning carrier sense mechanism in the interface o f another host with a packet to send;
packets lost due to this failure are described as having been "stepped on." This particular
failure mode is infrequent, but also a bit frustrating since the failure is in a third party -- there
is nothing one can do to repair the interface at the source or the destination that will deter this
interloper.
It is important to note that all o f these explanations involve the particular interface used for
the tests, and are clearly not a function o f the basic Ethernet system design. Furtherm ore, all
o f these events are comparatively rare, and in no way affect the operation o f most programs.
Phase 3:

Verifying these explanations

Armed with information gleaned from some o f the test programs, it was possible to identify
some o f the most error prone Altos and correct many o f the failures.

Running the passive

tests on a typical m achine it is now much more common to find an error rate o f about 1 in
20,000 packets.
Based in part upon the experience gained with the design o f this first interface, however, a
subsequent design o f an interface for a different machine included major revisions.

It was

expected that this design would be free o f the slipped and phantom bits, and thus would show
much im proved error rates. Unfortunately, redesign o f the receiver could never eliminate the
"stepped on" packets caused by occasional failures in other machines.

Using this new interface, similar error measurements were conducted, running in parallel with
hosts using the original interface. In these tests, machines with the original interface continued
to report "slipped bits", "phantom bits", and other interface-related failures, while the new
machine reported many fewer errors.
994,030
994,012
18
16
2

In one run the revised interface reported these results:

total packets received
packets received without error
packets received in error (1/55,000 packets)
o f these packets "stepped on" by unm odified interfaces
o f these packets had unexplained errors (1/500,000 packets)

Thus, a corrected interface used for passive measurements shows a residual, normalized error
rate o f only 1 bad packet in 500,000.
5.4.2. Active error measurements o f an Ethernet
These passive error measurements provide a great deal o f insight into the fundamental
operation o f the network as a whole -- what is the general quality o f the bits being sent on the
cable. That approach, however, will not necessarily identify all o f the potential failure modes
that might im pact a user trying to send a packet from one machine to another.
In particular, passive measurements cannot indicate if a specific packet from an intended
source has arrived, or if it has been lost behind a broadcast. Only an active test program can
generate predictable traffic, allowing a paired receiver to gauge this failure. In this case the
receiver is not promiscuous, bu t uses its regular host number, and only receives packets
addressed to it, or broadcasts.
A pair o f test programs was constructed to assess these aspects o f the error characteristics. A
sending program would generate about 60 packets each second with ascending sequence
numbers, addressed to a specific destination. T he receiving program would m onitor the
incoming packets, saving any found to be in error, and now being able to record any which
were completely lost. The tests were run on an operational network, which is periodically used
to carry genuine broadcast packets (usually used for resource location or broadcasting routing
tables).
These tests identify several different failure modes:
—N ever received, perhaps due to some slipped or phantom bits that corrupted the
address.
—Behind a broadcast, recognized if a gap in sequence numbers is preceded by receipt
o f a broadcast packet.
—Behind a smashed packet, if a gap is preceded by occurrence o f either a lengthy
collision or a "stepped on" packet.

In one test, a single sending program was actually used to send to 4 listening stations at once.
Three o f these hosts were o f the original design, subject to the failure described above, and
one o f the new machines had the revised interface;

none o f the hosts yet had any chained

input operations. R un during a three hour test period, the sending program generated 645,689
packets.

The receivers saw these results:

Total missed:
Never received:
Behind a broadcast:
Behind a smash:
Hardware error:

Original

Revised

Interface

Interface

43

56

59

35

1

18

30

29

29
7
2

28

0
28

7
6

n
t
4

7
0

From active measurem ents such as these we can draw some conclusions:
—Again, the revised interface docs not seem susceptible to the same kinds o f
hardware errors, nor to some o f the failures that lead to corrupted addresses.
—Both the new and the old interfaces saw virtually the same num ber o f packets lost
"behind broadcasts" or "behind smashed packets."
—W ith suitable microcode and hardware to reduce the receiver-to-receiver turnaround
(i.e., to receive closely spaced packets), the revised interface would have had a packet
error rate o f 0 in 645,000 packets - an extraordinary result!
5.5.

Taxonomy of potential failure modes which affect availability or errors

From this series o f experiments with the Alto, one can construct an extensive taxonomy o f
failure modes when attem pting to receive packets from an Ethernet:
0. System-wide failures
cut cable
unterm inated cable
shorted cable
catastrophic failure in a transceiver, jam m ing the cable
im proper use o f an un-debugged interface
acts o f G od
1. Packets missed by the receiver
receiver never turned on
receiver tem porarily off

missed during transmittcr-to-receiver turnaround
missed during receiver-to-receivcr turnaround ("back-to-back" packets)
two closely spaced packets from the same host
two closely spaced packets from different hosts
behind a broadcast
behind a lengthy collision
behind a "stepped on" packet
address corrupted
line interference
slipped bits at front
phantom bits at front
2. Packets received with hardware errors
line interference
lengthy collision
transmitter is reset in mid-packet
receiver is reset in mid-packet
receiver erroneously detects end o f packet and shuts down
transmitter erroneously detects collision and aborts
third host violates CSMA, causing a collision ("stepped on")
broken receiver, phase decoder, or interface
faulty interface cable
broken CRC checker (false negative)
receiver and transm itter clocks way out o f tolerance
3. Packets received properly, bu t discarded
invalid software checksum
failure at sender before CRC is generated
failure at receiver after CRC is checked
broken CRC generator/checker (false positive)
incorrect checksum com putation (software error or incompatibility)
insufficient queue space at receiver
5.6.

Som e final words

Lest we lose perspective, it is worth reiterating that most o f the errors reported here are very
low probability events, and the existing Ethernet and its interfaces all work just fine.

This

detailed attention to lost packets is im portant in understanding the principles which underlie
the operation o f a local Ethernet network, can help to verify our expectations about the net,
and may be o f use in providing some guidance to a network designer.
Several themes emerge.

The basic Ethernet mechanism works very well, although design o f

particular interfaces is a potential source o f occasional errors.

Certainly it is im portant to

understand the significance o f turnaround times at various levels:

filtering o f small packets,

hardware vs. microcode vs. software processing times, minimizing interrupt handling time,
matching transm itter and receiver performance, and possible interactions with higher level
protocols. Chained input capable o f catching back-to-back packets is not at all necessary, but
will help one catch every possible packet.
But the communications environm ent is a very forgiving one, since the overall design does not
attem pt to provide error free operation at the lowest data link level, and includes provision for
higher level protocols to ensure a degree o f reliability needed for a particular application. The
design o f fault tolerant systems, now emerging in other areas, is intended to provide continued
proper functioning even in the face o f an occasional error.

Chapter 6
Performance characteristics under normal conditions

One o f the most im portant questions about any network is its performance under normal load,
carrying regular user traffic. There have been virtually no performance measurements reported
on any local networks;

indeed, there are very few working local networks serving a large

num ber o f hosts. In this chapter we describe the results from a systematic effort to measure
the behavior o f the Ethernet installation described earlier, which connects over 120 individual
hosts and network servers. The measurement activities focused on nine major aspects o f
network performance; they revealed some interesting insights into the operation o f the
network itself, as well as the patterns o f network usage associated with various applications.

*
As we’ve seen in the previous chapter, there are very few packet errors on this Ethernet
system, so damaged packets have simply been excluded from all o f the results reported below.
Most o f the measurements described here were carried out with the use o f passive
measurement programs.
These results can be used to help determ ine if the Ethernet meets some o f its design
objectives, and to help predict its potential for future growth.

With increased confidence in

the behavior o f this network it is fair to assume that newer applications will continue to
emerge; some o f these, such as packet voice or swapping through the net, will probably
produce very different network usage. T he following chapter assesses Ethernet performance
when subjected to much higher levels o f artificially generated traffic.
6.1.

Overall traffic characteristics

In normal use, this single Ethernet system typically carries about 2.2 million packets in a 24hour period, totalling almost 300 million bytes.

For comparison, this traffic roughly

corresponds to about 1/2 o f the volume carried through the entire Arpanet on an average day
in the first part o f 1979 [McKenzie, 1979].
N ot surprisingly, the load on the network tends to correspond to the work patterns o f the
people who make use o f the various applications which
communication.

Figures 6.1a - 6.1d

depend on the network

for

show several examples o f the load measured on the

network over 24-hour periods, summed over fairly long intervals (6 minutes each). The load
remains very low in the early morning

hours, bu t increases aspeople begin to arrive at work,

and begin to use the various systems.

There is often a slightdip noticable during lunch, the

load continues through the afternoon, and then tapers off into the evening.
This pattern is very similar to the usage behavior associated with utilities exercised during
normal working hours:

communications systems, time-sharing systems, and others.

In those

environments, however, it is not uncommon to employ time-varying pricing schemes as a
means to redistribute this load. As we shall see, the Ethernet easily handles the current level
o f traffic, and there is little reason to consider any procedures that might redistribute the load.
At the moment, the "background traffic" -

present all the time, bu t most visible at night --

consists mainly o f routing tables exchanged between gateway processors, periodic broadcasts
needed to boot-load a machine, and status reports from assorted diagnostics.
6.2.

Utilization

Again m easured over a full 24-hour day, this volume o f traffic represents an extremely modest
usage o f the net, ranging from about 0.60% to as much as 0.84%. During shorter periods,
however, maximum utilization in the busiest interval is much higher:

about 3.6% over the

busiest hour, 17% over the busiest minute, and 37% in the busiest second.

Figure 6.2

represents the load observed over four minutes on the Ethernet, with individual samples
summed over 1 second intervals - note that the full range o f this figure would be contained
within just one sample in the previous figure. This finer grained sampling shows periods o f
fairly heavy utilization (30-40%), followed by periods o f almost 0% utilization. As the sampling
interval is reduced, the m aximum observed utilization continues to increase until, for an
interval o f about 1 ms. (roughly a packet time), we see a peak utilization o f 100%.
These results help to verify our design assumption that com puter communications applications
tend to produce a "bursty" pattern o f requests; what we observe on the shared Ethernet
channel is the aggregation o f some num ber o f independent sources o f "bursty" traffic.
6.3.

Packet length

Packets sent through the system exhibit a bim odal distribution o f packet length, as shown in
Figure 6.3: m ost o f the packets are short ones (containing terminal traffic, acknowledgements,
etc.), b u t m ost o f the total volume is carried in the large packets (often containing file transfer
traffic).

Thus, we have a rather classic example o f the 80/20 distribution:

traffic is carried in the 20% o f the packets which are long.

80% o f the total

This is similar to some o f the

measurements reported for the Arpanet [Kleinrock & Naylor, 1974], but very different from
the distributions frequently used in analytical models o f networks.
To some extent, the upper and lower limits on the length o f packets represent artifacts o f the
various implementations.

Almost all o f the traffic consists o f Ethernet packets carrying

encapsulated internetwork packets, or Pups [Boggs, el ah, 1979];

thus, the minimum sized

packet with no data would usually include 4 bytes o f Ethernet overhead (excluding the

"invisible" Ethernet hardware CRC) and 22 bytes o f internet overhead (including the software
checksum), producing a packet with length o f 26 bytes -- the leftmost entry in the figure.
Terminal traffic, carrying one or two characters per packet would thus yield packets o f length
28;

acknowledgements from one o f the common stream protocols contain 6 bytes o f data,

accounting for the large num ber o f packets o f length 32.
At the other extreme, the format o f the internet packets will allow very large packets; but
internetwork gateways only promise to forward packets up to a certain maximum size, in order
to allow reasonable buffer management.

That upper limit has been set to allow transport o f

512 bytes o f data plus 20 bytes o f additional identifying information (typically, a disk page and
some addressing);

added to the 26 bytes o f overhead, this leads many applications to send

"maximum length" packets o f 558 bytes -- the right-most spike in Figure 6.3.
Similarly, the other spikes in the distribution represent different pragmatic decisions in the
protocol implementations (moving from right to left in Figure 6.3):
—538 byte packets come from protocols sending 512 data bytes, without using the
extra 20 bytes (512+26).
—512 byte packets are used in some o f the Ethernet-specific protocols used for down
line loading o f machines, and are not encapsulated Pups.
—226 byte packets represent 26 bytes o f overhead and only 200 bytes o f data; these
originate from a protocol implementation which, to m eet space constraints, chose to
use a smaller maximum packet size.
Thus, all o f these larger packets represent "full size" blocks o f data as determ ined by various
applications;

they are generally used to support file transfer, or access to specialized file

systems or servers. For the current family o f applications running on the Ethernet, 80% o f the
traffic represents sources trying to use the "largest" packet size feasible, given local constraints.
The m ean packet length is about 122 bytes, b u t with a median o f about 32 bytes (as is evident,
more than 50% o f the packets are o f length 32 or less).

Given the bi-modal distribution o f

packet lengths these num bers do not really give much insight into the shape o f that curve, but
are useful figures when trying to com pute aggregate statistics reflecting the average packet,
6.4.

Sourcc-destination traffic patterns

On a given day, over 120 hosts use this Ethernet installation -- nearly every machine known to
be connected. T he extent o f this utilization ranges from a fraction o f a percent to over 25% o f
the observed network traffic.
Anywhere from 1300 to 2000 different sourcc-destination address pairs emerge in the packet
headers during this period.

This represents 10-15% o f all possible source-destination

combinations on this network; on the average, each host sends packets to more than 10 other

hosts.

On a typical day, a user’s machine will broadcast some packets to get started

(requesting routing tables and the time o f day), send inquiries to a name server, forward a
docum ent to a printer, perhaps access one or two file storage systems, and more.
In addition, the internetwork gateways emerge in this analysis as a single source or destination
for packets going to or coming from other networks; as we shall see later in this chapter, 28%
o f the packets on this network arc going to or from a gateway.

In reality, each gateway

actually represents some larger num ber o f hosts on distant networks which are communicating
with specific hosts on this local net. Typical one day measurements indicate that gateways are
forwarding traffic to and from over 300 other hosts which are not directly connected to this
network; combined with locally generated traffic, this net is carrying packets to or from over
420 internet hosts. Thus, some local hosts on this network are communicating with many hosts
located throughout the internet.
This level o f address multiplicity tends to confirm our earlier assumption that local networks
would be used to support fairly rich connectivity among hosts; and these numbers only reflect
the kinds o f applications currently in use.
Figure 6.4 reproduces the source-destination traffic matrix for a fairly typical day; note that
the 256 host num bers are usually recorded in octal, ranging from 08 to 377g. Some specialized
applications or servers tend to communicate with a large num ber o f other hosts: the printing
servers, the time-sharing systems, and the gateways. Conversely, some applications may tend
to utilize a pair o f machines conversing with each other, and not touching many other
destinations.
Note that a heavily used server both sends and receives packets from many other hosts;

it

appears in the figure as a pair o f broken lines, intersecting on the diagonal and roughly
symmetric about that point.

In Figure 6.4, some o f the easily identifiable servers include:

—Host 4 and Host 364: internetwork gateways, which generate routing tables and also
function as boot file servers and information servers (time o f day, name lookup, etc.).
—Host 17: also a boot server and an information server, but not a regular gateway.
—Host 5 and Host 200: time-sharing systems, providing both terminal and file access,
and also serving as gateways and as information servers.
—Host 121 and Host 155:
—Host 325:

printing servers.

a stand alone file server.

The figure also highlights som e unusual characteristics:

—In an experiment on this day, host 170 sourced a packet to every

possible host

(except itself), which accounts for the solid horizontal line; one might view this as a
"curve o f constant source" in the figure. Only a portion o f the machines responded,
reflected in the broken vertical line

for this destination.

—Hosts 4 and 5, adjacent lines in

the figure, both function as

gateways and

information servers, thus their traffic patterns end up being very similar.
The use o f specialized host addresses for broadcasting or pseudo-multicast groups is also made
visible in the figure:
—A destination address o f 0 indicates a broadcast packet; there are no packets
sourced from 0, but almost every host has launched a packet destined for 0 (i.e., the
vertical line at 0).
—Address 376 is the pseudo-multicast address for a group o f special error-logging
processes;

this address is not used as the source o f a packet, but does serve as the

destination for packets from almost

every host.

—Address 377 is another pseudo-multicast group used as the distinguished destination
for low level Ethernet boot packets; no packets have 377 as their source address, and
only the boot servers (hosts 4, 20, and 364) would ever generate these packets. This
accounts for the 3 data points in the right-most vertical entry.
Yet the source-destination traffic behavior can easily be influenced by the evolution o f
specialized application programs. One example is a multi-machine graphics application which
finds free machines and coordinates their use with a set o f programs known as the "worm". A
"worm" starts out on one machine, reaches out through the network to find an idle host,
passes along a copy o f its running program, and may then ask the second machine to again
propagate.

After obtaining the desired num ber o f hosts the worm continues to monitor its

own state, and will try to find another m achine should one o f its components disappear. The
algorithm for finding an idle machine is quite simple: start from one’s own host num ber and
move up through the address space sending inquiry packets to each successive host, until an
idle m achine is located.
Figure 6.5 is another source-destination traffic matrix, but this one was taken on a day when a
"worm" program was running. It shows many o f the same characteristics as the one described
above: dense lines representing servers, roughly symmetric around the diagonal, and a "curve
o f constant source", this time on host 220.
In addition, however, a worm element seeking the next machine shows up as a short horizontal
line beginning on the diagonal -- packets from the same source to a series o f destinations.
Thus, the running worm emerges as the "stair case" effect running up the diagonal, apparently

having used over a dozen machines.
This kind o f remote control is also used in several o f the diagnostic programs.

To identify

pair-wise communications problem s on the Ethernet a test program can be loaded into all
available hosts; each host then attem pts to exchange packets with all o f the others, reporting
back on any paths which seem to be error-prone.

The traffic matrix which emerged during

one o f these tests is shown in Figure 6.6; about 95 free machines were mobilized for the test
interval.

Added to the regular network activity, over 11,000 source-destination pairs were

recorded by the monitoring program.
6.5.

Server traffic patterns

The source-destination traffic matrix described above indicates which hosts communicate with
each other, but the total traffic volume is not uniformly distributed among these hosts. N ot
surprisingly, certain servers account for a large portion of the packets sent and received each
day.

The servers can be broken down into several categories, including the time-sharing

systems, gateways, information servers, file systems, and printers. Recall that the time-sharing
systems also operate as gateways and information servers, while the other gateways also operate
as information servers and boot servers. Furtherm ore, several generic services or other
applications make use o f broadcast and pseudo-multicast addresses: resource location, initial
machine bootstrapping, and com m unication among a group o f machines supporting a multi
user graphics system.
Over one typical day, these servers sent about 69% o f the packets, and received about 73%:
Packets sent
% of
% of
packets
bytes

Packets received
% of
% of
packets

bytes

Time-sharing server 1

27%

21%

24%

Time-sharing server 2

9%

4%

8%

11%
2%

Gateway 1

14%

26%

16%

14%

Gateway 2

9%

11%

9%

5%

Stand-alone boot/nam e/tim e server

0%

Echo test server

1%

1%
2%

0%
1%

1%
2%

File server

3%

5%

2%

2%

Printer 1

1%

0%

1%

4%

Printer 2

1%

0%

1%

3%

Terminal concentrator

1%

5%

4%

1%

Broadcast packets

...

—

1%

1%

Multicast (boot loading)

...

...

1%

5%

Multicast (multi-machine app.)

---

...

6%

9%

All other hosts and applications

30%

29%

26%

40%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Total

In addition, the applications running on particular servers tend to determine the average packet
length o f the packets sent and received. Terminal access tends to generate small packets, while
file servers use larger ones; a printing server receives lots o f large data packets, but only sends
out small acknowledgements.

Noting that almost all packets are internetwork Pups with 26

bytes o f overhead, the servers manifest this behavior:
Packets sent
Length
Data
in bytes
Time-sharing server l 1
Time-sharing server 2

bytes

88
56

62

Packets received
Length
Data
in bytes
bytes
54
32

28
8

186
126

104

78
42

30

Gateway 1

212

Gateway 2

146

Stand-alone b o ot/nam e/tim e server

166

432

Echo test server

192
284

258

284

406
258

File server

204

178

116

90

Printer l 2

28

2

462

Printer 2

28

2

390

426
364

Terminal concentrator3

28

2

32

6

68

Broadcast packets

—

—

64

Multicast (boot loading)4

...

...

512

38
512

Multicast (multi-machine app.)

...

178

152

Notes:

^rim e-sharing server 1 is used for more file storage than server 2, probably accounting
for its larger average packet sizes.
2The printing servers receive large

data

packets,

send

back

very

small

acknowledgements.
3The terminal concentrator provides access to network facilities from regular terminals
and dial-up lines.
4The original implementation o f the Alto requires that low level boot-loader packets
be valid Ethernet packets, bu t cannot be encapsulated Pups. In general, however, this
function could be implemented with regular internetwork packets.
6.6.

Inter-packet arrival times

The distribution o f inter-packet arrival times over a 24-hour period is shown in Figure 6.7.
The mean inter-packet arrival time is 24 ms., with a standard deviation o f 36 ms. and a median
o f 10 ms.
A fair portion o f the current traffic consists o f request/response transactions with a server.
With low utilization, it is not uncommon to have this exchange take place with no intervening
packets being transmitted;

some o f the spikes in the inter-packet arrival time distribution

represent the turnaround times o f these servers. In addition, the unusually large spike at about
185 ms. represents a periodic transmission from a multi-machine application, sending to one o f
the pseduo-multicast groups. This application effectively imposes an upper limit on the inter
packet time; if it were excluded, the tail of the curve would stretch out much further.
Figure 6.8 indicates the cumulative distribution o f interarrival times: it shows that 50% o f the
packets are followed by the next packet within 10 ms., 90% o f the packets are followed by the
next packet within 64 ms., and 99% within 183 ms.
6.7.

Latency and collisions detected by a sender

With the current level o f traffic, it is not surprising that most attem pts to send a packet
succeed on the first transmission -

there are no collisions and no need to back off and

retransmit.
To measure this result, an active test program has been run which periodically wakes up and
tries to transm it a packet; under normal load, it indicates that 99.18% o f the packets make it
out with zero latency, 0.79% o f the packets are delayed due to deference, and less than 0.03%
o f t h e . packets are involved in collisions.
Thus, in normal operation the communications system itself imposes virtually zero delay on a
host attem pting to use the Ethernet. We would expect, however, th at the num ber o f collisions

would increase in a m anner that would correspond to increases in the overall load.
6.8.

Overhead

In addition to useful data, there are several forms o f overhead which impact Ethernet
communications:

headers and error checking on every packet, as well as entire packets

carrying acknowledgments, routing tables, o r other ancillary information.
The overhead due specifically to Ethernet encapsulation is only 4 bytes (6 bytes if we include
the Ethernet CRC); this represents about 3% o f an average length packet. The standard
internetwork protocol headers consume another 22 bytes, or about 18% o f an average packet.
Thus, data fields o f all packets represent about 79% o f the bits carried. It is worth noting that
overhead accounts for less than 5% o f the maximum length packet used for high-volume data
transfers.
To get a precise measure o f the actual data bits sent by user protocols one would need to
exclude acknowledgment packets, and perhaps model both ends o f the end-to-end process. As
an approximation, however, we can obtain a reasonable estimate by measuring the am ount o f
data carried inside data packets o f the most com m on protocols. This will generally provide a
conservative estimate o f user traffic, counting as overhead all o f the packets used to set up a
connection, error packets, boot loader packets, and all o f the specialized packet types
exchanged by other user protocols. (This procedure may also double-count the data in any
packets which are actually retransm itted by the source; in general, that num ber is very small.)
Using this approach, about 69% o f all the bits carried through the Ethernet have been
classified as user data, leaving a total o f about 31% encompassing all forms o f overhead.
6.9.

Intranet vs. internet traffic

The single Ethernet which has been the subject o f this investigation is but one com ponent in a
larger internetwork configuration, serving 1000 hosts connected to about 25 networks.

One

would expect that most traffic remains within a local network, but this facility provides access
to specialized resources on distant nets, mail delivery, program distribution, and other services.
In monitoring this one Ethernet, about 72% o f all o f the packets seen have both their source
and destination on this network -- they are intranet packets.

About 28% o f the packets are

internet traffic, coming from or going to another network via an internetwork gateway. The
presence o f the two large time-sharing systems on this particular network accounts for much o f
this traffic, as users access these hosts from other locations. About half o f this internet traffic
is to and from other local networks in the immediate geographic area; the remainder comes
from geographically remote locations.
In addition, it is possible for a local Ethernet system to serve as a transit network for traffic
originating on one network and destined for another; with the current topology, however, we

o
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see few such "transit packets" on this particular network.
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Chapter 7
Performance characteristics under high load and overload conditions

7.1.

Introduction

The foregoing discussion has considered Ethernet performance under normal operating
conditions, reflecting the current demands placed upon the network by the existing set o f
applications.

Further growth o f new applications will increase the load on the net, and the

system should certainly be able to accommodate short term bursts o f very high load. One o f
tire considerations in designing an application would be the performance o f an Ethernet system
as the load increases dramatically.
Initial modelling o f the Ethernet approach [Metcalfe & Boggs, 1976] has indicated that the
system should continue to function very well as the load goes up.

The following

measurements tend to verify that prediction.
W e have broken these tests down into two categories, known as high load and overload
conditions; the two terms reflect slightly different models o f the behavior o f individual traffic
sources (and would lead to different analytical models). In a high load situation, each
individual host can be set to generate packets at a specified rate, generally less than the
channel capacity, and independent o f the rate at which these packets are actually sent through
the channel. The total offered load then represents the sum o f these individual offered loads,
and may be less than 100% o f the channel capacity. A small transmit queue is m aintained at
each interface, to absorb any short-term variation in the availability o f the channel; but when
this high load model is pushed to the point where the total offered load exceeds 100% o f
capacity, then some o f the transm it queues overflow and packets arc discarded. (This situation
is similar to one o f the Erlang distributions for telephone calls in which blocked calls are
cleared and then redialed.) This load can be varied by changing the num ber o f hosts, or the
load generated per host;

most o f these measurements have been conducted with the total

offered load ranging from 10% to 150%.
In the overload situation, each host can be viewed as a continuously queued source, always
trying to transmit a packet, and generating a new one as soon as this one is sent. Thus, each
host can be viewed as attem pting to present a load o f 100%.

(This situation is somewhat

similar to the Erlang distribution in which blocked calls are queued for subsequent service.) In
this case, it is only the num ber o f hosts attem pting to transm it which is o f interest;

it is not

meaningful to talk about increasing the load generated by each host. Measurement conditions

have ranged from 1 host (100%) to 90 hosts (9000%).
These two models do, however, overlap in some ways.

If a high load configuration already

presents a total offered load which exceeds the channel capacity, increasing the load generated
in each host will have no effect on actual channel utilization;

only adding more hosts will

change the results.
Some o f the measurements o f interest include the actual level o f channel utilization, the
stability o f the system as the load increases (docs the total network utilization dramatically
decrease as the load increases?), and the fairness with which the channel is shared.
7.2.

Performance characteristics under high load conditions

7.2.1. Methodology
To help gauge this behavior under high load, and to help stress the capabilities o f the system,
we have constructed test programs which generate artificially high levels o f traffic.
special control program, we use the network to find idle machines.

Using a

Unused machines are

usually left running the memory diagnostic, and it has been modified to accept an inquiry
ffom the network: if the machine is in the diagnostic (and thus presumed to be free) it will
^respond affirmatively to this inquiry, and then accept a request to rc-boot from the network.
Free machines are then loaded with a test program which can be set to produce a specified
offered load to the network.
Statistics are accumulated as to the num ber o f packets
successfully sent and at the end o f a test period, after all the test machines are idle, the
controlling m achine can reach out and collect these statistics. W hen the entire test period is
over the control machine will finally request the test machines to return back to the memory
diagnostic. Figures 7.1a and 7.1b reproduce several typical displays from this control program,
showing 32 hosts paired up in 16 sender/listener pairs.

In some test experiments we have

mobilized as many as 90 different hosts, each sending test traffic into the Ethernet.
It is generally not feasible to precisely coordinate the initiation and termination o f many
different test programs, and edge effects during these periods may significantly affect reported
results. To account for this problem, test programs are instructed to begin generating packets
at a specified time, but actual recording o f results only begins after a suitable warm up period.
Similarly, the recording task is stopped some time later, but the test programs continue
through a cool down period, to ensure that the experimental conditions continue well beyond
the time when the last host stops recording.
When a test program generates a packet for transmission, the packet is placed upon an output
queue;

actual transmission is perform ed by an output process.

The presence of the queue

allows the sender to tolerate short term variations in the availability o f the channel.

If the

total offered load exceeds 100%, however, it is clear that some o f the traffic being generated

will never be transmitted successfully, and it merely gets dum ped off o f the output queue.
O ne can start with a modest offered load, and then increase that level by either adding more
machines or increasing the load being offered by each host. With ideal scheduling, one would
like to see the total channel utilization increasing with the total offered load, up to 100% -- see
Figure 7.2. Beyond 100% load - under very heavy load - we would like to see the channel
utilization remain at 100%, representing full use o f the available capacity.
Thus, we are looking for two characteristics in the utilization curve:

raise the m aximum as

high as possible, and ensure that the utilization does not suddenly decline as the system goes
into saturation.

Few real system can perform this well.

A pure Aloha channel gets 18%

utilization at best, and a slotted Aloha channel can realize 37% utilization; see Figure 7.3.
Both Aloha mechanisms can become unstable:
utilization may suddenly decline as offered
load increases [Abramson, 1977].

In general, one tries to use a control procedure that will

maximize the utilization, while remaining stable as the load increases.
Actual test runs were made on the regular Ethernet system described above, usually at night,
when there was very little other traffic. The variables to be m anipulated include the packet
length, the load per host, and the num ber o f hosts; these last two combine to yield the total
offered load. In general a test run is conducted by selecting a value for the packet length and
the load per host, and then a series o f tests is run in which the num ber o f hosts is increased,
thus increasing the total offered load (usually up to 150%).
7.2.2. Results
a.

M aximum utilization

These experiments have indicated that as the total offered load increases from 0% to about 8090% o f channel capacity, the channel utilization matches it perfectly: all o f the traffic gets out
correctly. A s.the total offered load moves higher, however, the channel utilization beings to
flatten out.
Figure 7.4 shows the utilization for three series o f tests in which the load per host was set at
10%, and the packet length set at 32, 64, and 256 words.
N ote that for 256 word packets - similar to most o f the large data packets on an Ethernet -the actual utilization matches offered load to a point beyond 90%, and then flattens out at
about 96% in the range o f these tests.

In a separate run, however, 90 hosts were used to

produce a total offered load o f 900%, and yielded a utilization o f almost 98%. This is a rather
striking result -- it says that even when the channel is very heavily loaded (well beyond the
normal operating regime) almost 98% o f the time the channel is carrying good data.

Any

collisions which take place are very short and they are resolved quickly, since only 2% o f the
channel capacity is being lost to this form o f overhead. This result is well beyond the 18% or

37% maximum utilization feasible with Aloha and slotted Aloha procedures.
The other two curves in Figure 7.4 indicate that utilization flattens out at around 88% for 64
word packets, and at about 83% for 32 word packets. Thus, larger packets can clearly provide
improved utilization.
To examine utilization from a different direction, we held packet length constant and also the
total load, varying the configuration used to generate the load; that is, running three series o f
tests in which the load at any given point reflected three different compositions: n hosts at
10%, I n hosts at 5%, and 4n hosts at 2.5%. The results, however, indicate that the way in
which the offered load is configured does not significantly affect utilization:
Utilization as determined by load/host & number of hosts
Packet length = 256 words
Total offered load, in %
Configuration

70

80

90

100

110

120

10%/host, n hosts:
5%/host, 2n hosts:
2.5%/host, 4n hosts:

70

80

90

94

70
70

80
80

90
89

94
93

95
94
95

130

140

150

96

96

95
95

96
96

96
96

96
96

96

96

Since varying the composition o f the offered load caused little change, subsequent results are
only reported for the 10%/host test configurations
b.

Stability

As Figure 7.4 indicates, an Ethernet system under high load shows, no instability:

the

throughput curve does not decline as the total offered load increases. This characteristic has
been stressed very hard, increasing the total num ber o f machines in steps up to 90 hosts; the
utilization curve has not yet turned down -- in fact, it is still increasing slightly at that point.
This stability contrasts with the performance o f m ost other uncontrolled random access
procedures (such as pure Aloha, slotted Aloha, and regular CSMA), all o f which eventually go
into saturation.
c.

Fairness

These experiments also indicate that the Ethernet control discipline is very fair in its allocation
o f channel capacity.

F or example, at 100% offered load (256 word packets, 10 hosts at

10%/host) we observe a total utilization o f 94% with individual throughputs ranging from 9.3%
to 9.5%.

130

Exploring this example further, we find that as the num ber o f hosts increases there is greater
variation in individual throughput, bu t no dramatic changes:
Fairness and utilization
Packet length = 256 words, 10% load per host
Total
Utilization

Average
Utilization

70
80

70%

10.%

10-10

80%

10.%

90

90%
94%

10.%
9.4%

10-10
10-10

95%

8.6%

120

96%

130
140

96%
96%

8.0%
7.4%

150

96%

Total offered
load, in %

100
110

6.9%
6.4%

Range

9.3-9.5
8.5-8.7
7.8-8.1
7.1-7.6
6.4-7.1
5.8-7.1

the other measurements show similar results.
d.

Retransmissions

‘t

One o f the important characteristics o f an Ethernet is the delay encountered between the time
a packet is generated and the time when it is actually transmitted on the channel. This can
usually be m easured in terms o f the num ber o f collisions and retransmissions encountered; as
we saw in the previous chapter, under normal (light) load there are virtually no collisions, thus
no retransmissions and very little delay.
In these high load tests we also find that as the load moves up (towards 50, 60, 70 or 80%) all
o f the traffic is getting out successfully; while the interface is prepared to handle 16 collisions
and retransmissions, m ost o f the packets make it out on the first or second transmission
attempt:

Load
50%

% transmitted on

% transm itted on

% transmitted on

1st attem pt

2nd attem pt

1st or 2nd attem pt

96%

3%

99%

60%

83%

12%

95%

70%

74%

19%

93%

80%

69%

20%

89%

34%

75%

90%

41%

Again, these are very gratifying results - a sustained average load o f 80% is very heavy usage
o f an Ethernet channel, yet almost 90% o f the packets make it out in 1 or 2 attempts. This
table docs reveal one interesting aspect o f Ethernet operation: as offered load increases there
is a drop in the num ber o f successful transmissions on the first attempt, but also a significant
increase in the num ber o f successes on the second attem pt (the first retransmission). With a
moments reflection the cause o f this is obvious. As channel utilization increases the channel is
mostly busy, and there is a higher probability that two different hosts will come ready while a
packet is on the wire. These two (or more) hosts will wait until the end o f the packet passes,
will try to transmit, and will collide. They will then randomize for the next retransmission,
and the host with the lowest retransmission count (i.e., lowest retransmission interval) will
usually then get on. Because the collision detection mechanism shuts down both transmitters,
the actual portion o f the channel lost to collisions is very small, and the rescheduled
transmission can take place promptly.
As the total offered load begins to approach and then exceed 100% o f the channel capacity, the
delay issue becomes a bit more subtle. W hen the offered load exceeds the capacity it is clear
that some fraction o f the packets produced in this high load model are never successfully
transmitted. In one case the transmit queue may be full, so further packets produced by the
packet generation process are just dropped and never presented to the Ethernet (called a queue
overflow).

Alternatively, the interface may try to send a packet a full 16 times, which is the

upper limit; after that, the packet is dropped and the interface proceeds with the next packet
(called a load overflow). In both o f these cases, the particular packets are never properly
transmitted. Thus, the delay characteristics in this situation are only meaningful for those
packets successfully transmitted. In a real application, o f course, a higher level protocol can
recognize if the interface was not successful in 16 tries, and it can then re-submit the packet
for transmission.
W e also know that as offered load goes up the actual utilization remains flat. So an increasing
fraction o f the offered traffic is lost due to queue overflow or load overflow, but those packets
which arc sent should show fairly uniform delay characteristics.

This is demonstrated in

Figure 7.5, showing the distribution o f transmission counts under high load.
The load is increased in this model by adding more machines;

this in turn increases the

num ber o f hosts that will collide after the end o f a passing packet. W hen several hosts jum p
on at the end o f a packet and collide, the "winner" will often be the host with the shortest
retransmission interval, who can then grab the channel; indeed, we see an even larger fraction
o f successful transmissions on the second attempt.

Thus, under very high load a host will

almost never make it on the first attem pt, has its best chance to succeed on the second try, and
if it doesn’t make it then will often be beaten out by "younger" packets on their second
attempt.

U nder this excessively high load, and with the current Ethernet implementation, it

now appears that many times a packet either makes it out on the first retransmission, or may
not make it out at all.

7.3.

Performance characteristics under overload conditions

The second major model for developing m easurement programs has been called the overload
case, in which every host in the test is always trying to send a packet.
7.3.1. Methodology
To help understand the characteristics o f an overloaded Ethernet, we have constructed another
test program similar to the one explained above. In these tests, each machine is continuously
attempting to transm it a packet.
This corresponds to the analytical model developed in the original Ethernet paper (see
[Metcalfe & Boggs, 1976]). In the ideal case, a single machine continuously transmitting would
produce a utilization o f 100%; with perfect scheduling, the addition o f other machines would
not cause the total utilization to decrease. But we do not have perfect knowledge nor
scheduling, and as more users queue up to transmit, collisions take place, and the utilization
decreases. The analytical results have predicted, however, that for reasonably large packet sizes
the distributed control algorithm of the Ethernet would only cause the total utilization to
decrease by a small percentage. A m ore detailed discussion o f this analytical model can be
found in C hapter 8.
In practice, however, a single Alto cannot generate a 100% load, since some time is lost in the
transmitter-to-transmitter turnaround time.
A single host sending 512 byte packets can
produce a 95% load, bu t with smaller packet sizes the effective load becomes even lower.
Thus, it would not be appropriate to take any measurements using only 1 host;

with the

current population o f machines, though, the most interesting (and feasible) measurements use
from 5 to 64 hosts.
7.3.2. Results
a.

Maximum utilization

As predicted, the total utilization starts out very high, and decreases somewhat as additional
hosts are added.

The test results for various combinations o f packet length and num ber o f

hosts are summarized in the table below (also see Figure 7.6):

Ethernet utilization under overload conditions
Q = number of hosts, each generating 100% load

Q

512

Packet length P (in bytes)
64
128

6

4

5

97%

95%

94%

72%

....

10
32
64

97%
97%

91%
90%
92%

89%

58%

83%

68%
64%

85%

61%

97%

56%
54%

These m easured results are very similar to the results predicted in the model used in the
original paper on the Ethernet system (see C hapter 8). As one would expect, Ethernet
utilization increases with packet size.
traffic

--

F or full size data packets

--

80% o f the typical

total utilization remains above 97%, even with 64 continuously queued hosts.

With small packets, any time lost to collisions and collision resolution becomes larger
com pared to the packet size, and total utilization decreases. Four bytes represents the smallest
packet we can send through the Ethernet, and utilization would decrease if the packets were
even smaller. Indeed, with even smaller packets the packet transmission time approaches the
collision interval and network utilization approaches 1/e, the maximum efficiency of a slotted
Aloha network [Abramson, 1977].
b.

Stability

As the table above shows, the Ethernet system remains stable even under extreme overload
conditions. W ith as many as 90 hosts sending m edium to large size packets (each host
individually offering up to a 95% network load) Ethernet utilization remains high, and shows
no signs o f suddenly decreasing or becoming unstable.
c.

Fairness

U nder overload conditions some o f the traffic cannot be accommodated, and each station can
get only some fraction o f its nominally desired bandw idth (100% per host). In the full range
o f tests the system exhibits very good fairness to all o f the machines. With 90 hosts sending,
the average utilization m easured per host is 1.1%, ranging from about .9% to 1.3%.
7.4.

Conclusions

From these measurements we can see that an Ethernet functions very well, even under
conditions o f high load and overload.

Both o f these conditions are well beyond the normal,

expected operating mode, but these results are im portant in understanding the burst behavior
o f the system, and the room for further growth.

One would generally not engineer such a

system to be running with average utilization anywhere near 100%, especially with bursty
com puter traffic. Yet it is clear that, in this environment, there is lots o f unused capacity and
room for the development o f new applications.

And the stability is an im portant attribute

since it provides some confidence that, if the system is temporarily overloaded, it will continue
to function properly.
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Chapter 8
A comparison with several models of Ethernet-like systems

8.1.

Introduction

The primary focus o f this work has been on the measured behavior o f a working Ethernet, bu t
this general kind o f system has been subjected to several efforts to develop models, based
upon mathematical analysis or simulation.

Such models can be o f great help in anticipating

the behavior o f the system; the models arc usually evaluated on the extent to which they
accurately match known behavior, as well as the simplicity o f the model and the degree to
which it can be easily understood. In this chapter we review several o f these models (in
chronological order) and -- where appropriate -- compare the modelling results with the
measurements described in earlier chapters.
8.2.

M etcalfe & Boggs, 1976

The initial Ethernet paper included a small analytical model o f network utilization under what
we have called overload conditions',

some num ber o f continuously queued hosts trying to use

the channel [Metcalfe & Boggs, 1976, section 6]. The Metcalfe and Boggs model is very
simple, easy to understand, and provided some o f the initial reassurance that the Ethernet
approach would function properly. Yet there are several im portant ways in which the model
does not fully correspond to the actual implementation:
—The model divides time into full size transmission intervals and shorter contention
intervals, or collision intervals', these collision intervals are the length o f a full
Ethernet round-trip time, and represent wasted capacity when there is a collision. But
as we have seen, the round-trip time is really the worst case collision interval, and
many collisions can be detected much sooner.
—Furtherm ore, the actual collision resolution process includes the collision consensus
enforcement procedure when a jam is generated on the wire; this time is not included
in the model.
—The model also assumes a zero packet setup time, with an individual machine
actually able to generate a 100% load.

In practice, we can only approximate this

behavior, since the channel cannot be driven continuously by one host -- there is a
non-zero transmitter-to-transmitter turnaround time.

A single machine transmitting

large 512 byte packets, for example, can offer a 95% load;

with smaller packet sizes,

the load from a single host is reduced, and it becomes even more difficult to generate
anything near 100%.
—Perhaps o f greatest importance is that the model assumes that each host knows how
many total hosts Q are trying to use the channel, thus allowing it to transmit in any
slot with probability 1/Q.

In practice the backoff algorithm is used in a distributed

fashion to help estimate the value o f Q.
In comparing this model to actual performance, these factors probably combine to make the
model an optimistic predictor o f utilization. So it will not be surprising if the measurements
provide more m odest utilization;

but if the results are at least close to the predicted values,

and if the general shape o f the utilization curve seems to match, then the model has served its
purpose.
The original Ethernet paper m odelled a system running at 3.0 Mbps, with a collision interval
o f 16 microseconds; where Q is the num ber o f continuously queued hosts and P is the packet
length in 8-bit bytes, it predicted results in terms o f efficiency (from 0.0 to 1.0), essentially the
same as our utilization (0% to 100%):
Ethernet efficiency, original model

512

Q
1

Packet length P (in bytes)
64
128

6

2

1.0000
0.9884

1.0000
0.9552

1.0000
0.9143

3
4

0.9856
0.9842

0.9446

0.8951
0.8862

5
10
32

0.9834
0.9818

0.9367
0.9310

0.9807

0.9272

0.9805
0.9804

0.9263
0.9259

0.8627

0.3708

0.8620

0.3693

0.9803

0.9257

0.8616

0.3686

64
128
256

0.9396

0.8810
0.8709
0.8642

1.0000
0.5000
0.4444
0.4219
0.4096
0.3874
0.3737

We have since recomputed the efficiency predictions from the model, to reflect the actual
design o f the Ethernet being measured:
microseconds:

2.94 M bps and a collision interval o f 5.5

Ethernet efficiency, recomputed model
Packet length P (in bytes)
Q
1
2
3
4

512

128

64

6

4

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

0.7480

0.6643

0.7037
0.6842

0.6129
0.5909

0.6731

0.5786
0.5559

0.9961
0.9951

0.9845

1.0000
0.9694

0.9806

0.9620

0.9946

0.9788
0.9777

0.9585

10

0.9943
0.9938

0.9756

0.9565
0.9524

32

0.9934

0.9742

0.9497

0.6392

64

0.9933
0.9933
0.9933

0.9739

0.9491
0.9488
0.9487

0.6363

0.5415
0.5384

0.6348
0.6341

0.5360

5

128
256

0.9737
0.9737

0.6525

0.5368

This predicted utilization for the five packet lengths is graphed in Figure 8.1a. The measured
utilization was described in C hapter 7; noting that single hosts could not produce 100% loads,
it was only appropriate to measure the behavior with at least 5 machines. These measured
results are reproduced here, re-cast in terms o f efficiency (also see Figure 8.1b):
Ethernet Efficiency, measured results
Packet length P (in bytes)
64
128

6

4

.944

.718

....

.911
.902

.886
.826

.685
.635

.585
.562

.915

.846

.607

.542

Q

512

5
10
32

.969
.968
.972

.951

64

.974

As shown in Figure 8.1, these m easured results are very similar to the results predicted in the
early model. This correspondence, com bined with the fairly straightforward nature o f the
model, makes it a very attractive tool for understanding Ethernet behavior.
8.3.

Agrawala, e t at., 1978

A group at the University o f Maryland attem pted to simulate an "Ethernet-like protocol," but
the effort was based upon a very specific design which is quite different from the one
described here [Agrawala, et ah, 1978]:
—The system is fundamentally based upon use o f a front-end communications
processor that interfaces to the network. This processor includes two packet buffers,

one for inbound traffic and one for outbound. After a packet is received it must then
be transferred across to the host. The model correctly recognizes that this procedure
can introduce a very long period in which the receiver is disabled -- even longer than
the receiver-to-receiver turnaround times which we described earlier.
—Furtherm ore, at the end o f every packet there is an enforced idle period, which
allows

the

receiving

communication

processor

to

generate

a

low

level

acknowledgement (reminiscent o f the NSC Hyperchannel).
This low level ack
consumes channel resources, but in general cannot replace an end-to-end ack
associated with higher level protocols.
—The system also uses a linear backoff algorithm in which the mean o f the
retransmission interval is ju st multiplied by the num ber o f previous collisions, in
contrast with the Ethernet’s truncated exponential backoff.
It should be evident that this simulation o f the "Ethernet protocol" diverges quite a bit from
the actual design. But this work is very perceptive in identifying the problem a server will
have in catching "back-to-back" packets from different sources, particularly with the very long
turnaround time associated with the front-end. A particular solution is put forward that would
allow the communication processor to signal that its lone input buffer is occupied (by
jamming, thus shutting o ff the second packet): clearly, a more appropriate solution is to build
interfaces with suitable input chaining that will be able to catch back-to-back packets.
In spite o f these differences, some o f the simulation results demonstrate effects quite similar to
the measurements. One simulation is set up like the overload case [Agrawala, el al., 1978, p.
106]: "...whenever a message has been sent, another message is created to be sent; thus the
host output queue is never allowed to become empty." With 8, 16, or 32 continuously queued
hosts, for example, the simulation shows very flat utilization at about 79%.
8.4.

T obagi. & Hunt, 1979

Some earlier work analyzing CSMA protocols has been extended to describe CSMA with
collision detection [Tobagi & H unt, 1979].

Again, this analytical model differs substantially

from the design o f the Ethernet:
—The model is based upon non-persistent CSMA rather than the persistent form used
in the Ethernet.

If a collision is sensed a host will immediately reschedule, and will

not be there to transmit when the current packet ends.

This can leave unused periods

on the channel, and tends to reduce utilization.
—The model does include collision detection, but a transmitter-detected collision just
causes the host to resume its normal scheduling and sensing behavior.

The model

explores performance with different retransmission parameters, bu t does not model the

operation o f a dynamic backoff procedure which attem pts to estimate the current load.
—This work recognizes that the time to resolve a collision includes a round-trip time,
the time until the interface detects the collision, and the jam time. Like the Metcalfe
and Boggs model, though, it also assumes that the round-trip time between two hosts
is twice the end-to-end propagation time o f the cable;

bu t we know that this is the

worst case collision interval, not the typical one.
Unfortunately, this analysis has not yet produced any analytical results which could be easily
compared to the measured behavior o f the persistent Ethernet communications system.
8.5.

Aimes & Lazowska, 1979

Another modelling effort included both an analytical treatment and a simulation [Aimes &
Lazowska, 1979]. The analytical work is described as a Markov model, and produces some
graphical results which appear quite plausible.

Unfortunately, the published work does not

include any description o f the model itself, nor how it was structured. The simulation was an
attem pt to very carefully model the experimental Ethernet itself, b u t primarily focused upon
the retransmission scheme used in one interface; the results mainly describe possible changes
to the scheme that m ight reduce packet delays.
8.6.

An assessment

It is evident that none o f these models has captured all o f the im portant characteristics o f the
Ethernet design. O f them all, the original one by Metcalfe and Boggs provides the best match
with some o f the measurements, and has the virtue o f being very simple and intuitive. There
is, however, much room for further development o f such models.
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Figure 8.1a: Predicted utilization under overload conditions
Recomputed from [Metcalfe & Boggs, 1976]
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future directions

9.1.

Some concluding remarks

As we saw in Part I, local com puter networks span a rich design space, from which one might
select many different potential architectures. The initial attractiveness o f a multiaccess bus
with distributed control has been borne out by the Ethernet measurements described in Part II,
which now give us a great deal o f confidence in this approach to local networking. The error
rates are very low, delays quite small, and even under high load and overload the utilization
remains high and the system is stable.

Furtherm ore, there is no dedicated point o f central

control, and the passive nature o f the shared components contributes to the overall reliability.
An Ethernet system can be installed and reconfigured easily, and will grow gracefully as new
machines are added.
The location which served as the test bed for this work is a very rich computing environment,
including the network and also the many hosts, assorted network servers, internetwork
protocols, a wide range o f applications, and a substantial num ber o f active users. There are
very few other local networks which have yet reached this stage o f development, but that can
only be a matter o f time; these ideas and experiences will slowly diffuse into other areas o f
computing (although this diffusion may be much slower than many people would like to see).
Given the current technology and network applications it is probably fair to say that -- at least
to the first order -- many of the underlying local networking problems have been solved: we
know how to build and run an Ethernet that will meet most o f the communications needs o f a
large user community.

F urther network development will probably move forward only with

the development o f new applications, new servers, new protocols, new standards, or new
programming systems.

Evolution o f these considerations will help determine the areas for

further work related to local networking;

in the next two sections we briefly sketch out the

potential implications associated with two o f these areas -- packet voice and network standards.
9.2.

The evolution of packet voice and local networks*

In many facilities we are now beginning to see the building-wide installation o f two parallel
communications networks, one for voice (the telephone system) and one for data (the local
•This section has benefitted from many conversations with Tim Eccles, Dan Swinehart and Danny Cohen, and
reflects many o f their contributions.

com puter network).

In general, it may be preferable to integrate these two functions:

there

can be economies o f scale, one avoids duplicate installation and maintenance o f two systems,
and there then arises the opportunity for closer integration o f voice and data services.
There are two basic choices -- either carry data through the phone system, or carry voice
through the data system. We have already touched upon the first option, carrying data
through a digital PBX. This is the approach being advocated by the PBX manufacturers, and
for some terminal installations it may be a very attractive alternative.

F or use as a general

purpose local network, however, this configuration has some weaknesses:

potential reliability

and capacity problems associated with the star configuration, as well as the need to be
compatible with the telephone requirements.
Here we examine the second major alternative, carrying voice traffic through the packet
switched data system. (The idea o f integrating voice with data in a long haul packet-switched
network has been examined at length in a recent study [NAC, 1978; G itm an & Frank, 1978;
Frank & Gitm an, 1979], but there has been no comparable study for intra-building
communication.) In the previous chapters we’ve examined the relative merits o f the Ethernet
as the local data network, so the question here is, "How to carry voice traffic through an
Ethernet?"
The overall structure might look something like this:
—All voice and data would be carried on a single Ethernet, with digitized voice
broken up into packets. To provide acceptable quality, the system must send packets
frequently enough to keep delay within tolerable limits.
—The telephone handset would be equipped with the processing capability to produce
digitized voice, using one o f many different voice coding schemes (ji-law PCM, APC,
LPC, CVSD, etc. [Flanagan, et al., 1979]). Furtherm ore, the telephone would also
implement the network communications protocols.
—Calls within the network could be placed without the aid o f a separate controller,
and would merely be negotiated between the two ends o f the call.
—Specialized services such as directory information could be provided by dedicated
servers.
—For external calls one would need to have a set o f dialers connected to regular
telephone trunks.

If the internal formats matched the regular digital telephone

standards, however, there will be an opportunity to avoid any translation.
—Many other features could be supported, including: conference calls, speed calling,
combined voice and text messages, background music, and more.

A detailed proposal would need to resolve several important design decisions that might
ultimately influence both cost and performance:
—Voice coding scheme.

The particular coding scheme chosen to digitize voice will

impact the bandwidth needed and the quality ([Flanagan, et al., 1979] is an excellent
survey o f this topic). Standard jn-law PCM would use 64 Kbps, and would have the
advantage o f being directly compatible with existing digital telephone trunks;

but

other schemes can provide toll-quality transmission with as little as 16 Kbps.
—Silence detection and speech interpolation.

The simplest approach would merely

support continuous transmission between two telephones;

bu t in most conversations

there are lengthy periods in which a speaker is silent and there is no need to transmit
any signal [Brady, 1968; Tschanz, 1974; Campanella, 1978]. This is the principle
which motivated the use o f time assigned speech interpolation (TASI) on expensive
trans-Atlantic subm arine cables.

Conversations generally include periods o f m utual

silence, periods when only one person is talking, and periods when both parties are
talking; measurements indicate that a normal two-way conversation actually only
consumes about 80-90% o f one channel (40-45% o f the am ount normally allocated).
Using this kind o f "talk-spurt" behavior does not reduce the peak bandwidth needed,
but does reduce the average throughput needed per conversation. With the processing
and memory in the system, however, one can eliminate the clipping associated with
TASI systems.
—Blocking probability. One o f the major metrics used to describe telephone system
performance is the blocking probability -- the likelihood that the system will not have a
free circuit or trunk to complete a call. Setting the blocking probability influences the
num ber o f channels which m ust be provided to m eet this grade o f service.
—Network bandwidth.

We have spent much o f this discussion examining the 2.94

M bps Ethernet; with suitable engineering one could certainly raise this capacity to 10
Mbps, or perhaps even 50 Mbps.
—Communications protocol.

Voice traffic has the unusual characteristic that it need

not be error free, since there is a tremendous am ount o f redundancy in speech, and
hum an listeners are very good at filling in gaps.

Voice could be carried using a

completely reliable end-to-end protocol, b u t a simpler datagram protocol may be
equally satisfactory. Provided error rates are fairly low, any lost packets would just not
be retransmitted;

any packets which arrive too late are just discarded.

Initial experiments indicate that all o f this is feasible.

T he Arpanet has been used to carry

packet voice [Forgie, 1975; Cohen, 1976, 1977, 1978; Casner, et al., 1978], and Dan Swinehart
and Paul Rovner have dem onstrated the feasibility o f carrying telephone conversations through
an E th ernet

Several major questions remain to be answered: "W hat kind o f performance can one expect?"
and "How many telephones could be supported?" Some im portant variables in the design will
include the data rate o f the Ethernet, the effective voice digitization rate, and the am ount o f
the Ethernet channel which one m ight be willing to allocate for voice.

From that we can

determ ine the num ber o f channels or circuits the system could support.
Combining the num ber o f available circuits with a desired blocking probability, the Erlang-B
or Poisson equations can be used to determine the traffic intensity (in Erlangs) the system
could support.
W hen we factor in a model o f user telephone behavior and the am ount o f
traffic typically generated by one phone during the busy hour, we can finally determine the
num ber o f telephones that m ight be supported by such a system.
Early results indicate that

about 60 telephones could be supported with a very conservative

design (voice digitization rate o f 64 Kbps, no speech interpolation, and a 3 M bps Ethernet
with only 50% allocated for voice). As these constraints are modified (16 Kbps, speech
interpolation, higher Ethernet bandw idth, etc.) the num ber o f available channels goes up
significantly, and it is estimated that a single system could support 2000-3000 end-user
telephones!
Thus, it appears that carrying voice traffic along with data in an Ethernet local network is a
very workable approach, and m erits further study.
9.3.

Standards for local computer networks

As designs for different local networks continue to emerge we will be confronted with an
expanding collection o f incompatible interfaces. In the short run, individual organizations will
be able to experiment with different approaches, and will be able to establish suitable
procedures for connecting their own equipm ent - which is probably healthy. In the long run,
however, the utility o f a communications system will be a function o f the num ber o f different
resources which can be addressed, and there will be a natural desire to provide some form o f
standardized access.
At present there are no standards for interfacing to local networks, neither at the lowest
physical level nor at the higher levels o f protocol. Development o f such a standard (let alone
its desirability) remains an open issue.
There is an existing recommended standard for access to public packet switched networks,
CCITT Recommendation X.25 with the formidable title Interface between data terminal
equipment (D T E ) and data circuit-terminating equipment (D C E) fo r terminals operating in the
packet mode on public data networks. 'Hie X.25 standard incorporates several other lower level
standards for physical connection (X.21) and line control (HDLC), and then builds upon this a
packet level interface for providing virtual circuit service.

There are many researchers who find X.25 to be seriously flawed: it is only an access protocol
and does not guarantee any end-to-end service, it is only a virtual circuit interface without a
datagram option (although one has been proposed), etc. But this is probably a case in which
any standard, in spite of its deficiencies, is better than no standard at all; it does hold ou t the
prospect that various vendors will provide X.25 interfaces for their hosts, relieving the network
designer o f this burden.
How might one build an Ethernet that would look like an X.25 public data network?

In

general, it would require addition o f a specialized interface box that would im plem ent the
distributed Ethernet algorithms on the network side, and look like H DLC on the host side.
This box would have to include suitable processing and packet buffering; it would introduce
an additional store-and-forward delay through the network, and would raise all o f the
problems associated with network front-ends.
It is unlikely that such an interface could make full use o f the Ethernet capabilities; b u t if no
other standard is forthcoming, this may become an appealing approach.
9.4.

O ther directions for the future

In addition to these two im portant areas for future work (packet voice and network standards),
there are many other topics associated with local networks awaiting further exploration,
including:
—There is still a great deal m ore one could measure about local networks. One major
area left untouched by this study is the behavior o f individual hosts or individual
users:

what is the pattern o f usage from a single machine?

Exactly what is the

pattern o f access to other resources?
—Internetwork protocols represent another area o f active interest, which could also
benefit from some systematic m easurem ent work.
—The Ethernet supports a broadcast address and a very limited form o f pseudo
multicast addressing;
many applications could take advantage o f a full-blown
capability for multicasting. This m ust include both the addressing mechanism itself, as
well as the dynamic creation, maintenance, and deletion o f multicast groups.
—As we’ve seen, many o f the analytical efforts have not been able to provide both a
nice simple model and results which replicate the measurements.

There is lots o f

room here for a good model o f C SM A /C D with dynamic control that would help to
predict network behavior for other configurations.
—The availability o f new media provides additional opportunities for new local
network schemes.

Development o f a low-loss, passive fiber optic tap would allow

construction o f a fiber optics Ethernet;

radio and power line carrier systems are two

other alternatives.
—W ith the existence o f these networks and many hosts connected to them, one can
begin to explore the distribution o f function among loosely coupled hosts, and the
writing o f programs which effectively span machine boundaries.
Clearly, the field o f local networking is going to provide very fertile ground for many different
kinds o f research and system building.

Chapter 10
Bibliography

To help in navigating through these references, the bibliography has been broken up into three
major parts: an initial section on local com puter networks, a second section on the im portant
related subject o f radio-based systems, and a final section containing references on other
relevant subjects. The bibliography is intended to be a comprehensive review o f the literature
in this area, and includes many additional references which are not necessarily cited in the
m ain body o f the text.
In addition, each o f the three parts is prefaced with a structured guide to the material,
identifying related papers and providing a road m ap through die references. Many o f the
references have been supplem ented with
annotations,briefly summarizing some o f the
im portant aspects o f the work.

10.1. Local computer networks

10.1.1.

A guide to the literature on local computer networks

This section o f the bibliography provides a broad taxonomy for classifying work on local
com puter networks.
In general, systems have been categorized according to their basic
physical connectivity: partially connected mesh networks, simple stars, circular structures, bus
systems, etc. Each category also incorporates sub-headings for specific network designs, with
citations referring to particular papers that are relevant; the complete references may be found
in the following section.
0. General papers, surveys,

and conference proceedings

[NBS, 1978a]
McQuillan, 1978]
Patton & Franck, 1976]
Patton & Franck, 1977]
Patton & Franck, 1978]
T hurber & Freeman, 1979a]
T hurber & Freeman, 1979b] revised version o f 1979a
IFIP, 1979]
1. Partially connected networks, store-and-forward
1.1.

Partially connected, store-and-forward via Imps
A small sampling o f 4 Arpanet papers
[Heart, et al., 1970]
[Kleinrock & Naylor, 1974]
[Crowther, et al., 1975]
[McQuillan & Walden, 1977]
Arpanet derivatives
[McKenzie, 1979]
Intra-Laboratory Network (ILN), at
[Lidinsky, 1976]
the Argonne National Laboratory
[Amiot, 1976]
[Fortune, el al., 1977]
[Lampson & Simonyi, 1979]
Xerox Parc
[Diffley, 1973]
U. o f Minn.
[Lin, 1978]
R1T
Mininet, Polytecnic o f Central London and
[Cain & Morling, 1978]
the University o f Bologne
[Morling, et al., 1978]

1.1.

Partially connected, store-and-forward via hosts
DS/1000 (Hewlett-Packard)
A design for a small scale "store-and-forward by host" system: pointto-point lines, packet switching through the users’ hosts (not through
Arpanet-style Imps). D istributed routing in the hosts, but the routing
tables are static.
[Dickey, 1974]
earlier system, 9700, star configurations only
[Hewlett-Packard, 1977a]
[Hewlett-Packard, 1977b
[Hewlett-Packard, 1978a
[Hewlett-Packard, 1978b
[Shatzer, 1978a]
[Shatzer, 1978b]
RPCNET (IBM Pisa, and others)
[Franchi & Sommi, 1975]
[Franchi, 1976]

[Lenzini & Sommi, 1976]
[Lcnzini & Sommi, 1977]
[Lazzeri, et al., 1977]
[Springer, et al., 1978]
DECNET
Some o f the earliest DECNET documents
appeared around 1974-75.
Although eventually intended to support store-and-forward routing
through the hosts, the current DECNET offerings have no routing,
and only support communication among directly connected hosts.
[Wccker, 1974]
Wecker, 1975]
Teichholtz, 1975]
Wecker, 1976a]
Wecker, 1976b]
Conant & Wecker, 1976]
Passafiumc & Wecker, 1977]
Wecker, 1978]
DEC, 1978]
introduces Decnet Phase II
Loveland & Stein, 1979]
Loveland, 1979]
Simple star networks and strictly hierarchical systems

NPL
Although authors o f some o f the earliest discussions o f packet switching, the
original N PL proposal was for a packet switched backbone net, using a star
shaped system for local distribution. Their prototype system included only a
single packet switch.
[Davies, el al., 1967]
[Davies, 1968a]
five early papers from 1FIP ’68
[Davies, 1968b]
[Wilkinson & Scantlebury, 1968]
[Bartlett, 1968]
[Scantlebury, et al., 1968]
[Scantlebury, 1969]
[Wilkinson, 1969]
[Davies, 1971]
[Scantlebury & Wilkinson, 1971]
[Barber, 1973]
[Davies & Barber, 1973]
[Scantlebury & Wilkinson, 1974]
Octopus (LLL)
[Mendicino, 1970]
[Pehrson, 1973]
[Mendicino & Sutherland, 1973]
[Fletcher, 1973a]
[Fletcher, 1973b]
[Owens, 1973]
[Fletcher, 1975]
[Sloan, 1976]
[Watson, 1978]
Philips Research
[Burnett & Sethi, 1977]

Kuipnet (Kyoto University Information Processing Network)
[Kitazawa, 1976]
[Sakai, el al., 1977]
[Kitazawa & Sakai, 1978]
Labolink (Kyoto University)
[Yajima, el al., 1977a]
[Yajima, el al., 1977b]
[Iwama, el al., 1978]
MISS (University o f Chicago)
[Ashenhurst & Vonderohe, 1975]
[Ashenhurst, 1975]
Northwestern
[Lennon, et a l, 1973]
[Tsuchiya, et al., 1974]
[Lennon, 1974]
[Lennon, 1975]
IBM’s System Network Architecture (SNA)
[Gray & Blair, 1975]
[McFadyen, 1976]
[Cullum, 1976]
[Hobgood, 1976]
[Moulton & Sander, 1977]
[Gray, 1977]
[Cypser, 1978]
[Yasaki, 1978]
AT&T’s Transaction Network Service (TNS)
[Fitzwilliam & Wagner, 1978]
[Heffron & Snow, 1978]
Datakit (Bell Labs)
[Fraser, 1979]
[Chesson, 1979]
Sperry-Univac AN/U SQ -67 Switch
[Moran & Starkson, 1975]
' [Sperry-Univac, 1977]
Sperry-Univac AN/USQ-67 switch
Misc.
[Rosen & Steele, 1973]
[Christman, 1973]
[Barkauskas, et a l, 1973]
[Innes & Alty, 1975]
[Raimondi, et al., 1976]
[Bock, 1977]
[Van den Bos, 1977]
[Springer, 1978]

Purdue
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, LASL
BTL-Naperville
Liverpool University
IBM (LABS/7)
George Washington University
University o f Nijmegen
RCA

Rings and loops
3.1.

General papers, surveys, etc.
[Hafner, 1974a]
[Fraser, 1974d]

Rings run with control passing, or "token passing" techniques
Ncwhall and Farm er ("Newhall Loop")
Bell Labs, variable length frames distinguished with bipolar violation
as a token.
N ot compatible with T l.
[Farmer & Newhall, 1969]
[Vcnetsanopoulos & Ncwhall, 1970]
[Newhall & Venetsanopoulos, 1971]
[Yuen, el al., 1972]
simulations o f a ring, with TTY hosts
[Manning, 1972]
Newhall loop at Toronto
[Robilland, 1974]
[Lebetoulle, el al., 1975]
[Carsten, et al., 1977]
[Anderson, et al., 1978]
new project, with Newhall
[Carsten & Posner, 1978]
Distributed Computing System (U C Irvine)
[Will, 1970]
considered both control passing & empty
slot
[Farber, 1970]
very early proposal, fixed sizeblocks
[Farber, 1972]
[Farber & Larson, 1972a]
[Farber & Larson, 1972b]
[Farber & Heinrich, 1972]
[Loomis, 1973(?)]
[Farber, et al., 1973]
[Rowe, el al., 1973]
[Farber & Vittal, 1973]
[Farber, 1974]
[Farber, 1975a]
[Farber, 1975b]
[Rowe, 1975]
[Lyle & Farber, 1976]
[Mokapetris, et al., 1977]
[Farber, 1977]
[Mokapetris & Farber, 1977]
[Mokapetris, 1978]
LNI (and the LCS N et at MIT)
[Pogran & Reed, 1978]
[Clark, el al., 1978]
Note: LCS has also produced a series o f Local Network Notes
(LN N ’s), m arked "...should not be referenced in other publications."
Prime
[Nelson & Gordon, 1978]
[Gordon & Nelson, 1979]
Sperry-Univac Memory M ultiplexer Data Link (M M DL)
Uses a form o f distributed polling in a multiprocessor system
[Anderson, 1975]
[Moran, 1975]
Halo
[Rawson & Metcalfe, 1978]

Star-Ring
[Potvin, el al., 1971]
Sycor
[Lewis, 1977]
Distributed algorithms for token regeneration in a ring
[Le Lann, 1977]
[Chang & Roberts, 1979]
3.3.

Rings run with the "empty slot" techniques
Pierce
Blocked Switched Loop at Bell Labs, fixed size blocks.
[Pierce, el al., 1971]
[Avi-Itzhak, 1971]
[Hayes & Sherman, 1971a]
[Hayes & Sherman, 1971b]
[Anderson, et al., 1972]
[Pierce, 1972a]
[Pierce, 1972b]
written in 1970
[Kropfl, 1972]
[Coker, 1972]
Loop switching, emerged in conjunction with the Pierce ring
[Graham & Poliak, 1971]
[Brandenburg, et al., 1972]
[Brandenburg & Gopinath, 1972]
[Yao, 1978]
* •-

Cambridge Ring
[Wilkes, 1975]
[Wilkes & Wheeler, 1976]
[Hopper, 1978a]
[Hopper, 1978b]
[Hopper & Wheeler, 1979]
[Wilkes & Wheeler, 1979]
NSA
[Hassing, 1973]
ISUNet
[Lee & Pohm, 1978]
RCA
[White & Maxemchuk, 1974]

(sets up channels)

Ring Century Bus, Thosiba R & D Center
[Okuda, et al., 1978]
IDANet proposal
[Bliss, et a l, 1976]
3.4.

Rings run with "buffer insertion" techniques
Hafner’s insertion ring
[Hafner, et al., 1973]
[Hafner, 1974a]

160

[Hafner, 1974b]
DLCN:

3.5.

Distributed Loop Com puter Network (Ohio State University)
[Rcames & Liu, 1975]
[Liu & Reames, 1975'
[Rcames & Liu, 1976
[Liu & Reames, 1977
[Liu, et al., 1977]
[Oh & Liu, 1977]
[Babic, et al., 1977]
[Pardo, et al.,. 1977]
[Liu, 1978]

Loops with centralized control or switching
Spider Network
[Hayes,
Hayes,
Fraser,
Fraser,
Fraser,
Fraser,
Fraser,

(Bell Labs)
1973]
Two papers modelling what became Spider
1974]
1974a]
1974b]
1974c]
1974d]
1975]

"New m odular loop architecture" (Oregon State University)
[Jafari, 1977]
[Jafari & Lewis, 1977]
[Jafari, et al., 1978a]
[Jafari, et al., 1978b]
3.6.

Specialized loops fo r terminal systems or C PU-IO busses
IBM 2790 terminal system
[Steward, 1970]
[Hippert, 1970a]
[Hippert, 1970b]
SDLC, in "loop m ode"
[Donnan & Kersey, 1974]
[IBM, 1975]
[Bcaston, 1978]
[Signetics, 1978]
IBM Superm arket/Retail system, uses an SDLC-style approach
[McEnroe, et al., 1975]
[Skatrud & Metz, 1976]
IBM 8100, uses an SDLC loop
[IBM, 1978a]
[IBM, 1978b]
[IBM, 1978c]
Collins C-System
[Newhall & Venetsanopoulos, 1971]
[Sharma, et al., 1974]

cited as one o f several
examples

Weller

[Weller, 1971]

I/O loop at Bell Labs

"Fram e addressing"
[Saito, 1978]
3.7.

Reliability issues
[Zafiropulo, 1973]
[Zafiropulo, 1974a]
[Zafiropulo, 1974b]
[Hafner & Nenadal, 1976]
[Laurer & Skatrud, 1977]
[Wong, et al., 1978]
[Hopper & Wheeler, 1979]

3.8.

Other ring and loop systems, and misc. papers
[Zafiropulo & Rothauser, 1972]
[Huen, et al., 1977]
TECHNEC at IIT
[Yatsuboshi, et a l, 1978] Fujitsu
[Schwartz, 1977]
chapter 12, "Polling in networks"
[Agrawala, el al., 1978]
compares empty slot and token rings

3.9

Other analytical papers on ring and loop structures
Spragins, 1971]
West, 1972]
Konheim, 1972]
Spragins, 1972a]
Kaye, 1972]
C hu & Konheim, 1972]
Spragins, 1972b]
Gall & Mueller, 1972]
Hayes & Sherman, 1972]
Noguchi, et al., 1974]
W u & Chen, 1975]
Konhein, 1976]
Majithia & Dube, 1976]
M ajithia & Dube, 1977]
Y u & Matithia, 1979]
Richardson & Yu, 1979]

M ultiaccess bus networks

Ethernet System
[Metcalfe
[Metcalfe,
[Boggs &
[Shoch &
[Thacker,
Fibem et
[Rawson
[Rawson
[llawson,
[Rawson,
[Rawson,

& Boggs, 1976]
et al., 1977]
Metcalfe, 1978]
Hupp, 1979]
el al., 1979]
& Metcalfe, 1978]
& Nafarrate, 1978]
el al., 1978]
1979a]
1979b]

Priority Ethernet (University o f Tokyo)
[Onoe, et al, 1978]
Acknowledging Ethernet
fl'okoro & Tamaru, 1977]
Hyperchannel (NSC)
[Thornton, el a l, 1975]
NSC, 1976]
Franta, 1976]
Christensen, 1977]
‘ "
Franta, 1977]
Rodgers, 1977]
ITDS, at G oddard Space Flight Center
Christensen, 1978a]
Christensen & Franta, 1978]
Donnelley & Yeh, 1978a]
Christensen, 1978b]
Milier, 1978]
Donnelley & Yeh, 1978b]
Nessett, 1978]
Bilek, et al, 1978]
Thornton, 1979]
siote: numerous other papers have appeared in the proceedings o f the Minn,
workshops, some o f which were co-sponsored with NSC.
NBS
[NBS, 1977]
[Carpenter & Rosenthal, 1978]
[NBS, 1978b]
[Carpenter, et a l, 1978]
[Carpenter & Sokol, 1979]
Ford M otor Co.
[Sherman & Gable, 1977]
[Sherman, et a l, 1978a]
[Sherman, el al., 1978b]
[Gable, 1978]
Ford Aerospace, Palo Alto
[Biba & Yeh, 1979]
ENET and C NET (Queen Marry College, London)
[West, 1977]
West, 1978]
W est & Davison, 1978]
Davison, 1978]
Chaosnet (M IT Al Lab)
[Greenblatt, 1979]
Batnet (Battelle)
[Gerhardstein, el al, 1978]
Ariel (Zilog)
[Hunt, 1978]

PERQ (Three Rivers C om puter Corp.)
[Three Rivers, 1979(?)]
Sperry-Univac Shinpads
[Sperry-Univac, 1978(?)]
[Kuhns & Shoquist, 1979]
Background on use o f CATV to carry data
[Switzer, 1972]
[Lancaster & Garodnick, 1973]
[Smith, 1975]
[Frisch, 1977]
M itre CATV-based systems (Mitrix, dual-mode, CSMA, etc.)
[Labonte, 1973]
Mitrix -- TDM with central control
[Willard, 1973]
[Willard, 1974]
[DeMarines & Hill, 1976]
[Meisner, el al., 1977a]
"dual m ode", for the CIA, Mitrix II
[Meisner, et al., 1977b]
Mitrix, dual mode, & CSM A /LW T
[Hopkins, 1977]
CSM A /LW T
[Hanks, 1978]
M itrenet
[DeMarines & W illard, 1978]
[Naylor, 1978]
[Wanner, 1978]
system at the Promis Lab., polling
[Hertzberg, et al., 1979]
[Hopkins, 1979]
Honeywell "multi-com puter" bus structures
[Jensen, 1975]
[Jensen, 1978]
Other bus structures, and misc. papers
[Schenkel, 1974]
[Ohnsorge & Schenkel, 1974]
[Orthner & McKeown, 1975]
[Agrawala, et al., 1977]
[Szurkowski, 1978]
[Aimes & Lazowska, 1979]
[Tobagi & Hunt, 1979]
Other related topics

IEEE 488
[IEEE, 1975]
[Loughry & Allen, 1978]
Use o f a shared, optical broadcast medium
[G feller, et al., 1978]

10.1.2.

References on local computer networks

[Agrawala, et al., 1977]
A. K. Agrawala, R. M. Bryant, and J. Agre, "Analysis o f an Ethernet-like protocol", Proc.
o f the Computer Networking Symposium, IEEE(CS)/NBS, Gaithersburg, December 1977,
pp. 104-111.
Models a specific Ethernet-style design, using a separate network processor and low-level acks.

[Agrawala, et al., 1978]
A. K. Agrawala, J. R. Agre, and K. D. Gordon, "The slotted ring vs. the token-controlled
ring: a comparative evaluation," IE E E Comp. Software & Applications Conf. (Compsac
1978), Chicago, November 1978, pp. 674-679.
[Aimes & Lazowska, 1979]
G. T. Aimes and E. D. Lazowska, The behavior o f Ethernet-like computer communications
networks, Tech. R eport No. 79-05-01, Dept, o f Com puter Science, U. o f Washington, April
1979.
[Amiot, 1976]
L. W. Amiot, "Front-ending at Argonne National Laboratory", Proc. o f the [1st] Berkeley
Workshop on Distributed Data Management and Computer Networks, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Berkeley, California, M ay 1976, pp. 43-56.
Includes description of connection between the large Central Computing Facility (CCF) and the IntraLaboratory Network (ILN).

[Anderson, 1975]
D. R. Anderson, "The EPIC-DPS, a distributed network experiment", Eascon
Washington, September 1975.
A multi-processor system, using a special ring system for processor-to-memory communication (MMDL).
a form of "distributed polling."

'75,
Uses

[Anderson, et al., 1972]
R. R. Anderson, J. F. Hayes, and D. N. Sherman, "Simulated performance o f a ringswitched data network", IE E E Trans, on Comm., 20:3, June 1972, pp. 576-591.
GPSS simulation of a Pierce loop.

[Anderson, et al., 1978]
Edward W. Anderson, Edm unde E. Newhall, and Anastasios N. Venetsanopoulos, "A
microprocessor-based controller for a loop switching system", Int. Conf. on Comm.,
Toronto, June 1978.
Loop with a supervisor: provides master clock, initialization o f 'control' and recovery. Uses modified HDLC:
control sequence is 0 + seven l ’s, changed to an HDLC flag when control is siezed. Uses separate loop
interface, with buffers, etc.: microprocessor + 60 IC’s. Only a prototype controller: runs at up to 19.2 kbps.

[Ashenhurst, 1975]
Robert L. Ashenhurst, "Centralized or decentralized com puting -- or maybe some o f
both?", Proc. Fall C O M PC O N 75, IEEE C om puter Society, Washington, Septem ber 1975,
pp. 59-60.
[Ashenhurst & Vonderohe, 1975]
R. L. Ashenhurst and R. H. Vonderohe, "A hierarchical network", Datamation, 21:2,
February 1975, pp. 40-44.
Simple hierarchy: local minicomputers tied into an intermediate level (MOM), and ultimately a large host
(DAD).

[Avi-Itzhak, 1971]
B. Avi-Itzhak, "Heavy traffic characteristics o f a circular data network", Bell System Tech.
Journal, 50:8, October 1971, pp. 2521-2549.
Has a forward reference to [Pierce, 1972b].

[Babic, el al., 1977]
Gojko A. Babic, Ming T. Liu, and R oberto Pardo, "A performance study o f the distributed
loop com puter network (DLCN)", Proc. o f the Computer Networking Symposium,
IEEE(CS)/NBS, Gaithersburg, D ecem ber 1977, pp. 66-76.
[Barber, 1973]
D. L. A. Barber, "Local data networks", in Grimsdale and Kuo, eds., Computer
Communication Networks (Proc. o f the N A T O Advanced Study Institute on Computer
Communication Networks, Sussex, September 1973), Noordhoff, 1975.
Very general introduction, and a bit of detail on the NPL local network.

[Barkauskas, et a l, 1973]
B. J. Barkauskas, R. R. Rezac, and C. A. Trlica, "A com puter network for peripheral time
sharing", Compcon 73, February 1973, pp. 227-229.
BTL-Naperville, star configuration, mini-computers given access to peripherals on the central machine.

[Bartlett, 1968]
K. A. Bartlett, "Transmission control in a local data network", IF IP Congress 68,
Edinburgh, August 1968.
More on the use of multiplexers to reach the single switch in a local area o f the NPL proposal.

[Beaston, 1978]
John Beaston, "LSI devices control loop-mode SDLC data links", Data Communications,
August 1978, pp. 65-72.
[Biba & Yeh, 1979]
K. J. Biba and J. W. Yeh, "Fordnet: A front-end approach to local com puter networks,"
Local Area Communications Network Symposium, Boston, May 1979.
Ford Aerospace, Palo Alto; uses a separate controller/interface - the ACC device, with a Zilog SIO, running
at 880 kbps.
Connects to the Ford Motor Co. transceiver.

[Bilek, et a l, 1978]
R. W. Bilek, D. A. Lutzky, and J. J. Peterka, "Simulating a local com puter network", Third
Conf. on Local Computer Networking, U. o f Minn., Minneapolis, October 1978.
Discrete event simulation o f a Hyperchannel system; very limited results, but did show potential deadlocks in
allocation of channel adapters.

[Bliss, et al., 1976]
B. B. Bliss, W. A. Counterm an, and E. A. Mackey, "Proposal for a ring network -IDA NET", Conf. on Experiments in New Approaches to Local Computer Networking, U. o f
Minn., St. Paul, Septem ber 1976. A very similar version o f this paper was also presented at the same
conference the following year.

[Bock, 1977]
Peter Bock, "A data communications operating system (DCOS) for microprocessor-driven
peripherals", 16th Annual Technical Symposium, ACM (DC)/NBS, Gaithersburg, Maryland,
June 1977, pp. 159-166.
Simple star to share peripherals among a small number o f hosts;
set up connections, runs at up to 9600 kbps.

uses Altair as a switch, operator control to

[Boggs & Metcalfe, 1978]
David R. Boggs and R obert M. Metcalfe, Communications Network Repeater, US Patent
no. 4,099,024, July 1978.
[Brandenburg, et al., 1972]
L. H. Brandeburg, B. Gopinath, and R. P. Kurshan, "O n the addressing problem o f loop
switching,"
Bell System Tech. Journal, 50:7, Septem ber 1972, pp. 1445-1469.
More on addressing methods for inter-loop switching.
provides a more space-efficient method.

Uses matrix algebra techniques to analyze the network;

[Brandenburg & Gopinath, 1972]
L. H. Brandenburg, and B. Gopinath, "A table look up approach to loop switching," Bell
System Tech. Journal, 51:9, November 1972, pp. 2095-2099.
More on intcr-loop switching, this time using a scaler product o f the address in the block,with
a special table.
Yields the distance to the destination.

a bit entry in

[Burnett & Sethi, 1977]
D. J. Burnett and H. R. Sethi, "Packet switching at Philips Research Laboratories",
Computer Networks, 1977, pp. 341-348.
Hosts all linked to a central packet switch.

[Cain & Morling, 1978]
G. D. Cain
and R. C. S. Morling, "M ininet: a local area network for real-time
instrumentation and control", Third Conf. on Local Computer Networks, U. o f Minn.,
October 1978.
A special-purpose system for process control devices.
micro-processor “exchanges."

Very small packets, virtual circuits, store-and-forward via

[Carpenter & Rosenthal, 1978]
Robert J. C arpenter and R obert Rosenthal, "A local network for the National Bureau o f
Standards", Local Area Networking - Report o f a Workshop H eld at the National Bureau o f
Standards, Aug. 22-23, 1977, NBS Special Publication 500-31, 1978, pp. 7-9.
[Carpenter & Sokol, 1979]
R. J. C arpenter and J. Sokol, Jr., "Serving users with a local area network," Local Area
Communications Network Symposium, Boston, May 1979.
[Carpenter, et al., 1978]
Robert J. Carpenter, Joseph Sokol Jr., and R obert Rosenthal, "A microprocessor-based
local network node", Proc. o f C O M PC O N Fall ’78, IEEE C om puter Society, Washington,
September 1978.
Microprocessor TIE'S for dumb devices;

packet buffer in the TIE, user interface runs only up to 9600 bps.

[Carsten & Posncr, 1978]
R. T. Carsten and M. J. M. Posner, "Simplified statistical models o f single and multiple
Newhall loops," N TC , Birmingham, Decem ber 1978, pp. 44.5.1-44.5.7.
[Carsten, el al., 1977]
R. T. Carsten, E. E. Newhall, and M. J. M. Posner, "A simplified analysis o f scan times in
an asymmetrical Newhall loop with exhaustive service," IE E E Trans, on Comm., com-25:9,
September 1977, pp. 951-957.
[Chang & Roberts, 1979]
E. Chang and R. Roberts, "An improved algorithm for decentralized extrema-finding in
circular configurations o f processes," CACM , 22:5, May 1979, pp. 281-283.
Discusses an algorithm that might be used to assure unique regeneration o f a lost control token, in a tokenpassing ring system.

[Chesson, 1979]
G. L. Chesson, "Datakit software architecture," ICC, Boston, June 1979.
See also [Fraser, 1979].

[Christensen, 1977]
Gary Christensen, "D ata trunk contention in the Hyperchannel network", Conf. on "A
Second Look al Local Computer Networking", U. o f Minn., Minneapolis, October 1977, p.
10.

[Christensen, 1978a]
Gary S. Christensen, "Applications o f Hyperchanncl", Local Area Networking - Report o f
a Workshop H eld at the National Bureau o f Standards, Aug. 22-23, 1977, NBS Special
Publication 500-31, 1978.
[Christensen, 1978b]
Gary S. Christensen, "Network m onitor unit", 3rd Conf. on Local Computer Networks, U.
o f Minn., October 1978.
[Christensen & Franta, 1978]
Gary S. Christensen and W. R. Franta, "Design and analysis o f the access protocol for
Hyperchannel networks", Third USA-Japan Computer Conference, October 1978, pp. 86-93.
This paper is actually a consolidation o f two different papers which were presented at an earlier conference in
Minneapolis. The first part is an overview o f the Hyperchannel, which is not bad; the second part is a bit o f
analysis, and has several major weak spots.

[Christman, 1973]
Ronald D. Christman, "Developm ent o f the LASL com puter network", Compcon 73,
February 1973, pp. 239-242.
A star configuration, to service terminal users and large machines;
Machine (FREM).

controlled from a single Front End

[Chu & Konheim, 1972]
W. W. C hu and A. G. Konheim , "O n the analysis and modeling o f a class o f com puter
communications systems", IE E E Trans, on Comm., com-20:3, June 1972, pp. 645-660.
Includes a discussion of analytical results for loops.

[Clark, et al., 1978]
David D. Clark, K enneth T. Pogran, and David P. Reed, "An introduction to local area
networks", Proc. o f the IEEE, 66:11, November 1978, pp. 1497-1517.
[Coker, 1972]
C. H. Coker, "An experimental interconnection o f computers through a loop transmission
system,"
Bell System Tech. Journal, 51:6, July-August 1972, pp. 1167-1175.
Written October 1971; describes the interface to the two host computers. Honeywell DDP516, Bell Labs
Acoustic Research Facility, 16k, 16bit, - 1 microsec. memory. Did an FTP program, to get files from the other
machine; used a PosAck/Retransmission scheme. Also did remote loading and running of the second machine.
Max. user data rate; SO Kbits/sec.

[Conant & Wecker, 1976]
G. Conant and S. Wecker, "D N A : an architecture for heterogeneous com puter networks",
Third Int. Conf. on Comp. Comm. (ICCC), Toronto, August 1976, pp. 618-625.
[Crowther, et al., 1975]
W. R. Crowther, F. E. Heart, A. A. McKenzie, J. M. McQuillan, and D. C. Walden,
"Issues in packet switching network design," A F IP S Conf. Proc. -- 1975 NCC, 44,
Anaheim, May 1975, pp. 161-175.
An expanded version of this

paper later

appeared as [McQuillan

&Walden, 1977],

[Cullum, 1976]
P. G . Cullum, "The transmission subsystem in Systems Network Architecture," IB M
Systems Journal, 15:1, 1976, pp. 24-38.
[Cypser, 1978]
R. J. Cypser, Communications architecture fo r distributed systems, Addison-Wesley, 1978.
Presents a detailed discussion o f IBM’s SNA.

[Davies, el al., 1967]
D. W. Davies, K. A. Bartlett, R. A. Scantlebury, and P. T. Wilkinson, "A digital
communication network for com puters giving rapid response at remote terminals," AC M
Symposium on Operating System Principles, Gatlinburg, Tenessee, October 1967.

The original paper on the NPL proposal.

[Davies, 1968a]
D. W. Davies, "Com m unication networks
Congress '68, Edinburgh, August 1968.

to serverapid-response computers",

IFIP

[Davies, 1968b]
D. W. Davies, "The principles o f a data communication network for computers and remote
peripherals", IF IP Congress 68, Edinburgh, August 1968. Reprinted in [Chu, 1976].
Describes the two-tier system, with a packet-switched backbone and a single switch in each local area.

[Davies, 1971]
D. W. Davies, "Packet switching in a public data network", Information Processing 1971
( Proc. o f IF IP ’71), N orth-Holland, 1971.
Mentions the single-switch configuration at NPL.

[Davies & Barber, 1973]
Donald W. Davies and Derek L. A. Barber, Communication Networks fo r Computers, John
Wiley & Sons, 1973.
Esp. pp. 261-267, on the NPL local network: a tree o f multiplexers with a single switch.

[Davison, 1978]
Alan Davision, Design o f a low-cost broadcast packet transmission network, TR 119,
C om puter Systems Laboratory, Queen Mary College, October 1977, revised M arch 1978.
[DEC, 1978]
Digital Equipm ent Corporation, Decnel phase II, networking distributed computers, a
progress report, March 1978, 1978.
[DeMarines & Hill, 1976]
Victor A. DeM arines and Lawrence W. Hill, "The cable bus in data communications",
Datamation, August 1976.
[DeMarines & Willard, 1978]
Victor A. DeM arines and D avid Willard, "Use o f CATV coaxial cable supported bus
structures", Proceedings o f the 1978 A C M Annual Conference, Washington, DC, December
1978, pp. 478-479.
[Dickey, 1974]
Shane Dickey, "Distributed com puter systems", Hewlett-Packard Journal, November 1974,
pp. 2-11.
Star shaped' system;

precursor to later HP DS/1000 work.

[Diffley, 1973]
Michael W. Diffley, "Design considerations o f a proposed local area com puter network
emphasizing the needs o f the health sciences", 3rd Data Communications Symposium,
IEEE(CS)/ACM(SigComm), St. Petersburg, Florida, Novem ber 1973, pp. 97-103.
Currently running a very small star;

proposal for a small Arpanet-style system, with "exchange nodes".

[Donnan 8c Kersey, 1974]
R. A. D onnan and J. R. Kersey, "Synchronous data link control: A perspective", IB M Sys.
J., 13:2, 1974.
Reprinted in [Green & Lucky, 1975].
[Donnelley & Yeh, 1978a]
James E. Donnelley and Jeffry W. Yeh, "Interaction between protocol levels in a
prioritized CSMA broadcast network", Third Berkeley Workshop on Distributed Data
Management and Computer Networks, August 1978. Reprinted in Computer Networks, 3,
1979, pp. 9-23.

[Donnelley & Yeh, 1978b]
James E. Donnelley and Jeffry W. Yeh, "Simulation studies o f round robin contention in a
prioritized CSMA broadcast network", Third Conf. on Local Computer Networking, U. o f
Minn., Minneapolis, October 1978.
Further simulations of proposed modifications to the Hypcrchanncl mechanisms;

done at LLL.

[Farber, 1970]
D. J. Farber, "D ata ring oriented com puter networks," in Rustin, ed., Computer Networks
(Courant Computer Science Symposium 3, N ovem ber December 1970), Prentice-Hall, New
York, 1972, pp 79-94.
A fascinating early paper: no central control, but fixed size blocks on the loop (300 bits); each with a leading
free/busy bit
Direct, 8-bit addressing of destination node.

[Farber, 1972]
D. J. Farber, "Networks, an introduction," Datamation, April 1972, pp. 36-39.
in [Green & Lucky, 1975].
A comparison o f 7 networks, including DCS.
ring, using fixed length messages.

Reprinted

Written in the "future present tense," it reports 9 nodes on the

[Farber, 1974]
D. J. Farber, "A n overview o f distributed processing aims," Proceedings o f the 8th Annual
IE E E Computer Society International Conference (COM PCON ’74), February 1974.
[Farber, 1975a]
D. J. Farber, "A ring network," Datamation, February 1975, pp. 44-46.
[Farber, 1975b]
D. J. Farber, "A distributed com puter system -- an overview," Proc. o f the Nat. Electronics
C onf, 30, Chicago, Oct. 1975, pp. 188-190.
[Farber, 1977]
David J. Farber, "T he ARPA local network interface", EASCON-77, Arlington, Va.,
September 1977, paper 14-3.
[Farber & Heinrich, 1972]
D. J. Farber, and F. R. Heinrich, "The structure o f a distributed com puter system -- the
distributed file system," Proceedings o f the 1st International Conference on Computer
Communications, Washington, October 1972, pp. 364-370.
Elaborates upon the file system, as part o f DCS.

[Farber & Larson, 1972a]
David J. Farber and Kenneth C. Larson, "The system architecture o f the distributed
com puter system -- the communication system," Proceedings o f the Symp. on ComputerCommunications Networks and Teletraffic (Polytechnic Institute o f Brooklyn, April 1972),
Polytechnic Press 1972, pp. 21-27.
Fixed length, empty slot approach.

[Farber & Larson, 1972b]
David J. F arber and Kenneth C. Larson, "The structure o f a distributed computing
system - software," Proceedings o f the Symp. on ComputerCommunications Networks and
Teletraffic (Polytechnic Institute o f Brooklyn, April 1972), Polytechnic Press, 1972, pp. 539545.
[Farber & Vittal, 1973]
D. J. Farber, and J. J. Vittal, "Extendability considerations in the design o f the Distributed
C om puter System (DCS)," National Telecommunications Conference, November 1973,
IEEE, pp. 15E.1-15E.6.

[Farber, et a l, 1973]
D. J. Farber, J. Feldman, F. R. Heinrich, M. D. Hopwood, K. C. Larson, D. C. Loomis,
and L. A. Rowe, "The Distributed Computing System," 7th Annual IE E E Computer
Society International Conference [Digest o f Papers, COMPCON 73], February 1973, pp. 3134. Reprinted in [Chu, 1976].
[Farmer & Newhall, 1969]
W. D. Farm er and E. E. Newhall, "An experimental distributed switching system to handle
bursty com puter traffic," Proc. o f A C M Symposium on Problems in the Optimization o f
Data Communication Systems (1st Data Comm. Sym.), October 1969, Pine Mountain,
Georgia, pp. 1-33.
Describes 3 station prototype, no central control, but loop supervisor for clock. 6.312 Mhz, 3.156 Mbps, but
docs not use standard T2 coding; 1 bit delay per host "Primary" part of interface is powered from the line.
Loop supervisor puts 0's on the loop, reclocks signals.

[Fitzwilliam & Wagner, 1978]
J. W. Fitzwilliam and R. L. Wagner, "Transaction network, telephones and terminals:
overview", Bell System Tech. Journal, 57:10, December 1970, pp. 3325-3329.
Transaction system with a central host, via switched network or using a local message switch for polled access.

[Fletcher, 1973a]
John G. Fletcher, "Octopus communications structure", 7lh Annual IE E E Computer Society
Int. Conf. (C O M PC O N ’73), San Francisco, February 1973, pp. 21-23.
[Fletcher, 1973b]
J. G. Fletcher, "The Octopus com puter network", Datamation, April 1973, pp. 58-63.
[Fletcher, 1975]
John G. Fletcher, "Principles o f design in the Octopus com puter network", Proc. o f the
A C M 1975 Annual Convention (A C M ’75), Minneapolis, October 1975, pp. 325-328.
[Fortune, et a l, 1977]
P. J. Fortune, W. P. Lidinsky, and B. R. Zelle, "Design and implementation o f a local
com puter network", Proc. o f the Int. Conf. on Comm. (ICC), Chicago, June 1977, pp. 221226.
Design for an Arpanet-like system;

first phase is a two-host prototype.

[Franchi, 1976]
Paolo Franchi, "Distribution o f functions and control in RPCNET", Proc. o f the 3rd
Annual Symposium on Computer Architecture, ACM SIGARCH, January 1976, pp. 130-135.
Sort of a mini-SNA, but with no SSCP.
organization.

S /F via the hosts;

uses flooding to spread changes to the network

[Franchi & Sommi, 1975]
P. Franchi and G. Sommi, "RPC N ET features and components," Eur. Comp. Conf. on
Comm. Networks, Online, London, Septem ber 1975, pp. 81-93.
[Franta, 1976]
W. R. Franta, "Early remarks on trunk utilization and message throughput", Conf. on
Experiments in N ew Approaches to Local Computer Networking, U. o f Minn., St. Paul,
September 1976.
[Franta, 1977]
W. R. Franta, "Decision and realization points for random access path controls", Conf. on
"A Second Look at Local Computer Networking", U. o f Minn., Minneapolis, October 1977.
[Fraser, 1974a]
A. G. Fraser, "Spider -- an experimental data communications system", International
Communications Conference (ICC), IEEE, Minneapolis, June 1974, pp. 21F-1 - 21F-10.
Buffered, centrally controlled.

Central switching machine, connected to terminals with a T1 twisted-pair line

(1.544 megabits/sec).

Fixed slots around the loop.

Each T1U introduces 8 bits of delay.

[Fraser, 1974b]
A. G. Fraser, Spider -- A data communications experiment, Bell Laboratories Computing
Science Technical R eport # 2 3 , December 1974.
[Fraser, 1974c]
A. G. Fraser, Loops fo r data communications, Bell Laboratories Computing Science
Technical R eport # 2 4 , Decem ber 1974.
[Fraser, 1974d]
A. G. Fraser, "Loop transmission systems for data", Computer Communications Review, 4:4,
October 1974, pp. 2-8.
[Fraser, 1975]
A. G. Fraser, "A virtual channel network", Datamation, 21:2, February 1975, pp. 51-56.
[Fraser, 1979]
A. G. Fraser, "Datakit -- A m odular network for synchronous and asynchronous traffic,"
ICC, Boston, June 1979.
See also [Chesson, 1979],

Up to 511 modules connected in a

star to a single node.

[Frisch, 1977]
Ivan T. Frisch, "Experim ents on random access packet data transmission on coaxial cable
video transmission systems", IE E E Trans, on Comm., com-25:10, October 1977, pp. 11991203.
Describes results o f experimental transmission o f packets through a CATV system.

[Gable, 1978]
M. G. Gable, "A local network architecture for industrial applications", Instrumentation
Society o f America 1978 Annual Conference, pp. 119-124.
Ford Research’s bus sytem for process control, testing, etc.

[Gall & Mueller, 1972]
D. A. Gall and H. R. M ueller, "Waiting-time distributions and buffer overflow in priority
queueing systems", IE E E Trans, on Comm., com-20:5, October 1972, pp. 865-877.
Single server loop, with priority polling scan.

[Gerhardstein, et al., 1978]
L. H. Gerhardstein, J. O. Schroeder, and A. J. Boland, "The Pacific Northwest Laboratory
minicomputer network", Proceedings o f the Third Berkeley Workshop on Distributed Data
Management and Computer Networks, San Francisco, August 1978.
[Gfeller, et al., 1978]
F. R. Gfeller, H. R. M uller and P. Vettiger, "Infrared communication for in-house
applications", Proc. C O M PC O N Fall 78, IEEE C om puter Society, Washington, Septem ber
1978.
IBM Zurich;

using LED’s and photodiodes on terminals within a room, with a ’satellite’ on the ceiling.

[Gordon & Nelson, 1979]
R. L. G ordon and D. L. Nelson, The use o f rings in high availability local
Com puter Inc., Research Dept. Tech. Report, M arch 2, 1979.

networks,Prime

[Graham & Poliak, 1971]
R. L. Graham and H. O. Poliak, "On the addressing problem for loop switching," Bell
System Tech. Journal, 50:8, October 1971, pp. 2495-2519.
Contains a forward reference to Pierce’s then unpublished paper, which did not emerge until the following
year. Advocates distributed control, and not a pre-determined routing. Suggests special binary addresses for
each node; can then compute a Hamming distance between two nodes (loops).

[Gray, 1977]
J. P. Gray, "Network services in Systems Network Architecture," IE E E Trans, on Comm.,
com-25:l, January 1977, pp. 104-116.
[Gray & Blair, 1975]
J. P. Gray and C. R. Blair, "IBM ’s Systems Network Architecture," Datamation, April
1975, pp. 51-56.
[Greenblatt, 1979]
Richard Greenblatt, personal communication, M IT Al Laboratory, May 1979.
Demonstration o f the Chaosnet.

There are no papers yet published.

[Hafner, 1974a]
E. R. Hafner, "Digital communication loops - a survey", Int. Zurich Seminar on Digital
Communication, March 1974, paper D l.
A good introductory survey; additional details on their "loop extension" approach.

[Hafner, 1974b]
E. R. Hafner, "Implementation o f distributed control in a loop system", Int. Switching
Sym., M unchen, 1974, pp. 148/1 - 148/4.
Describes the switching procedures used with the ring to support voice communication: establish calls, carry
voice, build conference calls, etc.

[Hafner & Nenadal, 1976]
E. Hafner and Z. Nenadal, "Enhancing the availability o f a loop system by meshing", Int.
Zurich Sem. on Dig. Comm., M arch 1976, paper D4.
Running alternate lines in a loop structure, able to skip over failed nodes.

[Hafner, et al., 1973]
E. R. Hafner, Z. Nenadal, M. Tschanz, "A digital loop communication system", Ini Conf.
on Comm., Seattle, June 1973, pp. 50-24 - 50-29. Revised version published in IE E E
Trans, on Comm., June 1974, pp. 877-881.
Switching a shift register into a loop. Distributed control, but still has a special node to provide clock and
synch., remove smashed packets.
Designed mainly for voice.

[Hanks, 1978]
James P. Hanks, "M itrenet -- introduction and overview", Local Area Networking - Report
o f a Workshop H eld al the National Bureau o f Standards, Aug. 22-23, 1977, NBS Special
Publication 500-31, 1978, p. 10.
[Hassing, et at* 1973]
Thomas E. Hassing, Raym ond M. Hampton, G erald W. Bailey, and R obert S. Gardella, "A
loop network for general purpose data communications in a heterogeneous world", 3rd
Data Communications Symposium, IEEE(CS)/ACM(SigComm), St. Petersburg, Florida,
November 1973.
Done at NSA, two rings running in opposite directions, empty slot technique. Set switches to make one node
generate the clock for all, and introduce a null packet, if needed. Packets may circulate many times if not
taken immediately at the destination.

[Hayes, 1973]
J. F. Hayes, "M odeling an experimental com puter communications network," 3rd Data
Communications Symposium, St. Petersburg, November 1973, pp. 4-11.
Models what became Spider;

similar

to [Hayes, 1974],

[Hayes, 1974]
J. F. Hayes, "Performance models o f an experimental com puter communications network,"
Bell System Tech. Journal, 53:2,
February 1974, pp. 225-259.
Models what became Spider: unlike Pierce’s earlier work, it is a loop to a centralswitch.Switch does routing
and control of traffic. Switch can buffer blocks, and can centrally tell tcn.iinals to shut off, if backlog
is
growing. All data must first go through the switch, even if it is destined for another terminal on the same
loop.
Uses 1.544 megabit/sec. line (Tl).

[Hayes & Sherman, 1971a]
J. F. Hayes and D. N. Sherman, "Traffic and delay in a circular data network", 2nd Sym.
on Problems in the Optimization o f Data Comm. Systems (2nd D ata Comm. Sym.), ACM
SigCom m/IEEE, Palo Alto, California, October 1971.
Delay estimates for a Pierce loop.

[Hayes & Sherman, 1971b]
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system", Bell System Tech. Journal, 50:9, November 1971, pp. 2947-2978. Reprinted in
[Chu, 1976].
Delay estimates for a Pierce loop; analysis and simulation.
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compares resulting roundtrip delay.

[Heart, et al., 1970]
F. E. Heart, R. E. Kahn, S. M. Ornstein, W. R. Crowther, and D. C. Walden, "The
Interface Message Processor for the ARPA com puter network," A F IP S Conference Proc.,
36, June 1970, pp. 551-567.
Reprinted in [Green & Lucky, 1975; Chu, 1976].
One of the early Arpanet papers.

[Heffron & Snow, 1978]
W. G. Heffron, Jr. and N. E. Snow, "Transaction network, telephones, and terminals:
transaction network service", Bell System Tech. Journal, 57:10, Decem ber 1978, pp. 33313347.
Message switching system for inquiry/response from a central host; polled control from a local switch.

[Hertzberg, et al., 1979]
R. Y. Hertzberg, J. R. Schultz, J. F. W anner, "The Promis network," Local Area
Communications Network Symposium, Boston, May 1979.
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[Hewlett-Packard, 1977a]
Hewlett-Packard Corporation, Distributed Systems Networks, October 1977.
[Hewlett-Packard, 1977b]
Hewlett-Packard Corporation, Distributed Systems/1000, Technical Data, October 1977.
[Hewlett-Packard, 1978a]
Hewlett-Packard Corporation, Distributed System s/1000, M arch 1978.
[Hewlett-Packard, 1978b]
Hewlett-Packard Corporation, DS/1000, Network Manager’s Manual, 1978.
[Hippert, 1970a]
R. O. Hippert, "A pulse-code-modulated transmission loop", Int. Conf. on Comm., San
Francisco, June 1970, pp. 36-10 - 36-15.
IBM 2790 terminal system.

[Hippert, 1970b]
R. O. Hippert, "IBM 2790 Digital transmission loop", IB M J. o f Res. and Dev., 14:6,
November 1970, pp. 662-667.

[Hobgood, 1976]
W. S. Hobgood, "The role o f the Network Control Program in Systems Network
Architecture," IB M Systems Journal, 15:1, 1976, pp. 39-52.
[Hopkins, 1977]
G. T. Hopkins, A bus communications systetn, M itre Technical R eport 3515, Mitre
Corporation, Bedford, Mass., Novem ber 1977.
[Hopkins, 1979]
G. T. Hopkins, "M ultim ode Com munication on the Mitrenet," Local Area Communications
Network Symposium, Boston, May. 1979.
[Hopper, 1978a]
A. H opper, "D ata ring at C om puter Laboratory, University o f Cambridge", Local Area
Networking - Report o f a Workshop H eld at the National Bureau o f Standards, Aug. 22-23,
1977, NBS Special Publication 500-31, 1978, pp. 11-16.
[Hopper, 1978b]
Andrew Hopper, Local area computer communication network, Technical R eport no. 7
(PhD thesis), University o f Cam bridge Com puter Laboratory, Cambridge, England, April
1978.
[Hopper & Wheeler, 1979]
A. H opper and D. J. W heeler, "M aintenance o f ring communication systems," IE E E Trans,
on Comm., com-27:4, April 1979, pp. 760-761.
Extension of the Cambridge Ring work;
station.

have each station recompute parity, report an error to a monitoring

[Huen, et al., 1977]
W. Huen, P. Greene, R. Hochsprung, O. El-Dessouki, "A network com puter for distributed
processing", Proc. Fall C O M PC O N 77, IEEE Com puter Society, Washington, September
1977, pp. 326-330.
Ties together a group o f L S I/ll’s, to run a single program.

Byte parallel ring.

[Hunt, 1978]
Bruce Hunt, "Ariel", unpublished talk, Stanford University, November 1978.
[IBM, 1975]
IBM, IB M synchronous data link control, general information, 2nd edition, May 1975.
[IBM, 1978a].
IBM, An introduction to the IB M 8100 information system, publication GA27-2875, 1978.
(Second edition, M arch 1979*)
The 8100 has provision for an SDLC loop-mode link for connecting peripherals. Can have a "directly attached
loop" or use a communication line to a "data link attached loop."

[IBM, 1978b]
IBM, IB M 8100 information system configurator, publication GA27-2876, October 1978.
[IBM, 1978c]
IBM, IB M 8100 information system loop installation manual publication GA27-2878, October 1978.

physical planning,

Includes photographs and detailed description of equipment used to construct SDLC loop systems for the 8100.

[IEEE, 1975]
IE E E Standard Digital interface fo r programmable instrumentation, IEEE Standard 4881975, IEEE, New York, April 1975;
revised 1978.

[IFIP, 1979]
IFIP W orking G roup 6.4 on Local C om puter Networks, Statement o f aims and scope, June
1979.
[Innes & Alty,
1975]
D. R. Innes and J. L. Alty, "An intra university network", 4th Data
Symposium, Quebec, October 1975, pp. 1-8 - 1-13.

Communications

Star configuration: mini-computers attached to a single Support Computer, which in turn interfaces to a largescale machine.Byte parallel links to
the Support Computer, up to about 250 kbps.

[Iwama, et a l, 1978]
K. Iwama, Y. Kambayashi, and S. Yajima, "Com puter communication interfaces based on
tw o-input/output-pair automata and their implementation in the Labolink network", Proc.
4th ICCC, Kyoto, September 1978.
[Jafari, 1977]
H. Jafari, A new loop structure fo r distributed microcomputing systems, PhD Dissertation,
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Decem ber 1977, available from University Microfilms.
[Jafari & Lewis, 1977]
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Proc. First Annual Rocky Mountain Symposium on Microcomputers: Systems, Soflare and
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1977, pp. 121-141.
[Jafari, et al., 1978a]
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com puter systems", Trends and Applications 1978: Distributed Processing, NBS/IEEE(DC)
Symposium, 1978, pp. 72-77.
[Jafari, et al., 1978b]
H. Jafari, T. Lewis, and J. Spragins "A new ring-structured microcomputer network", Proc.
o f the 4th ICCC, Kyoto, Japan, Septem ber 1978.
Really a loop, with a loop controller. Two channels, one for control and one for data;
channel to set switches at intermediate nodes on the data ring.

negotiate on control

[Jensen, 1975]
E. Douglas Jensen, "A distributed function com puter for real-time control", 2nd Annual
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[Kaye, 1972]
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Computer-Cdmmunicalions Networks and Teletraffic, Polytechnic o f Brooklyn, April 1972,
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[Kleinrock & Naylor, 1974]
L. Kleinrock and W. E. Naylor, "On measured behavior o f the ARPA network," N C C '74,
A F IP S Conf. Proc., 43, pp. 767-780.
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1976, pp. 203-210.
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. . .

-
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51:6, July-August 1972, pp. 1147-1165.
Originally written in February 1971: describes an implementation o f the Pierce loop augmented with a
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[Kuhns & Shoquist, 1979]
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networks", 18th IE E E Comp. Soc. Int. Conf. (Compcon 79 Spring), San Francisco, February
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appeared as Com puter Communications Networks G roup Report E-30, University o f
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, January 1975.)
Modeled a very specialized environment: identical hosts connected to a Newhall-Farmer style loop, doing
restricted, transaction interactions over a shared data base. Limited protocols. Initially, two PDP-U’s as user
hosts. litis is, however, a loop model o f communicating computers, rather than the more common model o f
many terminals and a single computer. Note: "Mininet" is the name o f the architecture for handling
distributed transaction processing;
there have been no reports o f experience with any local network
implementations.

[Lee & Pohm, 1978]
Chong C. Lee and A rthur V. Pohm, "Interface processor for high speed recirculating data
network", Proc. o f C O M PC O N Fall ’78, IEEE Com puter Society, Washington, September
1978.
ISUnet, a T1 loop with 32 circulating slots;

repeaters powered from the line.

[Le Lann, 1977]
G. Le Lann, "Distributed systems -- towards a formal approach," Information Processing 77
(Proc. o f IF IP ’77), Stockholm, August 1977, pp. 155-160.
See esp. section 4, techniques which might be used to regenerate a lost control token in a token-passing ring.

[Lennon, et al., 1973]
William J. Lennon, Ronald C. Barrett, and John T. Spies, "A mini-computer research
network", 7th IE E E Comp Soc. Int. Conf. (Compcon 73), San Francisco, February 1973,
pp. 191-194.
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IEEE C om puter Society, Washington, Septem ber 1975, 133-136.
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looks like a paper tape device to users’ machines.

[Lenzini & Sommi, 1976]
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[Lenzini & Sommi, 1977]
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Laboratory, Berkeley, California, May 1976, pp. 263-275.
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Kuang-Shin Lin, "Design o f a packet-switched micro-subnetwork", I7lh IE E E Comp. Soc.
Int. Conf. (C O M P C O N Fall ’78), IEEE C om puter Society, Washington, September 1978,
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D. C. Loomis, Ring communication protocols. Technical R eport # 2 6 , Dept, o f Information
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[Majithia & Dube, 1976]
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September 1978.
[McQuillan & Walden, 1977]
J. M. McQuillan and D. C. Walden, "The ARPA Network design decisions," Computer
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This is an expanded version o f [Crowther, et a l, 1975]: it is one of the best all-around papers on the
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network front end machines (esp. sections 3.3.2 and 5.2.2).

[Meisner, el al., 1977a]
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[Meisner, el a l, 1977b]
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[Metcalfe, et al., 1977]
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December 1977.
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NSC/BNR project, interconnect Hyperchannel systems via T3 microwave.

[Mockapetris, 1978]
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R eport 92, D epartm ent o f Inform ation and Com puter Science, UC Irvine, Revised May
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UC Irvine, 1977.
[Mockapetris, et al., 1977]
Paul V. Mockapetris, Michael R. Lyle, and David J. Farber, "On the design o f local
network interfaces", Information Processing 77 (Proc. o f IFIP ’77), North-Holland, 1977,
pp. 427-430.
[Moran, 1975]
D. M. Moran, "Memory m ultiplexer data link, an interm odular network", Eascon 75,
Washinton, Septem ber 1975.
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uses a form o f "distributed polling" around

[Moran & Starkson, 1975]
D. M. M oran and R. O. Starkson, "A hybrid communications switching system," Electronic
Components Conference, 1975, pp. 30-36.
Describes some components later used in a centralized circuit switch, [Sperry-Univac, 1977].
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[Nelson & G ordon, 1978]
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[Nessett, 1978]
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intelligent interfaces", Third Conf. on Local Computer Networking, U. o f Minn.,
Minneapolis, October 1978.
Some bus networks (such as the Hyperchannel) provide packet buffers as part of the interface;
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discusses ways

[Newhall & Venetsanopoulos, 1971]
E. E. Newhall, and A. N. Venetsanopoulos, "C om puter communications -- representative
systems," Information Processing 71 (Proc. o f IF IP 71), North-Holland, 1972, pp. 545-552.
Summaries o f the Arpanet, the Collins C-System TDM loop, and the Farmer/Newhall loop.

[Noguchi, et al., 1974]
S. Noguchi, N. Shiratori, K. Teruya, and J. Oizumi, "O n characteristics o f loop com puter
network", Proc. o f the 7th Hawaii Int. Conf. on System Sciences, Computer Nets, January
1974, pp. 24-26.
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[NSC, 1976]
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Computer Networking, U. o f Minn., St. Paul, September 1976.
[Oh & Liu, 1977]
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C onf, Decem ber 1977, paper 31:4.
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decentralized switching", IE E E Trans, on Comm., com-22:9, Septem ber 1974, pp. 12921296.
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[Okuda, et al., 1978]
N. Okuda, T. Kunikyo, and T. Kaji, "Ring Centry Bus -- an experimental high speed
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[Orthner & McKeown, 1975]
F. Helmuth O rthner and David M. McKeown, Jr., "A packet switching network for
minicomputers", Proc. Fall C O M PC O N 75, IEEE C om puter Society, Washington,
September 1975.
Parallel bus with an arbiter; micro-imps between the hosts and the bus, to minimize host changes.
like a super Unibus, can read and write to other units.
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[Owens, 1973]
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Minn., October 1978.
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J. R. Pierce, C. H. Coker, and W. J. Kropfl, "An experim ent in addressed block data
transmission around a loop," IE E E International Convention Record, March 1971, pp. 222223.
Pierce’s first paper on the subject

Describes possible hierarchy o f loops, connecting the entire country.

[Pogran & Reed, 1978]
K. T. Pogran and D. P. Reed, "The M IT Laboratory for Com puter Science Network",
Local Area Networking - Report o f a Workshop Held at the National Bureau o f Standards,
Aug. 22-23, 1977, NBS Special Publication 500-31, 1978, pp. 20-22.
[Potvin, et a l, 1971]
J. N. Potvin, P. Chenevert, K. C. Smith and P. Boulton, "Star-Ring:
a com puter
intercommunication and I/O system", Information Processing 71 (Proc. o f IF IP 71), NorthHolland, 1972.
Central, high-speed parallel ring (option for buses radiating out from a node);
the ring, address the destination explicitly on 1 o f n address lines.

daisy chain of control around

[Raimondi, et al., 1976]
D. L. Raimondi, H. M. Gladney, G . Hochweller, R. W. M artin, and L. L. Spencer,
"LABS/7 - a distributed real-time operating system," IB M Systems Journal, 15:1, 1976, pp.
81-101.
Originally a laboratory automation system, connecting a group of System/7’s in a star to a 360 or 370. Central
host used for program development, data analysis, etc.

[Rawson, 1979a]
E. G . Rawson, "Optical fibers for local com puter networks," Digest o f Topical Meeting on
Optical Fiber Communication, Washington, M arch 1979, pp. 60-64.
[Rawson, 1979b]
E. G . Rawson, "Application o f fiber optics to local networks," Local Area Communications
Network Symposium, Boston, May 1979.
[Rawson & Metcalfe, 1978]
Eric Rawson and R obert M. Metcalfe, "Fibernet: multim ode optical fibers for local
com puter networks", IE E E Trans, on Comm., 26:7, July 1978, pp. 983-990.
Compares alternative architectures for local nets using fiber optics; reports on Fibernet, a transmissive star
coupler formed using a mixing rod.
Good collection o f references on work in this area.

[Rawson & Nafarrate, 1978]
Eric Rawson and Antonio B. Nafarrate, "Star couplers using fused biconically tapered
multim ode fibres," Electronic Letters, 14:9, April 27, 1978, pp. 274-275.
Reports on 19-channel transmissive star couplers (a la Fibernet), but now formed with thermal fusing.

[Rawson, et al., 1978]
E. G . Rawson, R. M. Metcalfe, R. E. Norton, A. B. Nafarrate, and D. Cronshaw,
"Fibernet: A fiber optic com puter network experiment," Proc. o f the Fourth European
Conference on Optical Communication (r4h ECOC), Genova, Italy, September 1978.

[Reames & Liu, 1975]
Cecil C. Reames and Ming T. Liu, "A loop network for simultaneous transmission o f
variable-length messages", 2nd Annual Symposium on Computer Architecture,
A C M /SlG A rch, January 1975, pp. 7-12.
[Reames & Liu, 1976]
Cecil C. Reames and Ming T. Liu, "Design and simulation o f the Distributed Loop
C om puter Network (DLCN)", 3rd Annual Symposium on Computer Architecture,
A CM /SIGArch, January 1976, 124-129.
[Richardson & Yu, 1979]
R. G . Richardson and L. W. Yu, "The effect o f protocol on the response time o f loop
structures for data communications", Computer Networks, 3, 1979, pp. 57-66.
Models inquiry/response traffic for N terminals and 1 host

[Robilland, 1974]
P. N. Robilland, "An analysis o f a loop switching system with multirank buffers based on
the Markov process," IE E E Trans, on Comm., 22:11, Novem ber 1974, pp. 1772-1778.
Considers a Farmer/Newhall loop: buffered I/O terminals, a loop, and a loop supervisor to provide clock and
failure control.

[Rodgers, 1977]
John C. Rodgers, "C om puter networking with a data bus", 16th Annual Techincal
Symposium, ACM (DC)/NBS, Gaithersburg, M aryland, June 1977, pp. 45-50.
Plan to use an NSC Hypcrchannel;

run the 4 trunks at different rates.

[Rosen & Steele, 1973]
Saul Rosen and John M. Steele,"A local com puter network", 7th IE E E Comp. Soc. Int.
Conf. (Compcon 73), San Francisco, February 1973, 129-132.
Star configuration, terminals and small hosts access a CDC 6500, 9.6 Kbps lines.

[Rowe, et al., 1973]
Lawrence A. Rowe, M arsha D. Hopwood, David J. Farber, "Software methods for
achieving fail-soft behavior in the Distributed Com puting System", IE E E Symposium on
Computer Software Reliability, April 1973.
[Rowe, 1975]
Rowe, L.A., "The Distributed Com puting Operating System," DCS Technical R eport # 6 6 ,
June 1975.
A nice overview o f the system, and discussion o f software.

Includes a tiny bit o f performance information.

[Saito, 1978]
T. Saito, "A subscriber carrier system based upon frame addressing system", IE E E Trans,
on Comm., com-26:8, August 1978, pp. 1287-1295.
Loop system for carrying voice, dynamically allocates portions

within a frame.

[Sakai, et al., 1977]
T. Sakai, T. Hayashi, $. Kitazawa, K. Tabata, and T. Kadade, "Inhouse computer network
Kuipnet", Information Processing 77 (Proc. IF IP 77), North-Holland, 1977, pp. 161-166.
Star configuration with point-to-point lines (~1

Mbps) to a simple switching machine.

[Scantlebury, et al., 1968]
R. A. Scantlebury, P. T. Wilkinson and K. A. Bartlett, "The design o f a message switching
centre for a digital com m unication network", IF IP Congress 68, Edinburgh, August 1968.
[Scantlebury, 1969]
R. A. Scantlebury, "A model for the local area o f a data communication network objectives and hardware organization", Proc. o f the
A C M Sym. on Problems in the
Optimization o f Data Comm. Systems (1st D ata Comm. Sym.), ACM SigComm, Pine

M ountain, Georgia, October 1969, pp. 183-204.
Local system for NPL, mainly for terminals connected through multiplexers to a single central switch.

[Scantlebury & Wilkinson, 1971]
R. A. Scantlebury and P. T. Wilkinson, "The design o f a switching system to allow remote
access to com puter services by other com puters and terminal devices", 2nd Sym. on
Problems in the Optimization o f Data Comm. Systems (2nd D ata Comm. Sym.), ACM
SigCom m /IEEE, Palo Alto, California, October 1971.
Reprinted in [Chu, 1976].
[Scantlebury & Wilkinson, 1974]
R. A. Scantlebury and P. T. Wilkinson, "The National Physical Laboratory data
com m unication network", IC C C '74, Stockholm, August 1974, pp. 223-228.
Describes use o f the NPL network, supporting about 75 terminals and 12 hosts -- connected through a single
packet switch.

[Schenkel, 1974]
K. D. Schenkel, "An integrated 300 m bit/s time division multiplexed communication
system with decentralized switches", Int. Zurich Sem. on Dig. Comm., M arch 1974, paper
D3.
Bus structure with no central control; two parallel send and receive trees. Proposal to use a branching tree
utilizing fiber optics;
actual system had only 1 branch, 3 hosts, used coaxial cable.

[Schwartz, 1977]
Mischa Schwartz, Computer-communication network design and analysis, Prentice-Hall, 1977.
Esp. chapter 12, "Polling in networks" and chapter 13, "Random access techniques."

[Sharma, el al., 1974]
R. L. Sharma, J. C. Shah, M. T. El-Bardai, and K. K. Sharma. "C-system: multiprocessor
network architecture", Information Processing 74 (Proc. o f IF IP ’74), N orth Holland, 1974.
Uses a backbone TDM loop to connect major peripherals;

a slower TDM loop to connect terminals.

[Shatzer, 1978a]
R obert R. Shatzer, "Distributed Systems/1000", Hewlett-Packard Journal, March 1978, pp.
15-20.
Point to point lines, store-and-forward processing through the host, static routing tables (can be reset by hand,
if there is a failure).

[Shatzer, 1978b]
R obert R. Shatzer, "A minicomputer-based resource sharing datagram network", Trends
and Applications 1978: Distributed Processing, N B S/IEEE(D C ) Symposium, May 1978.
A nicely written paper, describing a full architecture from a datagram network up to user programs.
Unfortunately, the "store-and-forward via host" technique introduces significant delays.

[Sherman & Gable, 1977]
R. H. Sherman and M. Gable, "Microprocessor based networks applied to manufacturing
control systems", Proc. o f the Nat. Electronics C onf, vol. 31, Chicago, October 1977, pp.
27-28.
Brief note on manufacturing control application, early test o f an Ethernet-like system.

[Sherman, et al., 1978a]
R. H. Sherman, M. Gable, and G . McClure, "Current summary o f Ford activities in local
networking", Local Area Networking - Report o f a Workshop H eld at the National Bureau
o f Standards, Aug. 22-23, 1977, NBS Special Publication 500-31, 1978, pp. 22-23.
[Sherman, et al., 1978b]
R. H. Sherman, M. Gable, and G . McClure, "Concepts, strategies for local data network
architectures", Data Communications, July 1978.

[Shoch & H upp, 1979]
John F. Shoch and Jon A. Hupp, "Performance o f an Ethernet local network -- a,
preliminary report", Local Area Communications Network Symposium, Boston, May 1979.
[Signetics, 1978]
Signetics Corp., Signetics multi-protocol communications circuit (M P C C /SD L C ) 2652,
Decem ber 1978.
A chip to do SDLC/HDLC/ADCCP, including loop mode.

[Skatrud & Metz, 1976]
R. O. Skatrud and W. C. Metz, "Loop communications within superm arket store systems",
Int. Conf. on Comm., Philadelphia, June 1976, pp. 30-6 - 30-11.
[Sloan, 1976]
Lansing J. Sloan, "A new design for interfacing computers to the Octopus network", Conf.
on Experiments in New Approaches to Local Computer Networking, U. o f Minn., St. Paul,
Septem ber 1976.
[Smith, 1975]
E. K. Smith, "Pilot two-way CATV systems," IE E E Trans, on Comm., com -23:l, January
1975, pp. 111-120.
Reviews several proposals for two-way cable systems, and describes the Mitrix data communications system
done at Mitre.

[Sperry-Univac, 1977]
Sperry-Univac, A N /U SQ -67 converter-switching system, signal data, Sperry-Univac Defense
Systems, 1977.
640x640 centralized switch, for inter-connecting peripherals, hosts, etc.

Reports reduction o f cable weight from

121 tons to 2.5 tons.

[Sperry-Univac, 1978(?)]
Sperry-Univac, A N /U Y C 5 0 l(V ) - Shinpads system data bus (product brochure), SperryUnivac, undated (probably 1978).
Cable bus for shipboard use, with a central controller.

[Spragins, 1971]
J. D. Spragins, "Analysis o f loop transmission systems", Second Sym. on Problems in the
Optimization o f Data Comm. Systems (2nd Data Comm. Sym ), Palo Alto, October 1971, pp.
175-182.
Loop configurations:

one CPU with multiple terminals, central control.

[Spragins, 1972a]
J. D. Spragins, "Loops used for data collection", Sym. on Computer-Communicalions
Networks and Teletraffic, Polytechnic o f Brooklyn, April 1972, pp. 59-76.
Model for only in-bound traffic on a loop, from terminals to a central controller.

[Spragins, 1972b]
J. D. Spragins, "Loops transmission systems — m ean value analysis", IE E E Trans, on
Comm., com-20:3, June 1972, pp. 592-602.
Loops with central control and fixed slots.

[Springer, 1978]
Joseph F. Springer, "The distributed data network, its architecture and operation," Proc. o f
the 17th IE E E Computer Soc. Int. Conf. (Compcon Fall 78), Washington, DC, September
1978, pp. 221-228.
A space division switch, "fast circuit switching.”

[Springer, et al., 1978]
Allen Springer, Livio Lazzeri, and Luciano Lenzini, "The implementation o f RPCNET on a
m inicomputer", Computer Comm. Review (A C M SigComm), 8:1, January 1978, pp. 4-14.

Implementation in the System/7; S /F via host, dynamic update of routing tables in case o f line or host
failure. Not much o f an end-to-end protocol, however (looks like there will be permanent loss o f a packet if
it is stuck in a host which crashes).

[Steward, 1970]
E. H. Steward, "A loop transmission system", IC C 70, San Francisco, June 1970, pp. 36-1 36-9.
[Switzer, 1972]
I. Switzer, "The cable television system as a computer-communicatiOns network", Proc. o f
the Sym. on C om puter Communications Networks and Teletrajfic (Polytechnic Institute o f
Brooklyn, April 1972), Polytechnic Press, 1972. Reprinted in [Green & Lucky, 1975].
Background on cable TV, possible ways to carry data.

[Szurkowski, 1978]
Edward Szurkowski, "A high bandwidth local com puter network", Proc. C O M PC O N Fall
78, IEEE C om puter Society, Washington, September 1978.
A central PDP-11/70 with a string of micro-processors for data acquisition; a ’super Unibus’ with a single bus
controller.

[Teichholtz, 1975]
N. A. Teichholtz, "Digital network architecture," European Comp. Conf. on Comm.
Networks (Online), London, September 1975, pp. 13-24.
A very early discussion of the broad outlines o f DEC’S DNA:

DDCMP, NSP, DAP;

little hard information.

[Thacker, et al., 1979]
C. P. Thacker, E. M. McCreight, B. W. Lampson, R. F. Sproull, and D. R. Boggs, "Alto:
A personal computer," to appear in Siewiorek, Bell, and Newell, Computer Structures:
Readings and Examples, second edition, 1979.
Describes the Alto computer, including its Ethernet interface (section S).

[Thornton, 1979]
James E. Thornton, "Overview o f Hyperchannel", 18th IE E E Comp. Soc. Int. Conf,,
(Compcon 79 Spring), San Francisco, February 1979, pp. 262-265.
A good clear discussion o f the Hyperchannel.

[Thornton, et al., 1975]
James E. Thornton, Gary S. Christensen, and Peter D. Jones, "A new approach to network
storage management", Computer Design, November 1975, pp. 81-85.
[Three Rivers, 1979(?)]
Three Rivers Com puter Corp., PERQ, A landmark computer system, undated product
brochure (probably 1979).
Single user machines, tied together with a 10 Mbps cable system.

[Thurber & Freeman, 1979a]
K enneth J. Thurber and Harvey A. Freeman, "Local com puter network architectures,"
C O M PC O N Spring '79, San Francisco, February-M arch 1979.
[Thurber & Freeman, 1979b]
K enneth J. Thurber and Harvey A. Freeman, "A bibliography o f local com puter network
architectures," Comp. Arch. News, 7:5, February 1979. Also published in Comp. Comm.
Review, 9:2, April 1979.
Revised version o f their earlier article, [Thurber & Freeman, 1979a].

[Tobagi & Hunt, 1979]
F. A. Tobagi and V. B. Hunt, "Performance analysis o f carrier sense multiple access with
collision detection," Local Area Communications Network Symposium, Boston, May 1979.

[Tokoro & Tamaru, 1977]
M. Tokoro and K. Tamaru, "Acknowledging Ethernet", Proc. C O M PC O N 77, pp. 320-325,
Sept. 1977.
[T’suchiya, el al., 1974]
M. Tsuchiya, S. S. Yau, and M. J. Gonzalez, "Use o f a com puter network as peripheral
devices", Digest o f Papers, 8lh IE E E Comp. Soc. Int. Conf. (Compcon ’74), San Francisco
February 1974, pp. 117-119.
Simple star configuration.

[Van den Bos, 1977]
J. Van den Bos, "A design o f a com m unication supervisor for a local network employing
monitors," International Computing Symposium, ACM, Liege, Belgium, April 1977, pp. 319323.
A simple star system, giving multiple PDP-U’s access to a central 370.

[Venetsanopoulos & Newhall, 1970]
A. N. Venetsanopoulos and 'E . E. Newhall, "Traffic considerations in an experimental
distributed switching system", Canadian Symposium on Communications, IEEE, November
1970, p. 37.
Abstract only, no paper.

[Wanner, 1978]
James F. W anner, "W ideband communication system improves response time", Computer
Design, Decem ber 1978, pp. 85-92.
CATV bus, uses central controller with polling of oUier terminals.

[Watson, 1978]
Richard W. Watson, "The LLL Octopus network: some lessons and future directions",
Proc. o f the 3rd USA-Japan Computer Conference, San Francisco, October 1978, pp. 12-21.
A good review o f the development o f the Octopus system, and some o f the problems encountered.

[Wecker, 1974]
S. Wecker, "Dialog: Advanced link control runs full and h alf duplex on various types o f
nets," Data Communications, Septem ber/O ctober 1974, pp. 36-46.
Describes DDCMP, Digital’s line control procedure.

[Wecker, 1975]
S. Wecker, "Interchange: Packet switching with assorted com puters in a private network,"
Data Communications, M arch/A pril 1975, pp. 56-63.
Describes DDCMP, Digital’s line control procedure.

[Wecker, 1976a]
Stuart Wecker, "The design o f D ECNET -- a general purpose network base”, IE E E Electro
’76, Boston, May 1976.
[Wecker, 1976b]
Stuart Wecker, "DECNET: a building block approach to network design", National
Telecommunications Conference, Dallas, Novem ber 1976, paper 7.5.
[Wecker, 1978]
Stuart Wecker, "DECNET: Issues related to local networking", Local Area Networking Report o f a Workshop Held at the National Bureau o f Standards, Aug. 22-23, 1977, NBS
Special Publication 500-31, 1978, pp. 26-31.
[Weller, 1971]
David R. Weller, "A loop communication system for I/O to a small multi-user com puter",
Proc. o f the 1971 IE E E Int. Comp. Soc. C onf, Boston, Septem ber 1971, p. 77-78.
At Bell Labs, loop for I/O to a small host, fixed size 35 bits/frame.

[West, 1972]
L. P. West, "Loop-transmission control structures," IE E E Trans, on Comm., com-20, June
1972, pp. 531-539.
Reprinted in [Green & Lucky, 1975].
[West, 1977]
Anthony R. West, A broadcast packet-switched computer communication network: design
progress report, TR 121, C om puter System Laboratory, Queen Mary College, London,
February 1977.
[West, 1978]
Anthony R. West, "Local area networks at Queen Mary College", Local Area Networking —
Report o f a Workshop Held at the National Bureau o f Standards, Aug. 22-23, 1977, NBS
Special Publication 500-31, 1978, pp. 23-26.
[West & Davison, 1978]
Anthony West and Allan Davison, C N E T -- A cheap network fo r distributed computing, TR
120, Com puter System Laboratory, Queen Mary College, M arch 1978.
[White & Maxemchuk, 1974]
H. E. White and N . F. Maxemchuk, "An experimental TDM data loop exchange", Int.
Comm. C onf, Minneapolis, June 1974, paper 7A.
TDM loop, fixed channels up to 9600 bps, run by a loop clock.

Several loops, connected through a switch.

[Wilkes, 1975]
M. V. Wilkes, "Communication using a digital ring", P A C N E T Conference, Sendai, Japan,
August 1975.
(See also [Wilkes & Wheeler, 1976].)
[Wilkes & Wheeler, 1976]
M. V. Wilkes and D. J., Wheeler, "Design o f a digital ring - Addendum to a a paper
presented to the PACNET Conference held in Sendai Japan, in
August 1975",December
1976.
[Wilkes & Wheeler, 1979]
M. V. Wilkes and D. J. Wheeler, "The Cambridge digital communication ring”, Local Area
Communications Network Symposium, Boston, May 1979.
*

[Wilkinson, 1969]
P. T. Wilkinson, "A model for the local area o f a data communication network -- software
organization", Proc. o f the A C M Sym. on Problems in the Optimization o f Data Comm.
Systems (1st Data Comm. Sym.), ACM SigComm, Pine M ountain, Georgia, October 1969,
pp. 155-181.
NPL system, basically terminals connected to a star.

[Wilkinson & Scantlebury, 1968]
P. T. Wilkinson and R. A. Scantlebury, "The control functions in a local data network",
IFIP Congress 68, Edinburgh, August 1968.
Describes the single Interface Computer (IC) in each local area, connected to the S /F backbone.

[Will, 1970]
Craig Will, "The data ring:
a communication facility for the DCS”, Appendix 2,
Supplement to proposal fo r research submitted to the National Science Foundation on
Distributed Computing System, University o f Calivornia, Irvine, October 1970.
Very early material:

includes a comparison o f control passing vs. empty slot

[Willard, 1973]
David G. Willard, "M ITRIX:
a sophisticated digital cable communications system",
National Telecommunications Conference, Atlanta, November 1973, paper 38E

[Willard, 1974]
David G. Willard, "A time division multiple access system for digital communication",
Computer Design, June 1974, pp. 79-83.
[Wong, el al., 1978]
J. W. Wong, J. A. Field, and S. N. Kalra, "Feasibility o f a loop system for local data
concentration", Proc. o f IC C ’78, Toronto, June 1978.
Restricted model o f a low-speed loop used to connect terminals to a concentrator, for access to a host
Reliability estimates for 3 different schemes to bypass broken components, and some simple discrete
simulations.

[Wu & Chen, 1975]
R. M. Wu and Y. Chen, "Analysis o f a loop transmission system with round-robin
scheduling o f services", IB M J. o f Res. and Dev., September 1975, pp. 486-493.
[Yajima, el al., 1977a]
Shuzo Yajima, Yahiko Kambayashi, Susumu Yoshida, and Kazuo Iwama, "Optically linked
laboratory com puter network Labolink", Proc. o f the 10th Hawaii Int. Conf. on System
Sciences, Honolulu, January 1977, pp. 1-4.
Simple star topology, but uses fiber optic links.

[Yajima, et al., 1977b]
S. Yajima, Y. Kambayashi, S. Yoshida, and K. Iwama, "Labolink: an optically linked
laboratory com puter network", Computer, IEEE Com puter Society, November 1977, pp. 5259.
Simple star topology, but uses fiber optic links.

[Yao, 1978]
A. C. Yao, "On the loop switching addressing problem ," S IA M J. Comput., 7:4, November
1978, pp. 515-523.
[Yasaki, 1978]
E. K. Yasaki, "IBM ’s offering o f SNA:
1978, pp. 176-177.

some find it a success," Datamation, February

Reports on results of a survey of 15 large SNA installations.

[Yatsuboshi, et al., 1978]
R. Yatsuboshi, T. Tsuda, K. Yamaguchi and Y. Inoue, "A n in-house network configuration
for distributed intelligence", Proc. o f the 4th ICCC, Kyoto, Septem ber 1978.
2-level hierarchy of loops:
backbone.

48 Kbps HDLC loops for terminals, 6.3 Mbps ring as a Data Highway, or

[Yu & Majithia, 1979]
L. W. Yu and J. C. Majithia, "An adaptive loop-type data network," Computer Networks,
3:2, April 1979, pp. 95-104.
Proposal for a full-duplex empty slot (Pierce) ring, with two slot sizes and an "adaptive priority scheme."
Small packets for control;
used to set priorities from a loop supervisor.

[Yuen, et al., 1972]
M. L. T. Yuen, B. A. Black, E. E. Newhall, and A. N. Venetsanopoulos, "Traffic flow in a
distributed loop switching system", Proc. o f the Symp. on Computer-Communications
Networks and Telelraffic (Polytechnic Institute o f Brooklyn, April 1972), Polytechnic Press,
1972, pp. 29-46. Reprinted in [Chu, 1976].
Simulation o f the ring, at 40.8 kbits/sec and 3.2 megabits/sec. Each unit on theloop isa Teletype:requires an
8-bit buffer in each.

[Zafiropulo, 1973]
P. Zafiropulo. "Reliability optimization in multiloop communication networks", IE E E
Trans, on Comm, com-21:8, August 1973, pp. 898-907.
Analytical derivation for average availability in a hierarchy o f loops. Shows thateven with very large
of terminals, more than 3 stages adds little to the reliability.

numbers

[Zafiropulo, 1974a]
P. Zafiropulo, "Reliability - a key elem ent in loop systems", Int. Zurich Seminar on Dig.
Comm., M arch 1974, paper D2.
Assessment of techniques for using a stand-by loop, with bypass and self-heal actions:
reconfiguration.

procedures for

[Zafiropulo, 1974b]
P. Zafiropulo, "Performance evaluation o f reliability improvement techniques for single
loop communications systems", IE E E Trans, on Comm., com-22:6, June 1974.
Expanded version of [Zafiropulo, 1974a].

[Zafiropulo & Rothauser, 1972]
P. Zafiropulo and E. H. Rothauser, "Signalling and frame structures in highly decentralized
loop systems," Proc. o f the ICCC, Washington, October 1972, pp. 309-315.
Proposal for a loop in which a loop controller circulates an empty frame structure.
one for regular speech traffic and one for data.

Partitioned into 2 parts,

10.2.

Radio communications

Radio-based networks may not -- strictly speaking -- be local networks, but many o f the
techniques are im portant in the consideration o f such local networks. This section includes
most o f the im portant papers; it does not attem pt to fully record all o f the work done on
multiaccess radio and satellite channels, nor does it include working papers such as the Packet
Radio Temporary Notes.
Papers are generally o f two different kinds:
proposals or
descriptions for working systems, and primarily analytical work.
10.2.1.

A guide to the literature on radio communications
Aloha System (University o f Hawaii)
Abramson, 1970]
Abramson, 1973a]
Abramson, 1973b]
Kuo & Binder, 1973]
Binder, el al., 1975]
Slotted Aloha
[Roberts, 1972]
Reservation Aloha
[Crowther, et al., 1973]
Packet Radio Network
Kahn, 1975]
Burchfiel, el al., 1975]
Fralick, et al., 1975]
Fralick & G arrett, 1975]
Frank, el al., 1975]
Kunzelman, 1978]
K ahn, et al., 1978]
Shoch & Stewart, 1979a]
Shoch & Stewart, 1979b]
Further random access proposals, and analytical papers
M cGregor, et al., 1971]
Metcalfe, 1973a]
Metcalfe, 1973b]
Gitm an, et al., 1974]
Kleinrock & Lam, 1974]
Kleinrock and Tobagi, 1974]
Gitm an, 1975]
Carleial & Heilman, 1975]
Kleinrock & Lam, 1975]
Binder, 1975]
Ferguson, 1975a]
Lam & Kleinrock, 1975]
Ferguson, 1975b]
Kleinrock & Tobagi, 1975]
Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1975]
Metzner, 1976]
Yasuda & Tasaka, 1976]
Gitm an, el al., 1976]
Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1976]
Abramson, 1977]
Kobayashi, et al., 1977]
Ferguson, 1977a]

> [Ferguson, 1977b]
N g & Mark, 1977]
Callender, 1977]
Fayolle, et al., 1977]
Lam, 1977]
Kleinrock & Scholl, 1977]
Hansen & Schwartz, 1977]
Schuchman, 1977]
Sastry, 1977]
Rothauser & Wild, 1977]
Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1977]
Rubin, 1977]
Tobagi, 1977]
M cGarty & Singh, 1977]
Gerla, et al., 1977]
Fukuda, et al., 1978]
N g & Mark, 1978]
Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1978]
Borgonovo & Fratta, 1978]
Szpankowski, et al., 1978]
Okada, et al., 1978]
Lam, 1978]
Kleinrock & Yemini, 1978]
Tobagi, 1978]
Kleinrock & Gerla, 1978]
Jacobs, el al., 1978]
Eaves, 1979]
M obile/Cellular radio systems
[Schiff, 1970]
[Cox & Reudink, 1972]
[Bell, 1979]
[Hindin, 1979]

10.2.2.

References on radio communications

[Abramson, 1970]
Norman Abramson, "The Aloha system -- another alternative
communications", A F IP S Conf. Proc., FJCC, 1970, pp. 281-285.

for

com puter

[Abramson, 1973a]
N. Abramson, "The Aloha system", in Abramson and Kuo, Eds., Computer-Communication
Networks, Prentice-Hall, 1973, pp. 501-517.
[Abramson, 1973b]
N. Abramson, "Packet switching with satellites," Proc. NCC, New York, June 1973, pp.
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